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Abstract 
Typically, a Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) or Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) experiment is 

composed of signal excitation, spectral or spatial encoding, and detection of the resulting signal. The 

encoding block is used to resolve the spatial distribution or other functional parameters such as motion. 

In general, there are two strategies to generate signal: concurrent and interleaved excitation and 

acquisition. Concurrent excitation and acquisition (CEA) was broadly employed in the first two decades of 

NMR. In fact, the first MR image acquisition by Lauterbur was based on CEA. Triggered by the technological 

advances, in the 1970s CEA was replaced by interleaved acquisition methods in MRI because of better 

signal quality and efficiency. Since then, MRI research is focused on improving the interleaved acquisition 

techniques, and by today, all standard hardware and software tools use interleaved methods.  

Conventional MRI has several fundamental limitations such as long scan durations, artifacts in images 

caused by subject motion, very high acoustic noise levels, signal loss due to short relaxation times, and RF 

induced heating of electrically conducting objects. The goals of this thesis are to evaluate state-of-the-art 

methods for imaging of tissue with short relaxation times, to prove the feasibility of CEA in a clinical MRI 

system, and to introduce a new electrophysiological measurement unit applied simultaneously with 

dynamic lung MRI. All these developments are targeted towards improving MRI of short-T2* tissues such 

as lung tissue or mummified samples. In particular, CEA offers 100% signal acquisition efficiency, shorter 

scan time, zero acquisition delay, low peak RF power, and silent scan. Furthermore, CEA features a zero 

acquisition delay that allows capturing the signal of fast-decaying spins, while this signal is largely lost in 

conventional methods. Finally, CEA pulse sequences do not demand high-peak power RF pulses and 

rapidly switching strong gradient fields.   

This thesis starts with assessing the limits of state-of-the-art pulse sequences for imaging of ancient 

mummified samples. MRI of mummies is challenging due to the extremely low water content and the very 

short transverse relaxation time, T2. The objective of this study is to compare 3 different short-TE pulse 

sequences: ultra-short echo time (UTE), point-wise encoding time reduction with radial acquisition 

(PETRA), and single point imaging (SPI). MR images of an ancient mummified human hand were acquired 

with all 3 sequences at field strengths of 1.5T and 3T using home-made transmit/receive (Tx/Rx) RF 

resonators. Based on the obtained contrast, different types of tissues were identified in all images, and 

anatomical structures such as bones and tendons were clearly separated. Quantitative relaxation time 

mapping was possible for tissue components with T2* higher than 100 s. This work provided an initial 

analysis for the optimization of imaging protocols to define an MRI-standard of reference for paleo-

radiology studies, and ultimately for MRI of tissue with extremely short T2.  

In the second part, CEA was implemented on a clinical MRI system which has been considered impossible 

so far. Therefore, a novel decoupling method was developed to isolate the transmit (Tx) and receive (Rx) 

resonators. The main Tx and Rx resonators were geometrically decoupled to reduce mutual inductance 

(isolation of 20 dB). The remaining signal that was induced by the main Tx into the Rx was reduced further 

by application of a second field, whose phase and amplitude were adjusted to interfere destructively with 

the unwanted signal of the main Tx (isolation of 50 dB). Isolation performance and transmit noise behavior 

were analyzed for different loading conditions, and a CEA MRI experiment was performed in a phantom 

with sub-millisecond T2* and in an animal ex vivo. This study demonstrated the feasibility of CEA imaging 
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experiment in clinical MRI systems with minor hardware modifications using active decoupling with 

parallel transmit array capabilities. 

Another novel decoupling method for CEA was realized using a fully automated analog cancellation unit. 

The cancellation circuit was composed of a voltage-controlled phase shifter and attenuator pair, which 

changes phase and amplitude of a tapped small copy of the Tx signal in a real-time feedback from MRI 

system. A gradient descent algorithm was implemented to find the phase and attenuation settings that 

suppress the Tx leakage most. Residual Tx leakage was subtracted during reconstruction based on the 

reference measurements of a pick-up loop detector. The automated analog cancellation system was 

tested in a 3T clinical MRI system, and CEA MRI of a phantom and an in vivo human wrist were done to 

demonstrate the feasibility of the concept. 

Finally, another novel system was developed for simultaneous vocal tract measurements and dynamic 

MRI of the lungs to provide fundamental insights into the lung physiology during singing. To analyze vocal 

fold oscillatory patterns during dynamic lung MRI, an electroglottography (EGG) system was modified to 

allow for simultaneous EGG measurements during MR image acquisitions. A low-pass filter was 

introduced to suppress residual RF coupling into the EGG signal. RF heating was tested in a gel phantom 

to ensure MR safety, and functionality of the device was assessed in a volunteer experiment at singing 

frequencies from A5 to A3. In the recorded EGG signals, remaining RF interferences were removed by ICA 

post processing, and standard EGG parameters such as fundamental frequency, contact quotient and jitter 

were calculated. In a second volunteer experiment, EGG recordings were compared with lung diameter 

measurements from 2D time-resolved acquisitions. This study shows that EGG recording is possible during 

dynamic lung MRI of professional singers, and glottal activity can be studied safely at 1.5 T.  
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Zusammenfassung 
Ein Kernspin- (NMR) oder Magnetresonanztomographie-(MRT)-Experiment besteht typischerweise aus 

einer Signalanregung, einer spektralen oder räumlichen Kodierung und der Detektion des resultierenden 

Signals. Der Kodierteil wird dazu verwendet, die räumliche Verteilung oder andere funktionelle Parameter 

wie die Geschwindigkeit zu messen. Im Allgemeinen gibt es zwei Strategien für die Signalerzeugung: eine 

simultane oder eine abwechselnde Anregung und Auslese. Die simultane Anregung und Auslese 

(concurrent excitation and acquisition, CEA) wurde vielfach verwendet in den ersten beiden Jahrzehnten 

der NMR; so beruht beispielsweise die erste MR Bildaufnahme durch Lauterbur auf einer CEA Technik. 

Angestoßen durch technische Verbesserungen wurde CEA in den 1970er Jahren in der MRT durch 

abwechselnde Akquisitionsmethoden ersetzt, da hiermit eine bessere Signalqualität und eine höhere 

Effizienz erzielt werden konnten. Seit dieser Zeit ist die MRT-Forschung darauf fokussiert, die 

abwechselnden Akquisitionstechniken zu verbessern, so dass heute alle Standardsysteme abwechselnde 

Techniken einsetzen. 

Die konventionelle MRT hat einige fundamentale Limitationen wie lange Aquisitionszeiten, Bildartefakte 

durch Bewegung, hohe Geräuschpegel, Signalverlust bei kurzen Relaxationszeiten und HF-induzierte 

Erhitzungen in elektrisch leitfähigen Objekten. Die Ziele dieser Arbeit sind es, etablierte Bildgebungs-

methoden zur Darstellung von Geweben mit kurzen Relaxationszeiten zu evaluieren, die generelle 

Durchführbarkeit von CEA-Messungen an klinischen MRT-Systemen zu zeigen, und ein neues elektro-

physiologisches Meßsystem vorzustellen, das während dynamischer Lungen-MRT-Aufnahmen verwendet 

werden kann. All diese Entwicklungen zielen darauf ab, die MRT von Geweben zu verbessern, die wie 

Lungengewebe oder mumifizierte Proben ein kurzes T2* besitzen. Im Speziellen bietet hierzu CEA eine 

100% Effizienz der Signalakquisition, kürzere Messzeiten, verschwindende Totzeiten, geringe 

Spitzensendeleistung, sowie geräuscharme Untersuchungen. Zusätzlich weist CEA eine verschwindende 

Totzeit auf, so dass auch schnell zerfallende Signale erfasst werden können, die mit konventionellen 

Methoden nicht detektierbar sind. Schließlich benötigen CEA Pulssequenzen auch keine HF-Pulse mit 

hohen Spitzenleistungen oder schnell geschaltete Gradientenfelder. 

In dieser Arbeit werden zuerst die Grenzen von bestehenden Pulssequenzen zur Bildgebung von 

historischen, mumifizierten Proben ausgeleuchtet. Die MRT von Mumien ist schwierig wegen ihres extrem 

geringen Wassergehalts und der sehr kurzen transversalen Relaxationszeiten T2. Das Ziel dieser Studie ist 

es, 3 verschiedene Pulssequenzen mit kurzem TE zu vergleichen: ultra-short echo time (UTE), point-wise 

encoding time reduction with radial acquisition (PETRA), und single point imaging (SPI). MRT-Bilder eine 

historischen mumifizierten Hand wurden mit allen drei Sequenzen bei Feldstärken von 1.5 T und 3 T unter 

Einsatz von selbstentwickelten Sende-Empfangs-(Tx/Rx)-spulen aufgenommen. Auf der Grundlage der 

erzielten Kontraste wurden in allen Bildern verschiedene Gewebearten identifiziert, und anatomische 

Strukturen wie Knochen oder Bänder voneinander unterschieden. Eine quantitative Kartierung der 

Relaxationszeit konnte für alle Gewebekomponenten mit einem T2* von mehr als 100 s erreicht werden. 

Diese Arbeit ist damit eine erste Analyse zur Optimierung von Bildgebungsprotokollen als 

Referenzstandard für die Paleoradiologie, mit dem Ziel, die MRT auch bei Geweben mit extrem kurzem T2 

einsetzen zu können.  
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Im zweiten Teil der Arbeit wurde CEA an einem klinischen MRT-System implementiert – dies wurde bisher 

als unmöglich erachtet. Eine neue Entkopplungsmethode wurde entwickelt, um die Sende- (Tx) von den 

Empfangs-(Rx)-resonatoren zu isolieren. Die Tx und Rx Resonatoren wurden geometrisch entkoppelt um 

die Gegeninduktivität zu reduzieren (Isolation: 20 dB). Das verbleibende Signal, das durch die Sendespule 

im Empfangskanal induziert wurde, konnte durch den Einsatz eines zweiten Sendefeldes weiter reduziert 

werden, dessen Phase und Amplitude so justiert wurden, dass es zu einer destruktiven Interferenz mit 

dem Signal der Hauptsendespule kam (Isolation: 50 dB). Die Isolationsstärke und des Rauschverhalten des 

Senders wurden analysiert unter verschiedenen Beladungssituationen, und ein CEA MRT Experiment 

wurde durchgeführt sowohl in einem Phantom mit Sub-Millisekunden T2* als auch in einem Tierkadaver. 

Mit dieser Studie konnte erstmals die Durchführbarkeit von CEA Bildgebungsexperimenten auf klinischen 

MRT-Systemen gezeigt werden, wobei die aktive Entkopplung mit  einer parallelen Sendeeinheit realisiert 

wurde. 

Eine weitere Entkopplungsmethode für CEA wurde realisiert mit Hilfe eines vollständig automatisierten 

analogen Unterdrückungsschaltkreises (cancellation unit). Der Schaltkreis bestand aus spannungsgesteu-

erten Phasenschieber und Dämpfungsglied, welche die Phase und Amplitude einer abgegriffenen Kopie 

des Sendesignals in einer Echtzeit-Rückkopplung von MRT verändern. Ein gradient descent Algorithmus 

wurde implementiert um die Phasen- und Amplitudenwerte zu finden, die das Sendesignal am besten 

unterdrücken. Verbleibendes Sendesignal wurde dann während der Rekonstruktion subtrahiert, wozu 

Referenzmessungen mit einer kleinen Ringspule (Schnüffelspule) verwendet wurden. Der automatisierte 

analoge Unterdrückungsschaltkreis wurde an einem klinischen 3T MR System getestet, und CEA MRT 

Aufnahmen eines Phantoms und einer menschlichen Hand wurde akquiriert um die Durchführbarkeit des 

Konzeptes zu demonstrieren. 

Abschließend wurde ein neues System für die Untersuchung des Vokaltraktes entwickelt, welches 

gleichzeitig mit einer dynamischen MRT Messung der Lunge verwendet werden kann, so dass Grund-

lagenexperimente zur Lungenphysiologie während des Gesangs durchgeführt werden können. Um die 

Oszillationsmuster der Stimmlippen während einer dynamischen MRT Messung analysieren zu können, 

wurde ein Elektroglottographie-(EGG)-system so modifiziert, dass eine gleichzeitige EGG- und MRT-

Aufnahme möglich wird. Ein Tiefpassfilter wurde eingefügt um eine HF-Einkopplung in das EGG-Signal zu 

unterdrücken. Um die MRT-Sicherheit sicherzustellen wurde die HF-Erhitzung in einem Gelphantom 

getestet, und die Funktionsfähigkeit des Gerätes wurde in einem Probandenexperiment bei Gesangs-

frequenzen zwischen A5 (a´´) und A3 (a) untersucht. In den aufgenommenen EGG-Signalen wurden 

verbleibende HF-Interferenzen durch ICA-Nachverarbeitung eliminiert, und Standard-EGG-Parameter wie 

die Fundamentalfrequenz, der Kontaktquotient und der Jitter wurden berechnet. In einem weiteren 

Probandenexperiment wurden die EGG-Daten mit der Ausdehnung der Lunge verglichen, die aus 

zeitaufgelösten 2D Messungen gewonnen wurde. Die Messungen zeigten, dass EGG-Messungen an 

professionellen Sängern während dynamischer Lungen-MRT möglich sind, und dass die Kehlkopfaktivität 

sicher bei 1.5 T gemessen werden kann. 
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Nomenclature 
Abbreviations 

Abbreviation Meaning 

MR Magnetic Resonance 

MRI Magnetic Resonance Imaging 

NMR Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 

CW Continuous wave 

CEA Concurrent Excitation and Acquisition 

IBFD In Band Full Duplex 

EPR Electron Paramagnetic Resonance 

SWIFT Sweep Imaging with Fourier Transform  

ZTE Zero Echo Time 

UTE Ultra-short Echo Time 

SPI Single Point Imaging 

PETRA Pointwise Encoding Time Reduction with Radial Acquisition 

FM Frequency Modulated 

HS Hyperbolic secant 

Tx Transmit 

Rx Receive 

e.m.f. Electromotive Force 

RF Radio Frequency 

CT Computed Tomography 

FID Free Induction Decay 

SE Spin Echo 

CPMG Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill 

FSE Fast Spin Echo 

TSE Turbo Spin Echo 

TrueFISP True Fast Imaging with Steady State Precession 

GE Gradient Echo 

GRE Gradient Recalled Echo 

FLASH Fast Low Angle Shot 

TR Repetition Time 
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TE Echo Time 

SNR Signal to Noise Ratio 

ADC Analog to Digital Converter 

DAC Digital to Analog Converter 

LNA Low Noise Amplifier 

RFPA Radio Frequency Power Amplifier 

ULNA Ultra-low Noise Amplifier 

DC Direct Current 

NF Noise Figure 

NPR Noise Power Ratio 

LPF Low-pass Filter  

Q Quality Factor 

PA Phase and Amplitude 

PUC Pick-up Coil 

FOV Field of View 

ROI Region of Interest 

PSF Point Spread Function  

D Dimension(al) 

BALUN Balanced-Unbalanced Transformer 

ESR Effective Series Resistance 

AFI Actual Flip angle Imaging 

BS Bloch Siegert 

HAP Hydroxyapatite 

EGG Electroglottography 

ECG Electrocardiography 

EEG Electroencephalography 

EOG Electrooculography 
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Symbols 

Symbol Meaning Unit 

z Spin number - 

L Larmor frequency rad/s 

B0 Static magnetic field in z direction T 

 Gyromagnetic ratio Hz/T 

 Magnetic moment A m2 

 Spin Energy J 

ℏ Reduced Planck’s constant J s 

K Boltzmann constant J/K 

T Temperature K 

M0 Net magnetization A/m 

Mss Steady-state magnetization A/m 

Mxy Transverse magnetization A/m 

Mz Longitudinal magnetization A/m 

B1 Time varying excitation RF field T 

 Flip angle ° 

T1 Spin-lattice relaxation time s 

T2 Spin-spin relaxation time s 

T2* T2 - star relaxation time s 

 Susceptibility - 

 Time domain root mean square noise e.m.f. A z 

f Receiver frequency bandwidth Hz 

RS Sample resistance  

RC Coil resistance  

RD Diode series resistance  

LC Coil inductance H 

Ctune Tuning capacitor F 

Cmatch Matching capacitor F 

G Gradient field mT/m 

Z0 Characteristic impedance - 

W RF energy stored in resonator J 

P Energy lost over one period J/s 
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QU Unloaded quality factor of the resonator - 

QL Loaded quality factor of the resonator - 

NF Noise figure dB 

F Noise factor - 

VS Sample volume m3 

 Electromagnetic propagation wavelength m 

 Sample’s coil filling ratio - 

 Current A 

U Voltage V 

S Sampling time s 

 Reflection coefficient - 

 Phase Rad 

s(t) Acquired MR signal V 

S() Fourier transform of the MR signal V 

h(t) FID response function - 

H() Fourier transform of the FID response - 

b(t) RF excitation signal function V 

B() Fourier transform of RF excitation signal V 

A(t) Time dependent leakage signal V 

fs Sweep frequency Hz 

TReff Effective repetition time s 

tacq ADC acquisition time s 
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1. Introduction  

This thesis describes the novel technologies I developed for structural and functional MR imaging of 

tissues with ultra-short T2 values. The technologies were published in several peer-reviewed publications. 

Additional technical details which are not necessarily novel but help to understand the concepts can be 

found in the Appendices.  

This chapter will start with a historical introduction, because the concept of concurrent excitation and 

acquisition which forms a major part of this thesis is best understood in a historical context. The historical 

description follows the thought flow in the textbooks of Fukushima and Cowan, and Nishimura is also 

instructive to understand all concepts. 

1.1. Magnetic Resonance Imaging: A Historical Overview  

In the second half of the 19th and the early 20th century many studies were performed to understand the 

interaction of electromagnetic radiation with matter. For example, the attenuation of X-rays in tissue was 

first described by Röntgen in 1895, and the heating of water-containing substances in microwave ovens 

are well-known phenomena of electromagnetic interaction. Typical frequencies for X-rays are on the 

order of 1018 Hz, while for microwave ovens it is around 1-3 GHz.  

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) operates mostly in the very high frequency (VHF) band of the 

spectrum covering from 105 - 0.5 109 Hz. The major difference of MRI from other electromagnetic 

radiation-based techniques is that in addition to the high frequency field, B1, an external static magnetic 

field, B0, is applied. And the second distinguishing property is that the magnetic field component of the 

incident radiation induces resonant transitions of the nuclei from one quantum mechanical state to 

another [1]. Thus, the acquired signal is smaller than an electric field interaction by a factor of the velocity 

in the system or the speed of light.  

In the year 1937 Rabi demonstrated that Lithium nuclei can be induced to flip their magnetic moments 

when exposed to an oscillating magnetic field [2]. Rabi used an electromagnet of B0 = 0.2 T, and an RF 

resonator radiating an oscillatory RF field at 3.5 MHz. He varied the static magnetic field strength by 

adjusting the current in the electromagnet, and then let LiCl molecules pass through a vacuum chamber 

into the magnetic field. He could observe resonance peaks at certain field strengths due to absorption of 

the continuously radiated RF energy – he named this phenomenon nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). 

In 1945, Purcell filled an electromagnetic cavity with solid paraffin and placed it in an electromagnet. An 

RF wave at 30 MHz was continuously applied to the cavity, and the magnetic field strength was slowly 

increased until at about 0.7 T. At resonance the cavity's absorption of RF radiation energy increased by 20 

fold [3] - this was the first demonstration of NMR of hydrogen nuclei.  

At the same year, Bloch demonstrated NMR in water using a much smaller apparatus. A small glass tube 

was filled with 1 cc of water. Separate transmitter and receiver resonators were tuned at 8 MHz, which 

were placed orthogonal to each other for isolation i.e. geometrical decoupling. An electromagnet 
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operating at approximately 0.18T was used and, similar to Purcell, Bloch team slowly changed the 

magnetic field until resonance was achieved. Rather than measuring absorption, however, Bloch detected 

a nuclear induction signal in the receiver coil as a manifestation of the NMR phenomenon [4].  

After these early observations several researchers, most notably Erwin Hahn in 1950, demonstrated that 

similar information could be gathered by observing the response to short intense pulses of resonant RF 

radiation [5].  

Thus, the methods for MR signal acquisition can be divided historically into two major classes: 

1. Methods, that excite and acquire signals simultaneously, which will be termed Concurrent 

Excitation and Acquisition (CEA) methods in this work such as Continuous wave NMR (CW-NMR), 

rapid scan correlation spectroscopy, stochastic NMR, and 

2. Time interleaved acquisition methods in which excitation and acquisition are not performed 

simultaneously, which will be called Pulsed NMR such as Spin echo, gradient echo, steady-state 

free precession, ultra-short TE, or single point imaging.  

CEA was historically the first MR technique, which, at that time, was called continuous-wave (CW) nuclear 

magnetic resonance (NMR). The discovery of NMR by Bloch and Purcell, and the first MR image by 

Lauterbur [6] were also based on CW-NMR. In CW-NMR either a frequency-swept RF pulse was used or 

the static field was swept through resonance, and it has been used extensively to spectroscopically 

investigate solid materials with ultra-short T2*[7], and has been adapted to 1H and multinuclear imaging 

to reduce the dead time between RF excitation and signal acquisition. In 1974, it was shown that the same 

CW absorption spectra could also be acquired with a rapidly swept RF pulse (i.e., linear region of an 

adiabatic passage) that correlates with the spin response [8], [9] – this rapid scan correlation method was 

further improved for 3D solid MRI [10]–[13].  

In 1975, the MRI based on time interleaved acquisition [14] was successfully demonstrated, and since 

then, pulsed NMR methods have become the most popular techniques in MRI, since they are easier to 

implement and they are often sufficient for clinical imaging purposes. The development of MRI electronics 

and the increase in computational power also led to a domination of pulsed NMR techniques in MRI.  

1.2. Motivation and Main Contributions 

MRI produces images of tissue and materials noninvasively using non-ionizing RF waves, and it provides 

information about tissue structure, metabolism, and function. The impact of MRI in diagnostic radiology 

is very high, and, despite its wide-range clinical and commercial use, MRI is still an active area of research. 

Currently, new application areas are opened through the development of high-field MR systems at 7 Tesla 

and higher, and new encoding methods that overcome the limitations of linear gradient systems.  

Most MRI examinations between the years 2011-2015 are applied in Turkey, USA, and Germany, and the 

numbers tend to monotonically increase every year [15]. This motivates efforts to make MRI more 

efficient (i.e., faster and with improved image quality) and more comfortable. Presumably, the increase 

in MRI usage is partly stimulated by the research on new contrast mechanisms [16], [17], real-time 
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imaging applications [18], expanding usage of MRI to the patients with implants [19], and investigating 

brain function and metabolism [20], [21].  

Nevertheless, MRI still has several fundamental limitations: 

 long scan durations  

 artifacts in images caused by subject motion 

 very high acoustic noise levels 

 signal loss due to short relaxation times  

 RF induced heating of electrically conducting objects 

For patients an MRI exam is often uncomfortable as they have to lie still in the magnet bore for tens of 

minutes trying to freeze all the movements, they are covered with RF resonators, and they are exposed 

to the loud noise. Unlike computed tomography or x-ray scans, image encoding in MRI takes longer time 

as the spatial information is collected line by line as on a transformed information space in frequency 

domain.  

Currently, significant research effort is focused on reducing the MRI scan time: parallel MRI using multi-

element receive antennas [22], rapid acquisition techniques manipulating the spin echo signal [23], [24], 

compressed sensing applications in MRI [25], and echo planar imaging (EPI) methods. The advantages, 

disadvantages, and limitations of these technologies will not be discussed in this work, because the 

proposed CEA method can be combined with all of them, and constitutes an additional method to acce-

lerate the image acquisition. CEA approaches the problem from a different perspective: instead of sepa-

rating transmit and receive events in time, CEA is a technology that enables concurrent transmission and 

reception to reduce the scan times in MRI. This technology will be described in detail under “Concurrent 

Excitation and Acquisition”. Data acquisition strategies using CEA have additional advantages such as 

silent scanning, and reduced sensitivity to motion artifacts due to radial frequency encoding.  

In several tissues the MR signal decays rapidly due to ultra-short T2, so that signal from these tissues is not 

detectable using conventional MRI techniques. Until the 1990s, these tissues were considered 

‘undetectable’ with MRI [26]. At this time, various novel data acquisition methods were suggested [27]–

[29], and modifications to these are still an active field of research. Common to all these methods is to 

apply a very short ‘hard’ excitation radio frequency (RF) pulse, and to acquire the FID signal - rather than 

echoes - immediately after this pulse to shorten the delay between signal generation and data acquisition. 

Major limitations of these ultra-short TE methods are caused by the used RF hardware: most RF power 

amplifiers do not support very short and high peak RF pulses, a certain amount of time is needed to switch 

between the RF transmit and receive mode, and high-order digital filters put a lower limit on the time 

between excitation and acquisition, i.e. acquisition delay. In this thesis, technologies are developed to 

implement state-of-the-art acquisition methods to MRI of samples with extremely short T2 values (e.g. 

ancient mummified tissue), and, for the first time, parametric relaxation time mapping of such samples is 

done using MRI. However, CEA with its intrinsic property of having zero acquisition delay might be the 

ultimate solution to MRI of samples with ultra-short T2. 
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Lungs have a very short T2 value, and the study of lung motion in combination of vocal fold activity can 

provide deep insights into breathing strategies of patients with lung function abnormalities or singers 

trying to obtain a high vocal quality. In this thesis we describe a novel technology that enables 

simultaneous measurement of dynamic lung MRI and vocal cord activity with a so-called electro-

glottography (EGG) system. One problem of MRI with external devices such as the EGG is RF-induced 

heating of electrically conducting elements inside the RF field: with more than 150 occasions reported, RF 

heating can result in severe burns in patients due to metallic electrodes or implants [30]. As in microwave 

heating, RF electric field coupled in the metallic structures such as implants, pacemaker leads, 

interventional instruments, electrophysiological measurement electrodes are potentially harmful to the 

patients and volunteers in MRI exams. A great research effort is spent on avoiding harmful effects of RF 

induced heating in MRI. Electrophysiological measurements, however, are significant in MRI exams to 

track patient status, to record functional information, and to apply triggered imaging techniques of 

moving organs such as the heart. Most electrophysiological measurement devices are tested, and for 

example ECG electrodes exist that are certified as ‘MR compatible’ or ‘MR conditional’ according to the 

international standards. EGG electrodes, which are used to monitor functional vocal fold activity, were 

never introduced to MRI until now. Regarding RF induced heating of metallic implants in MRI, concurrent 

excitation and acquisition technology is also advantageous as it has very low peak RF excitation powers. 

This makes the technology potentially promising to offer safe MRI examination to the patients with 

implants. 

1.3. Thesis Scope and Organization 

This thesis describes novel MRI technologies and applications, and it is divided into three main topics:  

 investigation of state-of-the-art pulse sequences and hardware improvements for MRI of samples 

with ultra- short transverse relaxation times and application to MRI of an ancient mummified 

sample, 

 novel systems for MRI with Concurrent Excitation and Acquisition, and 

 simultaneous measurement of EGG signal and functional imaging of lungs 

This thesis is divided into theory, methods, results, and discussion chapters. Each chapter is also separated 

into sections for each three main topics. Electronic circuit layouts and simulations, derivations of formula, 

and programming scripts are detailed in designated Appendix chapters. In the following section of this 

chapter, a description of the phenomenon of nuclear magnetism will be given and the invention of MRI 

will be discussed based on a comparison of CEA and pulsed NMR techniques.  

In chapter 2, basic MRI principles will be introduced, and the theoretical framework used throughout the 

thesis will be developed. Starting with signal acquisition strategies, relaxation mechanisms are described 

and the motivation for each of the studies is stated. State-of-the–art pulse sequences for MRI of samples 

with ultra-short T2 including UTE, SPI, and PETRA will be described, as well as contributions to 

improvement of these techniques. Hardware considerations will also be discussed. Novel techniques to 

implement CEA in clinical MRI systems will be described. Finally background for a novel system that 

enables simultaneous EGG recordings and dynamic lung MRI measurements will be established.  
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In chapter 3, methods for each main topic is described such as technical details and experimental setups. 

Application of the state-of-the-art pulse sequences to MRI of an ancient mummified human hand as an 

extreme case of the samples with ultra-short T2 will be presented. Modifications to the existing pulse 

sequences and optimization of hardware will be described. Novel systems for decoupling of Tx and Rx 

resonators for MRI with CEA will be explained.  

The CEA section is divided into two parts: first part describes the active decoupling method based on 

destructive interference of multiple Tx resonators. In this part of the study, CEA is implemented by 

combining geometric decoupling with a novel method that adjusts the relative phase between two 

separate Tx resonators. This method attempts to cancel the B1-induced currents on the Rx resonator by 

an appropriate adjustment of the amplitudes and phases of the Tx resonator array input currents. The 

method was tested for CEA imaging of short-T2* phantoms in a 3T clinical MRI system. 

The second part of the CEA section describes the latest developments in my research. In this section, an 

automated analog cancellation system is described which is designed to bring CEA one step closer to 

clinical practice. The decoupling system designed in this work benefits from all decoupling methods used 

in full duplex electronics: passive suppression using geometrical decoupling, active cancellation using an 

analog cancellation circuit, and digital cancellation. Additionally, an automatized decoupling procedure is 

presented using real-time feedback control between the analog cancellation circuit and the MR system. 

Finally the system for simultaneous EGG and dynamic lung MRI will be described along with the MRI safety 

issues.   

The performance results of the systems parts from the previous section are given in chapter 4. Analysis of 

the data for parametric imaging of ancient mummified sample are presented, which are the first 

parametric maps for ancient mummies using MRI. The first proof-of-principle results including in vivo MRI 

with CEA will be analyzed. For the simultaneous EGG and MRI system, results of the safety tests will be 

given, and simultaneously acquired vocal fold activity and dynamic lung MRI measurement results during 

a singing task of a trained singer are shown. 

In chapter 5, the results for each main topic will be discussed. Limitations and future developments will 

be highlighted. Potential value of the systems for MRI in general will be evaluated.   
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2. Theory 

2.1. Basic NMR Principles 

An atomic nucleus has four properties: mass, electric charge, magnetism, and spin. The spin property of 

a nucleus indicates that it rotates in space. A rotating object possesses angular momentum. Spin is also a 

form of angular momentum. Microscopic magnetic field generated by spin is represented with a magnetic 

moment vector, . Ratio of magnetic moment and spin angular momentum is called gyromagnetic ratio, 

, which is an intrinsic property of the nucleus. The nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) phenomenon is 

caused by the magnetic moment of the atomic nucleus [1]. When exposed to an external magnetic field, 

B0 all nuclei with a non-zero magnetic moment precess about the field axis. The precession frequency, 

also called Larmor frequency, L is proportional to the strength of the external magnetic field, B0, and : 

 𝜔𝐿 = −𝛾|𝐵0|  (2.1.1) 

The hydrogen nucleus (proton, 1H) is the most sensitive stable NMR nucleus with 𝛾 = 2 47,577 MHz/T 

(i.e., a resonance frequency of 128 MHz at B0 = 3 T).  

Nuclear spins are associated with a quantum number, Iz. 1H isotope of hydrogen has Iz = ½, implying that 

magnetic moment can be parallel or anti-parallel with B0. 2H isotope, however has Iz = 1, when proton 

and neutron combined in parallel configuration, and Iz = 0 in anti-parallel configuration. Since the energy 

level difference between these two states exceeds the energies available to usual electromagnetic fields, 

excited states of such nuclei is ignored. The nuclear magnetic moment is a consequence of the nuclear 

spin state, 𝐼𝑧, and can be written as 𝜇 = −𝛾ℏ𝐼𝑧. The interaction energy of a magnetic moment 𝜇 in a 

magnetic field 𝐵0 is B0. Thus, the energy, 𝐸 is given by  

 𝐸 = 𝜇𝐵0 = −𝛾ℏ𝐵0𝐼𝑧 (2.1.2) 

Here, it was assumed (without loss of generality) that 𝐵0 is parallel to the z-axis. This form of magnetic 

interaction is known as a Zeeman interaction. The two values of the spin quantum number 𝐼𝑧 for 1H atom 

are –½ to +½. The difference between the spin state energy levels writes  

 ∆𝐸 = 𝐸(𝐼𝑧 = −½) − 𝐸(𝐼𝑧 = +½) = 𝛾ℏ𝐵0 (2.1.3) 

So far, the quantum mechanical description explains the interaction of a single nuclear spin with a mag-

netic field. In the following, the observation will be extended to a macroscopic spin ensemble.  

In an MRI experiment a large ensemble of nuclei is observed, where different nuclei may occupy different 

states. Therefore, an ensemble average for the individual magnetic moments and spin states needs to be 

considered. In a proton ensemble, two groups of nuclei states, one (𝑛+) parallel to B0, and the other (𝑛−) 

anti-parallel. Since the n+ group represents the lower energy state, it would be expected that many more 

spins occupy this state than n-. However, as the thermal energy 𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 = 𝑘𝑇 is at room temperature 

much larger than the magnetic energy ∆𝐸 (high temperature approximation), the probability ratio of two 

spin states is described by a Boltzmann distribution: 
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𝑛+

𝑛−
= 𝑒∆𝐸 𝑘𝑇⁄  (2.1.4) 

Here, k is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the absolute temperature. To calculate the equilibrium nuclear 

magnetization we need to determine the difference between two populations with opposite polarity, and 

the average spin magnetic dipole energy. First, we approximate eqn.2.1.4 using Taylor series expansion: 

 
𝑛+

𝑛−
≈ 1 − ∆𝐸 𝑘𝑇⁄  (2.1.5) 

Thus, 

 ∆𝑛 =  𝑛+ − 𝑛− = 𝑛+ ∆𝐸 𝑘𝑇⁄ ~ (∆𝐸 𝑘𝑇⁄ )𝑛𝑠/2 (2.1.6) 

where, ns is the concentration of the nuclei in the body. The resulting equilibrium magnetization for 1H 

spins can be calculated as 

 𝑀0 = ∆𝑛ℏ
𝛾

2
= 𝑛s𝛾2ℏ2𝐵0/4𝑘𝑇 (2.1.7) 

More generally M0 is dependent on the spin state [31]: 

 𝑀0 = 𝑛𝑠𝛾2ℏ2𝐼𝑧(𝐼𝑧 + 1)𝐵0/3𝑘𝑇 (2.1.8) 

This equation shows that the magnetization is proportional to the B0 field strength. At B0 = 3 T, T = 300°K, 

magnitude of the magnetization vector for 1H protons in H2O corresponds to 9.75 10-2 A T/m. 

Time dependent behavior of the ensemble of a spin system can be modeled using a bulk magnetization 

vector M, which is the sum of a large number of individual nuclear magnetic moments.  

2.1.1. Bloch Equations 
Equation of motion for M(t) is modeled as a forced mechanical rotation, where the torque is equal to the 

rate of change of M(t) for magnetic field vector B(t): 

   

 
𝑑𝑴(𝒕)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝛾𝑴(𝒕) × 𝑩(𝒕) (2.1.9) 

giving the so called Bloch equations [32]. Suppose that B(t) = [0, 0, B0]’. If initial magnetization M(t) were 

oriented at an angle  relative to the z-axis, the solution of Eq. 2.1.9 is 

𝑀𝑥(𝑡) = 𝑀0 sin 𝛼 cos(−𝜔𝐿𝑡 + 𝜙) 

𝑀𝑦(𝑡) = 𝑀0 sin 𝛼 sin(−𝜔𝐿𝑡 + 𝜙) 

𝑀𝑧(𝑡) = 𝑀0 cos 𝛼 

where 𝑀0 = |𝑀(0)|, 𝑀(𝑡) = [𝑀𝑥(𝑡), 𝑀𝑦(𝑡), 𝑀𝑧(𝑡)], and 𝜙 is an arbitrary angle. These equations 

describe a precession of 𝑀(𝑡) around B0 with a frequency 𝜔𝐿 = 𝛾𝐵0.  

For a better understanding of MRI, it is useful to conceptualize M(t) in two components: longitudinal 

magnetization is oriented along z-axis, and transverse magnetization is defined by Mxy(t)=Mx(t)+iMy(t). 

Mxy is a complex variable, angle of which is called the phase angle and given by 
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 𝜙 = tan−1 𝑀𝑦

𝑀𝑥
 (2.1.10) 

Transverse magnetization can be written as  

 𝑀𝑥𝑦(𝑡) = 𝑀0 sin 𝛼 𝑒−𝑖(𝜔𝐿𝑡−𝜙) (2.1.11) 

In MRI theory, evolution of the magnetization is expressed in the rotating frame, which is rotating at L, 

for convenience. The coordinates of the rotating frame are related to those of stationary frame by 

𝑥′ = 𝑥 cos(𝜔𝐿𝑡) − 𝑦 cos(𝜔𝐿𝑡) 

𝑦′ = 𝑥 sin(𝜔𝐿𝑡) − 𝑦 cos(𝜔𝐿𝑡) 

𝑧′ = 𝑧 

In this frame of reference, transverse magnetization becomes 

 𝑀𝑥𝑦(𝑡) = 𝑀0 sin 𝛼 𝑒𝑖𝜙 (2.1.12) 

In other words, Mxy is a stationary vector in the rotating complex plane.  

2.1.2. RF Excitation and Flip Angle 
It is possible to tip M(t) away  from B0 using an oscillating magnetic field, [B1(t), 0, 0]’, which has a 

frequency 𝜔𝑅𝐹.    

 𝐵1(𝑡) = |𝐵1(𝑡)|𝑒−𝑖(𝜔𝑅𝐹𝑡−𝜑) (2.1.13) 

In the rotating frame of reference: 

 𝐵1(𝑡) = |𝐵1(𝑡)|𝑒−𝑖(𝜔𝑅𝐹−𝜔𝐿)𝑡−𝜑) (2.1.14) 

Assume that 𝜔𝑅𝐹 = 𝜔𝐿, and for simplicity initial phase, 𝜑 = 0; so that B1 is oriented in x direction of the 

rotating frame (Fig.1). Such an excitation causes M to precess in the clockwise direction in the yz-plane. 

The frequency of this precession is given by 1 = |B1|. Final tip angle, i.e. flip angle,  and phase of the 

M depends both on the amplitude and duration of B1(t). If the RF excitation field is turned off after M has 

precessed into the transverse plane, then pulse is called /2 pulse. The RF excitation that tips M to -M is 

called  or inversion pulse. In general, 

 𝛼 = 𝛾 ∫ 𝐵1(𝑡)𝑑𝑡
𝑇𝑅𝐹

0
 (2.1.15) 

In the case of 𝜔𝑅𝐹 ≠ 𝜔𝐿, as M is tipped away from the z-axis, B1 moves relative to the M, and the axis of 

rotation is changed. As a result, there is a residual longitudinal magnetization component in z-axis. 

Difference between 𝜔𝑅𝐹 and 𝜔𝐿, ∆𝜔 = 𝛾𝐵𝑧characterizes the longitudinal component of M. Together 

with B1, Bz produce an effective B1 field, Beff, in the rotating frame. When B1 is applied off-resonance (i.e., 

slightly different from the Larmor frequency), M precesses in a cone around Beff at frequency ∆𝜔 instead 

of precessesing around B1 (Fig.1c).  If |∆𝜔| < 𝜔1 then effective excitation occurs; if |∆𝜔| ≫ 𝜔1then no 

excitation occurs. 
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Fig. 1: RF Excitation and magnetization vectors. In the lab frame, actual motion of M is a spiral (left). In 
the rotating frame M precesses around the x-axis in response to an RF excitation, B1 (middle). When B1 is 
off-resonant with respect to Larmor frequency, M precesses in a cone around Beff at frequency ∆𝜔. 

Including B1(t), Bloch equations are written in matrix form as [33]: 

𝑑𝑴(𝒕)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝛾𝑴(𝒕) × 𝑩𝒆𝒇𝒇(𝒕) 

 
𝑑𝑴(𝒕)

𝑑𝑡
= (

0 𝜔𝐿 − 𝜔𝑅𝐹 0
𝜔𝑅𝐹 − 𝜔𝐿 0 𝜔1(𝑡)

0 −𝜔1(𝑡) 0
) 𝑴(𝒕) (2.1.16) 

The solution of Eq. 2.1.16 is derived as: 

 𝑴(𝒕) = (

1 0 0

0 cos (∫ 𝜔1(𝜏)dτ
𝑡

0
) sin (∫ 𝜔1(𝜏)dτ

𝑡

0
)

0 sin (∫ 𝜔1(𝜏)dτ
𝑡

0
) cos (∫ 𝜔1(𝜏)dτ

𝑡

0
)

) 𝑴(𝟎) (2.1.17) 

corresponding to a rotation about x-axis, the direction of the applied B1(t).  

In MRI two types of RF excitation is applied: non-selective and selective.  

2.1.2.1. Selective Excitation 

B1 is generated by a resonator, which is an electrical device that converts electric current into 

electromagnetic waves (please refer to the section 2.2 for detailed description of resonators). In the 

presence of only B0, B1 excites all spins in the volume sensitive to the magnetic field generated by the 

resonator. If B1(t) is applied in presence of a linear static field gradient along z, Gz, then only those spins 

residing in z-locations with resonant frequencies matching the frequencies of B1(t) will be excited [34]. 

Spins residing in z-locations with resonant frequencies outside the bandwidth of B1(t) will remain 

unexcited. In this case, excited plane will be perpendicular to z-axis (Fig.2). 
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Fig. 2: Selective excitation. Fourier transform of B1(t) approximates the slice profile.  

In selective excitation, slice profile can be approximated by the Fourier transform of the B1(t). For small 

tip angles ( < 30°) Bloch equations can be linearized, which results in following solution for the time 

evolution of the transverse magnetization: 

 𝑀𝑥𝑦(𝑧, 𝑡) = 𝑖𝑀0𝑒−𝑖𝜔(𝑧)𝑡 ∫ 𝑒𝑖𝜔(𝑧)𝜏𝜔1(𝜏)𝑑𝜏
𝑡

0
 (2.1.18) 

This can be interpreted as a Fourier transform as shown in eqn.2.1.19 for the general case of a time varying 

gradient G(t) [33]. The frequency domain of the transformation is called the excitation k-space and 

characterizes the profile of the selected slice. 

 𝑀𝑥𝑦(𝑡, 𝑟) = 𝑖𝑀0 ∫ 𝜔1(𝜏)𝑒−𝑖2𝜋�⃗⃗�(𝜏)∙𝑟𝑑𝜏
𝑡

0
 (2.1.19) 

for 

 �⃗⃗�(𝜏) =
𝛾

2𝜋
∫ �⃗�(𝑡′)𝑑𝑡′

𝑡

𝜏
 (2.1.20) 

Precession behavior and tilting of the magnetization using RF excitation are not sufficient to explain the 

behavior of magnetization. Since the spin behavior is a thermodynamic process, the acquired energy from 

the RF pulse is released after the RF pulse is switched off, and spins return to the equilibrium state. 

2.1.3. Relaxation Mechanisms 

2.1.3.1. Spin-lattice Relaxation: T1 

In equilibrium state, the magnetization vector has only a longitudinal component along z-axis while the 

transverse component is zero (Fig. 3). After application of an  pulse (≠), relaxation mechanisms 

dampen the otherwise constant precession movement of M, and bring it back to the equilibrium. After a 

spin state change due to an external energy transfer, spin groups change to their new equilibrium value 

by an exponential process, where the time constant for this transmission is called the spin-lattice 

relaxation time, T1 [32]. The term lattice refers to the other nuclei and electrons surrounding the spin. The 

shorter T1, the faster the equilibrium state is reached, i.e. the spin, as a magnetic dipole, has a more 
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effective coupling with the lattice. The range of T1 values in human tissue is between 10-1 to 2 s [35]. T1 

can be as high as 102 s in solids, which caused the first NMR experiments to fail as the signal saturated 

before it could be detected [36]. 

 

Fig. 3: Spin behavior demonstrated for the time frames of equilibrium (left), after excitation of 90° flip 
angle (middle), longitudinal (T1) and transverse (T2) relaxation (right). After the spins lose all their energy 
and become completely dephased, equilibrium state is reached again. 

2.1.3.2. Spin-spin Relaxation: T2 

Spins are magnetic dipoles and generate their own local field. As a result of the coupling between dipolar 

fields of two adjacent spins with opposite polarity, they can exchange energy. Such a spin-spin interaction 

does not affect the total system energy but the life time of the excited state. The combination of B0 and 

the local dipolar field is different for the spins at different locations. As a result, instead of one resonance 

condition, there are many spins precessing at varying frequencies. If we consider a signal induced by many 

out-of-phase signal sources, the stronger the spin-spin interactions the faster the induced signal would 

decay due to de-phasing of the spins. This is called T2 relaxation [37].  

In the free induction decay (FID), an apparent transverse relaxation T2* is observed that is shorter than T2, 

which is caused by the inhomogeneity of B0 due to instrumental imperfections: 

 
1

𝑇2
∗ =

1

𝑇2
+

1

𝑇2
′ (2.1.21) 

T2 includes variations due to molecular and nuclear phenomena, and T2’ is caused by field variations 

(susceptibility changes) on the microscopy, mesoscopic and macroscopic scale. Detailed explanation on 

the sources of strong T2* effects in human tissue will be given in section 2.3. 

The relaxation behavior of M is summarized in Fig. 3. After a /2 pulse tilts the total magnetization vector, 

energy transitions due to spin-lattice interaction affect the longitudinal component of the magnetization, 

Mz, while spin-spin interactions and magnetic field inhomogeneity cause the transverse magnetization, 

Mxy to reach an equilibrium state, which is zero. In Fig. 4, magnetization components during relaxation is 

given calculated for various spin groups with (T1,T2) = (200 ms, 10 ms), (100 ms, 1 ms), and (1000 ms, 50 

ms). 
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Fig. 4: Magnitude of longitudinal (Mz) and transverse (Mxy) magnetization during relaxation for various 
relaxation parameters. The relaxation of magnetization parallel to the B0 field: the approach towards M0 
and the decay of magnetization in the transverse plane to zero. The spin-lattice relaxation time, 
conventionally denoted by T1 characterizes the relaxation of magnetization parallel to B0, while the spin-
spin relaxation time, T2, characterizes the relaxation in the plane perpendicular to the B0 field. 

Relaxation terms are added to the Bloch equations in rotating frame: 

 
𝑑𝑴(𝒕)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝛾𝑴(𝒕) × 𝑩(𝒕) −

𝑴𝒙(𝒕)+𝑴𝒚(𝒕)

𝑇2
−

𝑴𝒛(𝒕)−𝑴𝟎(𝟎)

𝑇1
 (2.1.22) 

This equation evolves such that Mx and My relax to zero, while Mz relaxes to M0. A general analytical 

solution was also presented in 1994 which includes the behavior of the magnetization vector during RF 

excitation [38]. 

2.1.4. MR Signal Generation 
To observe the NMR phenomenon, the magnetization vector must be transformed into a measureable 

quantity. The transverse magnetization given in Eq. 2.1.11 describes a rapidly rotating magnetic dipole, 

which is the source of the NMR signal measured as a voltage induced in a resonator (cf. section 2.2). 

Transformation from magnetic to electric domain is realized by Faraday’s induction principle. In fact, 

Faraday’s induction is used both to manipulate nuclear spins (i.e., RF excitation) and to generate signals 

from active spins.  

Faraday’s law of induction states that time-varying magnetic field cutting across a coil of wire will induce 

a voltage in the wire, which is referred to as electromotive force (e.m.f.). The term ‘coil of wire’ refers to 

the resonator, which is a special type of detector that is tuned at the Larmor frequency in order to have 

the most sensitivity at the frequency band of interest. The resonator is oriented such that B1 is 

perpendicular to B0 and applies a transverse magnetic field. Spins are excited out of equilibrium and the 

resonator detects changes of magnetization in the xy-plane, i.e. transverse magnetization (Fig. 5). The 

simplest NMR experiment consists of a single uniform RF excitation pulse (rectangular pulse), after which 

the spins of a sample are excited and induce a free induction decay (FID) signal. This pulsed experiment is, 

for example, applied by the conventional MRI systems to detect the resonance frequency of the sample 

and to determine the RF pulse amplitude necessary to produce the maximum signal. 
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Fig. 5: Behavior of magnetization after excitation. Transversal component of the precessing magnetization 
induces a measureable voltage signal in a resonator. The generated signal is called FID, which is a damped 
sinusoid due to combined of precession and relaxation effects. 

Lenz’s law dictates that the magnitude of the transverse magnetization is proportional to the e.m.f. 

Although Eq. 2.1.4 implies that only 2 10-6 spins effectively contribute to the thermal magnetization at 

room temperature, it is still possible to obtain a detectable signal from tissue due to the high spin density 

(Avogadro number). The MR signal amplitude is also proportional to B0 and (Eq. 1.7), and as 1H nuclei 

have a high  and 100% natural abundance, they are the optimal nuclei to acquire a high MR signal [39].  

The role of the receiver in the signal acquisition process was explained by Hoult in [40], where the principle 

of reciprocity was employed to show that the signal induced by a magnetic dipole M within a volume 

element dVs is 

 𝑆 = −
𝑑

𝑑𝑡
∫

𝐵1

𝑖
𝑀𝑑𝑉𝑠 (2.1.23) 

giving the in phase signal component: 

 𝑆 = 𝜔Lℵ(
𝐵1

𝑖
)𝑥𝑦𝑀0𝑉𝑠cos (𝜔L𝑡) (2.1.24) 

𝐵1

𝑖
 is the magnetic field at the location of the spins, which is produced by the unit current flowing in the 

resonator. (
𝐵1

𝑖
)𝑥𝑦 is the transverse component of the magnetic field. ℵ represents the result of integrating 

over the field. 

2.1.5. Detection of the MR Signal 
Generation and detection of the MR signal can be achieved in two ways:  

1. Pulsed or interleaved methods, where the RF excitation and signal acquisition events are 

separated in time  

2. Concurrent excitation and acquisition (CEA) 
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To describe both methods the response of the MR system (i.e., the transverse magnetization or the MR 

signal) is assumed to be linearly related to the input to the system, i.e. the RF pulse B1(t). This assumption 

is only correct for small flip angles, as the Bloch equations can only be linearized under this assumption.  

2.1.5.1. Interleaved Excitation and Acquisition: From FID to Echoes 

If the spins are considered as a linear system, then the resonance spectrum is the frequency response 

function of the system, and the FID signal is the unit impulse response.  The frequency response function, 

H(), and the unit impulse response, h(t) of a linear system form a Fourier transform pair. Thus, it is 

possible to obtain all the necessary information about the spin system after a simple Fourier 

transformation of the FID. This type of signal acquisition was called ‘pulsed NMR’, and the term is 

generalized as interleaved excitation and acquisition to comply with CEA.  In 1966, Ernst claimed that 

measuring FID has a few advantages over CEA (here, slow passage CW NMR, please refer to the section 

2.1.5.2.) [41]: 

1. The acquisition time to obtain spectra is shorter 

2. Sensitivity (i.e., the information per unit time) is higher as all the spins are simultaneously excited 

3. Interleaved methods allow investigating nuclear Overhauser effects 

4. Frequency calibration of the spectrum is simplified 

5. Intermediate passage causes line shifts and deformations (this problem was addressed later in 

rapid scan correlation methods (cf. section 2.1.5.2) 

If FID is recorded with repetitive RF pulses, steady state magnetization is formulated with respect to the 

repetition time interval, TR >> T1, and  due to the RF pulse in [41]: 

 𝑀𝛼 =
𝑀0(1−𝑒−𝑇𝑅/𝑇1)

1−cos(𝛼)𝑒−𝑇𝑅/𝑇1
sin 𝛼 (2.1.25) 

This equation known as the FLASH equation (cf. section 2.1.5.1.2.). 

2.1.5.1.1. Spin Echo 

In 1950, Hahn observed in an experiment with more than one RF pulse that an increased signal, the so-

called echo, could be observed after the last pulse. He interpreted this signal as a constructive interference 

of precessing magnetization vectors, and named the phenomenon a spin echo. Spin echoes are less 

sensitive to magnetic field inhomogeneities, and they can be used for example to measure transverse 

relaxation times [42].  

In an inhomogeneous magnetic field the spin system consists of several ensembles which will have 

different local precession frequencies (isochromat). After a /2 pulse, magnetization of each isochromat 

will precess with a slightly different frequency, and, therefore, the net magnetization will gradually get 

out of phase resulting in an FID signal with shorter T2* decay. If a  pulse is applied after a time interval , 

the magnetization of each isochromat will be flipped by . Now the accumulated phase differences 

between the isochromats are reversed as shown in Fig. 6. As the precession proceeds, the dephasing of 

the ensembles is gradually reversed. When all the ensembles are back in phase (refocusing), the total 

magnetization reaches at maximum, and a constructive signal superposition, the spin echo (SE) signal is 

detected by the resonator. The time between /2 pulse and the echo maximum is called echo time (TE). 

The amplitude of the spin echo decreases with increasing TE, due to random fluctuations in the local fields, 
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which lead to an irreversible decoherence between the spin isochromats. SE detection eliminates the 

otherwise dominant effects of the non-uniformity of the magnetic field, i.e. the T2’ effects. If the  -  

sequence is repeated for several different values of TE, the spin echo signal decreases with 𝑒−𝑇𝐸 𝑇2⁄ . 

 

Fig. 6: Formation of a spin echo with a  flip followed by . The time difference between the mag-

netization vector after  and at echo formation is TE. 

A spin echo sequence can be used to measure T2, but the preferred method for T2 quantification is the 

Carr-Purcell and Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) sequence. The CPMG sequence determines T2 in a 

single measurement, and minimizes errors from diffusion. Here, again an initial π/2 pulse is applied, and 

at times t = TE/2, 3TE/2, 5TE/2, etc. a π pulse is applied, which creates a series of spin echoes at TE. 2TE, 

3TE etc. The height of each successive echo is a function of TE.  

In 1986, Hennig used the spin echo series to accelerate SE imaging: Rapid Imaging with Refocused Echoes, 

also known as Fast Spin-Echo (FSE) or Turbo Spin-Echo (TSE), is a rapid imaging technique that speeds up 

image acquisition by acquiring a phase encoded line after each  pulse [23]. Combined with the use of 

crusher or spoiler gradients, this technique has become one of the most commonly used pulse sequences 

in clinical MRI, as it can accelerate SE MRI by factors of 3-100 yielding a full MR image in down to 200 ms. 

2.1.5.1.2. Gradient echo 

The phase-sensitive signal formation can be developed also for the spins accumulating phase due to an 
externally applied gradient field for frequency encoding purposes (cf. section 2.1.5). In 1986, another rapid 
imaging technique was presented and has become one of the most commonly used pulse sequence in 

MRI: FLASH (fast low-angle shot) [43]. Here, the initial slice selective RF pulse is not followed by a  
refocussing pulse and the different spin isochromats are caused only by the different imaging gradients. 
The isochromats are refocused if the area under the gradient-time curve vanishes; this is called a gradient 
echo (GE). The first imaging pulse sequence using GE for data acquisition was called FLASH (fast low angle 
shot), and it is advantageous over SE due to its lower RF power deposition, and significant reduction of 
internal waiting times.  

2.1.5.2. Concurrent Excitation and Signal Acquisition 

Chronologically, concurrent RF excitation and MR signal acquisition was used before the interleaved 

methods such as FID, SE, and GE were invented. The concept of continuous wave (CW) excitation is that 

the characteristics of a resonance phenomenon can be analyzed by measuring system’s response to a 

sinusoidal disturbance with varying frequency. In CW NMR, frequency response of the system to a weak 

oscillating magnetic field is measured directly, whereas in pulsed NMR or time-interleaved methods, a 

strong RF pulse is used to create a non-equilibrium state, and the time response is measured. 
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In CW NMR, the spin response can be detected by measuring the absorbed RF power due to the 

interaction of the RF magnetic field with the spins (similar to a quality factor (Q) meter). The Q of a 

resonant circuit characterizes the rate of change of the impedance near the resonant frequency. A coil 

inductor has both inductive and resistive components due to finite conductivity of the conductor. At 

resonance the spin system absorbs some of the RF energy, which affects the Q of the RF resonator, as the 

sample adds resistance due to its magnetic susceptibility. Let L0 be the inductance of the empty resonator. 

If the sample susceptibility is 𝜒, the loaded inductance becomes L = L0(1 + 𝜒). Including the resonator’s 

self-resistance we have the following impedance: 

 𝑍 = −𝑖𝜔𝐿 + 𝑟 = −𝑖𝜔𝐿0(1 + 𝜒) + 𝑟 (2.1.26) 

Arranging it using the real and imaginary parts of 𝜒: 

 𝑍 = 𝜔𝐿0𝜒′′ + 𝑟 − 𝑖𝜔𝐿0(1 + 𝜒′) (2.1.27) 

Here r = L0 𝜒’’ is the sample resistance contribution to the resonator resistance.  Q is defined as the 

ratio of the reactive impedance to the resistive impedance:  

 𝑄 ≝
𝐼𝑚{𝑍}

𝑅𝑒{𝑍}
= 𝜔𝐿/𝑟 (2.1.28) 

If Q0 is the Q of the empty resonator, inverse Q is increased by 𝜒′′: 

 
1

𝑄
=

1

𝑄0
+ 𝜒′′ (2.1.29) 

Since the change in 1/Q is very small, we can approximate the change as  

 ∆𝑄 = −𝑄2𝜒 (2.1.30) 

For the loaded detection circuit, in the absence of magnetic resonance, there will be a voltage U = IR on 

the resonator where I is the continuously applied current. If B0 is swept through the Larmor frequency of 

the sample, R changes from QL to (Q+Q)L, thus the resonator voltage changes from U to U + U 

where 

 ∆𝑈 = 𝑈
∆𝑄

𝑄
= −𝑈𝑄𝜒′′ (2.1.31) 

Eq. 2.1.31 is only valid when the spin response linearly to the applied B1. In general, although spins have 

a nonlinear response and complicated behavior, they can be assumed to be linear under certain conditions 

such as small flip angle excitation [41].  

2.1.5.2.1. Cavity Resonator 

In 1945, Purcell and coworkers used a resonant cavity in the form of a short coaxial line loaded heavily by 

the capacity of an end plate. The inductive part of the cavity was filled with paraffin resulting in a loaded 

Q of 670. The resonator was placed in the gap of the magnet, and RF power was coupled into the cavity 

at a level of about 10 W. The RF magnetic field in the cavity was everywhere perpendicular to the steady 

field. The residual signal, after amplification and detection, was measured with a micro-amperemeter. 

When the static magnetic field was slowly varied, a resonant absorption was observed which reduced the 

cavity output at resonance. 
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2.1.5.2.2. Geometrical Decoupling 

In Bloch’s experiment [32] two orthogonally placed solenoid resonators were used: one to apply the 

continuous oscillating RF field for RF excitation, the other to detect the NMR signal by Faraday induction. 

As a sample a small glass bulb filled with water was placed in the middle of the orthogonal resonator 

setup. This was the first detection setup that is based on Faraday’s induction principle, rather than the Q-

meter approach. The orthogonal placement is called geometric decoupling, and it provides a good 

isolation between the Tx and Rx resonators by reducing mutual inductance.  

2.1.5.2.3. Rapid Scan Correlation Method: Frequency Sweep  

Until Dadok and Gupta independently published the concept of rapid scan methods [8], [9], CW NMR with 

slow passage field sweep was already considered to be an inefficient way of spectroscopy. Dadok and 

Gupta  suggested sweeping the RF pulse frequency rather than B0. Choosing the sweep rate in the fast 

regime of the adiabatic passage they achieved a spin frequency response that is the cross correlation of a 

continuous wave spectrum with a single reference line recorded under the same conditions [8], [9]. This 

method replaced the conventional CW spectrometer by incorporation of a cross-correlator.  

The swept RF pulse 𝑏(𝑡) can be described is a linear chirp pulse 

 𝑏(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑒−𝑖𝑐𝑡2/2 (2.1.32) 

and the frequency response (Fourier transform) of the pulse is 

 𝐵(𝜔) = ∫ 𝑏(𝑡)𝑒−𝑖𝜔𝑡𝑑𝑡
∞

−∞
= 𝐴√

2𝜋

𝑐
𝑒−𝑖(𝜋/4−𝜔2/2𝑐) (2.1.33) 

In order to accumulate the fast linear sweep excitation spectra, a phase lock between the swept frequency 

and a constant reference frequency supplied to the synchronous detector is needed. The desired 

spectrum H() is then obtained from the Fourier transform of the measured signal 𝑆(𝜔):  

   

 𝐻(𝜔) =
𝑆(𝜔)

𝐵(𝜔)
 (2.1.34) 

In MRI, adiabatic pulses are typically used as a special class of frequency modulated (FM) RF pulses which 

have the ability to tolerate inhomogeneity in B1 amplitude and resonance offset. Adiabatic pulses were 

introduced first to achieve uniform /2 (adiabatic half passage) and  (adiabatic full passage) excitations 

with surface resonators [44]. In principle, rapid passage can be accomplished with any FM pulse that has 

an offset-independent adiabaticity [45]:  chirp [46], hyperbolic secant (HS) pulse [47], and HSn pulses [45]. 

Such rapid passage pulses can be used to excite spins when satisfying the condition 

 
𝑑𝜔𝑅𝐹

𝑑𝑡
≫ 𝑇2

−2 (2.1.35) 

where RF is the time-dependent pulse frequency [9]. During an adiabatic passage, the magnetization is 

follows Beff field as the amount of off-resonance changes and Beff moves further away from the B0 axis. 

The rate of change of frequency for adiabaticity condition is given by 

   

 
𝑑𝜔𝑅𝐹

𝑑𝑡
≪ (𝜔1(𝑡))2 (2.1.36) 
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where 1 = B1(t). Rapid passage pulses on the other hand fulfill the condition 

 
𝑑𝜔𝑅𝐹

𝑑𝑡
≫ (𝜔1(𝑡))2 (2.1.37) 

The conditions expressed in Eq. 2.1.36 and Eq. 2.1.37 are the adiabatic region and the linear region, re-

spectively. The advantages of frequency modulated pulses operating in the linear region are [48]: 

1. Linear region pulses excite a broad bandwidth using only low peak RF amplitude, because the 

bandwidth is set by the sweep range, not the peak power. 

2. The bandwidth is determined by the range of the frequency sweep, and the excitation profile is 

highly uniform within the sweep range with certain types of rapid passage such as the HS and HSn. 

As a result, Fourier transform of the input RF signal is approximately constant in the baseband [49]. 

CEA methods use FM pulses in linear region and benefit from these advantages.  

2.1.5.2.4. Recent Methods & Setups 

In 2001, Davies and co-workers demonstrated the use of a hybrid coupler-based detection circuit in 2D 

CW rapid scan MRI of solids [11] (cf. section 2.1.6 for a brief description of image formation in MRI). The 

hybrid coupler was matched to 50  and one port was terminated with 50  resistance while the other 

was connected to the matched birdcage resonator loaded with the sample of sub-millisecond T2* value 

(Fig. 7). When the field was swept through resonance, due to NMR absorption a mismatch occurred at the 

resonator port. As a result of the reflection at input and output ports, they were able to detect the rapid 

scan correlation response to a chirp RF pulse at 7 T field strength. Lock-in amplification was used to 

increase the sensitivity of the detection. 

 

Fig. 7: Block diagram of a basic continuous-wave magnetic resonance spectrometer. 

In 2003, this system was applied to imaging of heterogeneous materials [12], and later in 2005 upgraded 

to 3D CW MRI with rapid scan [13]. As the system consisted mostly of custom-made components, it took 

10 hours to obtain a 2D image with sufficient quality.  

Rapid scan or CW NMR techniques are adopted also in electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) where the 

coherence times are much shorter than NMR [50]. 

Since the MRI research and practice have favored interleaved acquisition methods, MR hardware units 

also developed in that direction since end of 1970s. Until a few years ago, CEA using conventional MRI 

systems has been considered impossible. The fundamental challenge of implementing CEA is the 100 dB 
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difference between the Tx RF pulse power and the received MR signal. To overcome this challenge, more 

recently several MR methods have been proposed:  

Sweep Imaging with Fourier Transform (SWIFT) 

The SWIFT technique uses FM RF excitation with virtually simultaneous signal acquisition [51]: in SWIFT, 

excitation is performed by a multiply gapped frequency swept RF pulse, e.g. a HS pulse, in the presence 

of readout gradient fields. Signal is sampled during each gap of the pulse, when the RF is off. The signal 

sampled throughout the pulse can be reconstructed, essentially by Fourier transform, into a profile along 

the direction of the gradient. SWIFT is limited by the Tx/Rx switching speed of the available RF circuitry, 

which, in practice, prevent approaching CEA operation and reaching high BW. 

In 2012, true CEA methods were demonstrated [52]–[54].  

Sideband Excitation 

Sideband excitation uses off-resonant excitation on the order of a few Megahertz, and filtering in the time 

domain using sharp RF filters [54]. Due to the size limitations of the setup, imaging of only very small 

objects was demonstrated (HS RF pulses with an offset frequency of 2.25 MHz). However, off-resonant 

excitation increases the RF power that is required to achieve flip angles comparable with on-resonant 

excitation. In addition, the sample will experience an unwanted Bloch-Siegert shift during off-resonant 

excitation [55], and the hardware required can be complex in clinical applications.  

Continuous SWIFT 

In 2012, Idiyatullin D, et al. demonstrated that it is possible to implement signal acquisition during RF 

excitation using a hybrid coupler-based decoupling scheme between Tx and Rx resonators [53]. In this 

work, isolation was high enough to reduce Tx induced signals in the Rx resonator to the Rx dynamic range. 

The hybrid coupler creates a 180°phase difference between the RF input port and the output port to the 

receiver circuitry. Thus, the hybrid coupler subtracts the unwanted input RF excitation signal from the 

acquired signal, which is the additive combination of the MR signal and the RF excitation, so that only the 

desired MR signal is received. Due to non-idealities in the circuit and the frequency dependency of the 

hybrid coupler, the unwanted RF excitation signal often leaks through to the receiver due to the limited 

isolation (maximum of 30-40 dB isolation was reported in [53]). Thus, the true MR signal needs to be 

extracted from the acquired data by a cross-correlation technique.  

The hybrid coupler based decoupling has several additional disadvantages:  

1. The amount of the decoupling is low. 

2. High dynamic range receiver electronics is required.  

3. Extremely accurate tuning of the isolator is needed. 

4. Decoupling is sensitive even to small changes in resonator impedance.  

5. The acquired signal is more sensitive to the imperfections of the RF excitation field.  
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2.1.6. Image Reconstruction 
In MRI, linearly varying magnetic fields, so called gradients are employed for spatial encoding. A gradient 

field, G(t), along x direction combined with the B0, will result in position dependence of the Larmor 

frequency: 

 𝐵(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝐵0 + 𝑥𝐺(𝑡) (2.1.38) 

 𝜔(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝜔0 + 𝜔𝐺(𝑥, 𝑡) (2.1.39) 

for 

 𝜔𝐺 = 𝛾𝑥𝐺(𝑡) (2.1.40) 

If MR signal is acquired in the presence of a gradient, the spatial information is encoded in the frequencies 

(frequency encoding). Frequency encoding in two dimensions was applied in 1971 by Lauterbur, who used 

CEA methods to acquire the first MR image [6]. Lauterbur used CW NMR acquisition in his experiment. A 

few years later Ernst showed that similar encoding strategy is applicable also to interleaved acquisition 

methods [14]. Lauterbur named this imaging method ‘zeugmatography’. With a pure frequency encoding 

method projections of the object are acquired under different angles, and a similar reconstruction method 

such as filtered back projection (Fig. 8) can be applied as in computed tomography (CT). 

  

Fig. 8: Demonstration of frequency encoding applied to projection reconstruction in MRI. 

In 2D case, if g(x’) is the projection of f(x,y) at the angle , and F(kx,ky) is the Fourier transform of f(x,y); 

the central slice theorem states that the 1D Fourier transform of the projection g(x’) is equal to 2D Fourier 

transform F(kx,ky) along a radial line at the angle [33]. For = 0, this can be seen from: 

 𝐹1𝐷 = ∫  (∫ 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)𝑑𝑦
 

𝑦
)

 

𝑥
  𝑒−𝑖2𝜋𝑘𝑥𝑥𝑑𝑥 = ∫  ∫ 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)

 

𝑦
𝑒−𝑖2𝜋(𝑘𝑥𝑥+0𝑦)𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦

 

𝑥
= 𝐹(𝑘𝑥 , 0) (2.1.41) 

As a result, each FID gives a line at the projection angle  in the 2D Fourier transform of the object, which 

can be used to reconstruct the image.  

This reconstruction concept can be extend to 3D frequency encoding, which will later be used in ultra-

short echo time (UTE) and the CEA sequences. In MRI, Fourier space is also called k-space. In 3D radial 

MRI, the x-, y-, and z-gradient fields for frequency encoding are applied in different combinations to cover 
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the whole 3D k-space. Saff formulated equally distant points on a surface of the sphere resulting in a set 

of angles 𝜃𝑛 and ∅𝑛 (spokes) [56]. Starting from the center of the k-space (k = 0), data are acquired along 

radial spokes up to a maximum value kmax, and the direction of the spokes is varied from one acquisition 

to the next to cover the surface of a sphere (n=1:Nspoke): 

 𝑘𝑥(𝑛) = 𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥 sin(𝜃𝑛) cos(∅𝑛) 𝑘 (2.1.42a) 

 𝑘𝑦(𝑛) = 𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥 sin(𝜃𝑛) sin(∅𝑛) 𝑘 (2.1.42b) 

 𝑘𝑧(𝑛) = 𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥 cos(𝜃𝑛)𝑘 (2.1.42c) 

where, 

 ℎ𝑛 = −1 +
2(𝑘−1)

(𝑁𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑘𝑒−1)
       1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝑁𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑘𝑒 (2.1.43a) 

 𝜃𝑛 = arccos(ℎ𝑛) (2.1.43b) 

 ∅𝑛 = (∅𝑛−1 +
3.6

√𝑁𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑘𝑒

1

√1−ℎ𝑛
2
) (𝑚𝑜𝑑 2𝜋)    2 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝑁𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑘𝑒 − 1, ∅1 = ∅𝑁𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑘𝑒

= 0  (2.1.43c) 

In projection imaging, the radial k-space samples are non-uniform: the k-space center is denser, and the 

periphery is sampled at (or even below) the Nyquist frequency. To reconstruct the 3D image data by the 

Fourier transform, the radially sampled data must be resampled to a Cartesian grid. This problem is 

resolved by ‘re-gridding’ method, which was introduced in CT by O’Sullivan [57], and adapted to MRI by 

Noll in 1991 [58]. Re-gridding estimates the sample values at the Cartesian grid positions based on the 

information obtained from non-uniform samples. Each non-Cartesian sample has a certain contribution 

to the signal supposed to exist at the Cartesian grid. In this thesis, Kaiser-Bessel interpolation was used to 

calculate the contribution of non-Cartesian samples on each grid. Finally a density correction is applied to 

account for the dense sampling at the center, as well as apodization correction is employed to form the 

re-gridded k-space (Fig. 9). 

 

Fig. 9: Schematic of the re-gridding operation. The data is acquired as sequential radial spokes: dense in 
the center, sparse in periphery. Data values corresponding to each Cartesian grid points is calculated by 
interpolation of radial sampling points on to the Cartesian grid based on the selected convolution kernel. 
Finally, Cartesian k-space with uniform sampling is formed with proper density correction 
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2.2. MRI Hardware 

A standard whole body MRI system consists of a superconducting magnet to provide the static field 𝐵0, 

linear gradient coils (𝐺𝑥 , 𝐺𝑦 , 𝐺𝑧) for spatial encoding, and a whole body RF resonator to provide the RF 

field  𝐵1(𝑡) for homogenous excitation of the spins. Local Rx RF resonators are used to acquire MR signal 

only from a specific region of body. RF resonators and the related electronic circuitry will be explained in 

detail in this section. 

2.2.1. RF Resonators: Antennas for MRI 
In principle, RF resonators (also called ‘RF coils’) in MRI are near-field narrow-band resonant antennas. Tx 

RF resonators are used to deliver the excitation magnetic field, B1 to excite the spins, and the Rx RF 

resonators to receive the induced MR signal and to transfer it to the Rx circuitry. Purcell’s re-entrant cavity 

resonator (section 2.1.5.2.1.) and Bloch’s solenoid resonator pair (section 2.1.5.2.2.) were the first 

examples of Tx/Rx RF resonators for MR, and since then, RF resonators evolved to more sophisticated coil 

designs and materials to ensure that an optimal SNR is achieved in MRI experiments.  

In the next section the concept of impedance matching for RF resonators will be introduced, making use 

of the quality factor, Q, as defined in section 2.1.4.1. Here, Q will be formulated and its relation to the 

signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the measurement will be discussed.  

2.2.1.1. Impedance Matching, Q, and SNR 

A general schematic model of the analog part of an MR signal detector, i.e. Rx resonator, is given in Fig. 

10. It consists of the resonator part, the RF resonator, which is tuned to the Larmor frequency, and a 

partially balanced matching unit to match the impedance to 50  For the Rx resonator arrays that are 

widely used in clinical MRI units, impedance is not necessarily matched to 50 , but to the input 

impedance of the subsequent preamplifier. A 50-coaxial cable then carries the signal to the preamplifier. 

At the preamplifier, the MR signal is amplified by 20-35 dB and then sent to the analog to digital converter 

(ADC) via baseband detection unit, where it is digitized for further processing.    

 

Fig. 10: A lumped element model of the RF resonator and the matching unit for an MR signal detector unit. 
Instead of a single matching capacitor of capacitance Cmatch at the inner conductor, capacitors of 
2Cmatch are connected to both conducting lines for partially balanced matching. 

The purpose of impedance matching is to bring the resonator impedance to a purely resistive 50  so that 

the reactive inductance of the resonator is compensated and the remaining series resistance of the 
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resonator is converted to Z0 = 50 . This is achieved by using a tuning and a matching capacitor. For 

matching, one capacitor Cmatch at the inner conductor would be sufficient, but this would cause unbalanced 

currents and standing waves on the shield of the coaxial cable leading to inefficient power transmission, 

coupling of the unbalanced fields to other conducting parts, and eventually heating of the cable and the 

surrounding conductive elements. To avoid unbalanced currents, balanced matching with 2 capacitors 

was suggested [59]. To further reduce unbalanced currents, cable traps or balanced-unbalanced 

transformers (BALUNs) are used. For details of construction of these, please refer to Appendix A. 

2.2.1.1.1. Q of the Resonator 

The quality factor, Q characterizes the rate of change of the impedance around the resonant frequency. 

Q is 2 times the ratio of the RF energy stored in the RF resonator and the energy lost over one period of 

oscillations: 

 𝑄 = 2𝜋𝑓
𝑊

𝑃
 = 𝜔

𝑊

𝑃
= 𝜔

𝐿𝐼2

2⁄

𝑅𝐼2
2⁄

= 𝜔
𝐿

𝑅
 (2.2.1a) 

 𝑄 =
𝜔

∆𝜔
=

𝑓

∆𝑓
 (2.2.1b) 

Here, P is the RF power delivered to the RF resonator. The Q factor can be measured using a network 

analyzer’s reflection measurement: the resonant frequency f divided by f (3 dB bandwidth) yields Q. Half 

the RF power is consumed at the frequencies corresponding to 3 dB less than the resonant peak power in 

a reflection measurement. f is the difference between these two frequencies.   

2.2.1.1.2. Q and Ring-down Recovery Time 

The ring-down time of a resonator describes the damping of the oscillating energy in the resonant circuit 

after blocking the applied RF power. Natural ringing time constant is given by 2Q/0. Following this 

definition, the recovery time of a probe, TRec is: 

 𝑇𝑅𝑒𝑐 =
2𝑄

𝜔
ln

𝑈𝐵1

𝑈𝑀𝑅
 (2.2.2) 

where, UB1 is the peak RF pulse amplitude, and UMR is the MR signal induced peak voltage amplitude [60], 

[61]. For a RF resonator with Q = 100 at 64 MHz, if we assume a 100 dB difference between the RF pulse 

and the MR signal levels, TRec = 5.7 s.  

2.2.1.1.3. Q and Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) 

Q is related also to the sensitivity and the loading condition of the resonator. If we assume a homogeneous 

RF field and a uniform sample with volume VS, the Q of the loaded resonator amounts to 
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 (2.2.3) 

The efficiency of the resonator is expressed by the ratio of the effective 𝐵1 over the input 𝐵1, which is 

proportional to √𝑃: 

 
𝐵1

√𝑃
= √

𝜂𝑄

𝜔𝑉𝑆
∝ √𝜂𝑄 (2.2.4) 
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Here,  is called the filling factor of a resonator by the sample volume, and describes the RF energy 

delivered to the sample over the entire energy of the resonator. As Q and increase, efficiency of the 

resonator increases.  

Noise 

The noise source in MRI is called thermal noise or Johnson noise and originates from the random motion 

and interaction of charge carriers in a conductor or Brownian motion of electrolytes in a sample. As the 

e.m.f. induced by the spins create a detectable NMR signal, thermal noise e.m.f. also causes a noise signal 

which is detected together with the NMR signal. Nyquist formulated thermal noise power concept in 1928 

[62]: the time domain root mean square noise e.m.f. is 

 𝜎 = √4𝑘𝑇∆𝑓𝑅  (2.2.5) 

where T is the absolute temperature in °K, f is the frequency bandwidth which depends on the band-

pass filter at the receiver electronics, and should be set to cover the sampling bandwidth. R is the 

equivalent series resistance of the loaded resonator. R represents the resistance in both the RF electro-

nics, including the resonator and the body. In whole body MRI at clinical field strengths the contribution 

from electronics and the resonator to R is much smaller than that of sample (e.g., the patient) especially 

when the conductivity of the load is high. Patient noise e.m.f. is a result of random RF currents circulating 

round a number of RF eddy current loops. The noise from individual sources, such as the resonator or the 

patient, can be assessed by calculating the power deposition occurring when the resonator is used to 

transmit [63].   

During signal reception, small local Rx resonators are advantageous to reduce noise e.m.f. since the 

amount of loading within the sensitivity region is less than with a large resonator covering the whole body. 

Another controllable parameter is the receiver bandwidth: in an MRI acquisition f is inversely 

proportional to the total acquisition time tADC (the time during which the ADC is switched on) and the MR 

signal is acquired. In case of rapid T2* decay, reducing f is not preferable to improve the noise, because 

the acquired signal decays rapidly. As a result, most of the ADC sampling points do not contain information 

but noise. Besides, the sampled data is strongly weighted due to the exponential decay. 

SNR 

Following Hoult’s [31], [40], [64] signal formulation based on the principle of reciprocity and using Eq. 

2.2.4, we can directly relate and Q to SNR: 
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Using Eq. 2.2.4 we get 

 𝑆𝑁𝑅 = 𝜔0

3
2⁄

𝑉𝑆
1

2⁄ √𝜂𝑄 = √𝜔0
3𝑉𝑆𝜂𝑄 (2.2.8) 

Eq. 2.2.8 suggests that for a single RF resonator, optimizing SNR is the same as optimizing the Tx efficiency 

(cf. Eq. 2.2.4). Changes of Q due to loading need to be considered to evaluate the noise contribution of 
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the resonators. As a figure of merit for evaluation of noise figure, NF of a resonator the noise power ratio, 

NPR is defined [65]: 

 𝑁𝑃𝑅 =
𝑅𝑆+𝑅𝐶

𝑅𝑆
=

𝑄𝑈
𝑄𝐿

⁄

𝑄𝑈
𝑄𝐿

⁄ −1
=

𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟(𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑑)

𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟(𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑑)
 (2.2.9) 

 𝑁𝐹𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙 = 10 log(𝑁𝑃𝑅)[𝑑𝐵] (2.2.10) 

Here, the resonator noise figure, NF measures the SNR reduction attributed to the losses in the resonator. 

RS and RC are the sample and resonator resistances, respectively. The reduction in voltage SNR is 

proportional to √NPR. NF of 1 dB corresponds to 10% reduction in SNR. When RS >> RC, the sample noise 

is dominant. To minimize RC, inductive elements and capacitors with low effective series resistances (ESR) 

are preferred. 

RF resonators can be used as Tx-only resonators, as Rx-only resonators, or as Tx/Rx resonators depending 

on the electrical design. In the following subsections, type of the RF resonators that are used in this thesis 

are described. 

2.2.1.2. Surface Loop Resonators 

Surface resonators were first used and are still used in oil wells before they were introduced to in vivo MR 

field [66]. Although they were introduced in 1980 as “unusual type of RF coils” by Ackermann [67], surface 

resonators have become the most commonly used resonators in MRI. Typical loop resonator composes a 

wire or copper tape to form the inductive part where magnetic field is generated, capacitors for tuning to 

the Larmor frequency, and impedance matching to the transmitter or noise matching to the receiver. 

Penetration depth of the magnetic field generated by a surface loop resonator is approximately equal to 

the radius of the loop [67]. 

 

Fig. 11: Demonstration of the effect of distributing capacitance over the loop resonators. In single capacitor 
design (left) the magnetic field cancels out in the middle and the power on the capacitor is 64 times the 
power on each capacitor in the distributed capacitor design (right). 

A practical hint for designing most RF resonators for MRI is to distribute the capacitance over the 

inductance as shown in Fig. 11. A rule of thumb is to keep the length of the inductive wire segments 

between /10 and /20 to make sure that RF fields do not deviate along the wire, where  is the 

wavelength. A wire segment of  causes the RF field to cancel each other at certain positions (Fig. 11, left).  

Distributing capacitance helps also reducing the electric field formed around a capacitor, and thus the 

energy stored on it.   
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2.2.1.3. Solenoid Resonators 

Solenoid resonators are basically cylindrically shaped air core inductors and they generate longitudinal 

magnetic field along their core axis. They are often considered to have the best performance and widely 

used in MR spectroscopy and preclinical MRI systems due to SNR advantage. In [40], Hoult states that the 

sensitivity to MR signal is proportional to the intensity of the magnetic field at the position of the signal 

source. Solenoid, from this perspective, is the optimal case where all the current carrying wires are close 

to the load.  

A disadvantage of the solenoid resonator is the B1 direction, which may lead to B0 homogeneity and 

sample accessibility problems when placed perpendicular to the B0 direction in whole body 

superconducting magnets. Solenoid design is not preferable for large samples as the resonator inductance 

increases rapidly with its dimensions. B1 field homogeneity is satisfactory when the length of the resonator 

is sufficiently long, which however contradicts with the tendency to keep inductance low to avoid self-

resonance at unwanted frequencies.  

Magnetic field efficiency for solenoid is given in [68] as  

 
𝐵1

√𝑃
= 𝐹𝑔𝑒𝑜√

𝑄

𝜔
 (2.2.11) 

where, Fgeo is the geometry factor that depends on the dimensions of the resonator. As long as the self-

resonance frequency is well above the tuning frequency, Q depends only on the volume of the resonator 

and the square root of the tuning frequency. As the diameter and the length increase, the resonator 

impedance will also increase, which means that the number of turns should be decreased. The limiting 

case of single-turn solenoid corresponds to a loop-gap resonator design.  

2.2.1.4. Loop-gap Resonator 

Loop-gap resonator [69] is a special type of solenoid resonator. Many variants of the loop-gap resonators 

exist and they are used frequently in high-frequency applications. In a loop-gap resonator, the current 

density along the conductor is almost constant and increases rapidly at the edges. Although the magnetic 

field decreases towards edges, the increase in current density compensates for the reduction in the 

magnetic field. It is thus very homogeneous in the longitudinal axis, superior to the solenoid. Q is generally 

comparable with that of solenoid resonator of similar dimensions. The loop-gap resonator is also more 

efficient especially in loaded case due to the reduction of dielectric losses, as it has lower electric fields. 

This property makes the loop-gap resonator useful for the electric field-critical applications.  

A disadvantage of the loop-gap resonator in large scale applications are eddy currents that are formed on 

the wide area conductor surface due to changing magnetic field gradients. This can be substantially 

reduced by galvanically separating the conductor into smaller parts using DC blocking capacitors. It is also 

possible to distribute the tuning capacitors serially.  

2.2.1.5. Birdcage Resonators 

A birdcage resonator consists of conducting legs (or rungs) and end rings which are interleaved by tuning 

capacitors (Fig. 12). Birdcage resonators are designed to produce linearly or circularly polarized, highly 

uniform transverse RF magnetic fields within a cylindrical volume. It was found in 1883 by analyzing the 

fields of a uniformly magnetized cylinder that a current density distributed sinusoidally on the surface of 
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a cylinder yields a uniform transverse magnetic field [70]. A transverse magnetic field in a volume 

resonator is advantageous, as the cylindrical openings align with the B0 while B1 field is vertical to B0 (Fig. 

12a). Moreover, birdcage resonator self-resonance frequency is well above the typical application 

frequency range, therefore increasing resonator dimensions will not degrade the resonator performance 

significantly. Birdcage resonators are preferred in clinical whole-body MRI systems over solenoid or loop-

gap resonators.  

Birdcage resonators can be designed to have a low pass, high pass or band pass frequency response. At 

clinical field strengths for 1H, low pass designs are preferable as they can be tuned with commercially 

available capacitors. The equivalent lumped element network of a hybrid design birdcage resonator is 

shown in Fig. 12b. 

 

Fig. 12: Birdcage resonator and lumped element representation. (a) Schematic of birdcage leg and end-
ring connections and representation of the leg current distribution resulting in a transverse magnetic field 
vertical to B0. (b) Lumped element equivalent of a birdcage resonator for a hybrid design with capacitive 
elements in legs and end rings. 

In are the currents flowing in the legs of the birdcage. To create a homogenous magnetic field, we need 

the current on leg n need to fulfill the following equation (written in phasor notation): 

 𝐼𝑛 =
𝐼0𝑒𝑖2𝜋𝑛

𝑁
 (2.2.12) 

where, I0 is the maximum current, and N is the number of legs. 

For a given geometry and materials with known properties it is possible to estimate the inductance and 

calculate an approximate value for each capacitance by solving the lumped element circuit equation [71].  

Birdcage resonators have N/2 modes resulting from various phase-combinations of the current elements. 

Each mode has a unique resonance frequency. The homogeneous mode is the only mode with a positive 

magnetic field at the center of the cylinder. The other modes have zero magnetic field at the center but 

high field near the legs. For a low-pass birdcage resonator with capacitive elements soldered at the rungs, 

the homogeneous mode has the lowest frequency, whereas it has the highest frequency for a high-pass 

design. In practice, the birdcage resonance can be tested with a wideband pick-up loop and S11 

measurement using a network analyzer. In S11 measurements, the homogeneous mode experiences the 

least change when the pick-up loop is moved from edges towards the center. 
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If the birdcage is driven at one port it generates a linearly polarized magnetic field. It is also possible to 

excite and detect in quadrature mode, which increases the SNR by √2 [72]. To generate a circularly 

polarized magnetic field, two ports separated by 90° are driven with 90° phase difference. A 90° hybrid 

coupler is used to drive both ports simultaneously from a single RF source (cf. section 2.4.2.1.1).  

Symmetry is crucial in birdcage design to ensure the desired sinusoidal current distribution. Practically, this 

can be achieved by a precise mechanical design and using capacitors with tolerance range of at most 1%. 

Taking the non-ideal nature of the hand work into account in building such resonators, some degree of 

freedom for fine-adjustments of isolation, matching and tuning is provided using variable capacitors. In 

quadrature design, variable tuning capacitors are placed at the symmetrical legs of the driving ports to 

ensure that tunings of both ports do not interact [73]. For isolation, a variable capacitor is connected at 

equal distance to both ports. At least 20 dB isolation is required for proper function of birdcage. For the 

matching, a variable capacitor is connected in parallel to the matching capacitors at the driving ports. To 

match one port, the other port is left open by dismounting the leg (low-pass) or end-ring (high-pass) 

capacitor. In this way, both ports are brought to a similar matching condition before fine tuning. An example 

placement of ports and variable capacitors is shown for a high-pass birdcage resonator in Fig. 13. 

 

Fig. 13: Demonstration of tuning and isolation capacitor positions on an 8-leg high-pass quadrature 
birdcage resonator shown in axial plane. 

2.2.1.6. B1 Field Characterization of RF Resonators 

The excitation flip angle in MRI varies across the imaging volume due to inhomogeneity of B1. Precise 

measurement of flip angle is important for correction of spatial variations in image intensity, quantitative 

data analysis, and parallel transmission in MRI. Several methods have been proposed to extract spatial 

distribution of flip angle: 

1. Gradient recalled echo (GRE) double-angle method: two acquisitions are performed with a spoiled 

GRE sequence (FLASH) with different nominal flip angles [74]–[76] 

2. Actual flip angle imaging (AFI): two acquisitions interleaved in a GRE sequence with equal flip 

angle but different TRs [77]. 

3. Phase-sensitive method: the phase difference between two acquisitions is used a measure of 

actual flip angle [78]. 
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4. Bloch-Siegert (BS) based B1 mapping technique [79]: An off-resonance RF pulse adds phase to the 

excited spins. For a large off-resonance frequency, the added phase is directly proportional to the 

square of |B1| [80].  

Due to the applicability in samples with short T2, the double-angle method was used in this thesis. If the 

TR is sufficiently long, the transverse magnetization (eqn.2.1.25), hence the signal intensity will be 

proportional to sinin a GRE sequence. If the same measurement is repeated with a flip angle of 2,  

can be calculated from the resulting image data, simply dividing the magnitude of the images:   

 
𝑀𝑥𝑦2

𝑀𝑥𝑦1
=

𝑀𝑠𝑠 sin 2𝛼

𝑀𝑠𝑠 sin 𝛼
= 2 cos 𝛼 (2.2.13) 

 𝛼 = cos−1 (
𝑀𝑥𝑦2

2𝑀𝑥𝑦1
) (2.2.14) 

B1
+

  at the required position is then calculated from the shape of the RF pulse using [81] 

 𝛼(𝑟) = 𝛾 ∫ 𝐵1
+(𝑟, 𝑡)𝑑𝑡

𝑇𝑅𝐹/2

−𝑇𝑅𝐹/2
 (2.2.15) 

These equations are only valid for small flip angles, i.e. < /3. 

2.2.2. Transmit and Receive Chain 
General outline and main elements of the Tx and Rx circuitry in MRI is shown in Fig. 14.  

 

Fig. 14: Main elements of the Tx and Rx circuitry in MRI systems. 

2.2.2.1. Signal Generator 

Signal generator is composed of an RF synthesizer, a modulator and an RF power amplifier (RFPA), which 

are controlled by the system’s computer unit. Here, the shape, duration, and phase of the RF pulse are 

determined. Synthesizer employs precise local oscillators and generates the sinusoidal RF signal with the 

carrier frequency equal to the Larmor frequency. The modulator applies the required amplitude and phase 

modulations to the RF signal. Then, the signal with adjustable peak amplitude (typically from mV to few 

Volts range) is sent to the RFPA with fixed gain of typically around 70 dB.  

Although RFPAs are indispensable components of the interleaved MRI applications where there is need 

for RF pulses of high peak power, there is little research conducted in improving the RFPAs. This is probably 
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due to the fact that the excitation and acquisition events are separated in time, and many specifications 

related to Tx noise, and stability are relaxed in interleaved acquisition methods.  

Ideally RFPAs generates the exact replica of the input signal with the peak amplitude amplified. However, 

the most commonly used class-A RFPAs distort the signal invariably. Some of the important specifications 

for RFPAs are the following:  

 blanked noise voltage 

 unblanked noise voltage 

 bias enable voltage spikes 

 rising transition duration 

 overshoot ringing/decay time 

 falling pulse overshoot 

 amplitude and phase stability and linearity 

Detailed descriptions of those and more can be found in literature [82]. Most relevant to this study is the 

unblanked and blanked noise voltages, and the voltage spikes. Since class-A RFPAs have high noise figures 

and create an extreme amount of noise power during their active state, they are blanked during Rx by 

reverse biasing the transistors. Therefore, they are unusable for the CEA applications they are unusable. 

In our experiments, RFPAs are replaced by custom made low power amplifiers. 

2.2.2.2. Receiver Chain 

2.2.2.2.1. Pre-amplification 

Receiver circuitry starts with pre-amplification of the MR signal in the Rx resonators. Preamplifiers used 

in MRI are low noise amplifiers (LNA). LNAs are designed to have low noise contribution so as to keep SNR 

of the acquired signal high. The key factor in designing LNAs is to use a transistor with low noise factor 

(F), optimizing the source resistance according to the noise voltage model of the transistor, and to 

minimize F in particular in the first stage of the amplifier, as the total F of a multi-stage LNA, Ftotal is 

dominated by the F of the first stage. The total gain of the amplifier should be set to the minimum 

necessary value for a good noise performance [83], as an excessive gain would restrict the available 

dynamic range for signal detection. The minimum LNA gain Gmin can be determined by the noise factor, FR 

of the rest of the receiver using the Friis equation [84]: 

 𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝐹𝐿𝑁𝐴 +
𝐹𝑅−1

𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑛
2 (2.2.16) 

According to this equation, if FR is 10 dB and only 0.05 dB degradation in SNR is allowed, (Gmin + FLNA) should 

be 28.9 dB. In conventional MRI systems, there is an attenuator at the receive part which can be set to 

prevent the receiver from being saturated.  

2.2.2.2.2. From Analog to Digital Domain 

Digitization of the amplified MR signal is done by a 16-bit ADC and followed by a chain of digital filters to 

enhance the quality of the digitized signal. Note, that to avoid aliasing in ADC sampling, analog filters are 

also applied to remove any frequency higher than the maximum allowed Nyquist frequency before the 

analog signal is digitized. A 16-bit digital encoding of the analog signal allows 216 discrete steps to 

represent the analog voltage levels. If an amplitude level stays between two discrete voltage levels, a 

rounded version of it is represented in the digital data. This is called quantization error which leads to 
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white noise and distortion of weaker signals resulting in poor SNR and low dynamic range [85]. The 

number of bits has a direct effect on the SNR: 

 𝑆𝑁𝑅 = (6 dB ∙ 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠) − 1.1 dB (2.2.17) 

Oversampling with ADC at a higher frequency than Nyquist frequency also helps improving precision. A 

four-fold oversampling reduces the quantization noise by a factor of 4, as the noise is spread over a larger 

spectral range [86]. 

Various digital filters are applied to the successfully digitized data [85], details of which are beyond scope 

of this thesis. One implication of digital filters is the acquisition delay. Both analog and digital filters 

experience group and phase delays. For both type of filtering, the longer the group delay, sharper is the 

frequency response at the transition band. Although, in theory, digital filtering can be optimized for a 

specific application, conventional MRI systems do not allow modification of the filters at the receive chain. 

Therefore, the user is limited by a hard-coded acquisition delay. However, digital filtering can be improved 

using the state-of-the-art real-time filters together with advanced digital processor units to minimize the 

acquisition delay. 

Quadrature Detection 

Quadrature detection is used in conventional MRI Rx chain. The RF signals at frequency f coming from the 

resonator are mixed with (f0 + f0’) to produce an intermediate frequency fi using a double balanced mixer. 

Once digitized, the rotating frame signals Mx(t) and My(t) are created using a digital quadrature detector 

and a digital filter. This is basically a computation in software level. The quadrature demodulation can also 

be employed in the analog mixing stage in order to obtain the in-phase and quadrature components of 

the signal using two phase sensitive detectors. The first detector has a reference sinusoidal signal 

oscillating at the Larmor frequency generated by the synthesizer, whereas the second detector has a 

reference sinusoidal signal shifted by 90°. The first and the second phase sensitive detectors allow to 

obtain the ‘real’ and the ‘imaginary’ signals, respectively. 

The intermediate frequency and digitization is typically at 1 MHz, resulting in oversampling and the 

generation of too much data to be conveniently stored. Digital filtering eliminates the high frequency 

components from the data, and decimation reduces the size of the data set.  

2.2.2.2.3. Active Detuning of Rx Resonators 

During RF excitation, Rx resonators should be decoupled from the Tx resonators to avoid damaging the 

Rx circuitry. This is accomplished by intentionally shifting the resonance frequency of the Rx resonators 

during Tx (active detuning). Active detuning reduces mutual coupling between Tx and Rx resonators, so 

that the Tx efficiency is not compromised. A standard active detuning circuit layout is shown in Fig. 15. 

The most common active detuning method is to connect an arbitrary inductor in series and a PIN diode in 

parallel to one of the tuning capacitors in the resonator. PIN diodes have a large intrinsic semiconductor 

layer (I) between P and N-doped layers. When forward biased, charge stored in I-layer allows diode to 

conduct. When reverse biased, the stored charge needs to be removed which depends on the reverse 

recovery time of the diode. The PIN diode in Fig. 15 is activated via a DC bias voltage carried along the 

inner conductor of the coaxial cable, and the inductance of the resonator increases by addition of the 

extra inductance, thus, the resonance shifts to a higher frequency. 
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Fig. 15: PIN diode based active detuning circuit. When the diode is forward biased, the resonance shifts to 
a higher frequency due to increased inductance by Ldetune, thus the Rx resonator is decoupled from Tx 
resonators during RF excitation.  

Passive detuning methods using fast switching crossed diodes or back-to-back Schottky diodes are also 

used in Rx only resonators. Diodes automatically break through when an alternating current greater than 

the turn-on voltage is applied. Passive detuning helps reducing number of elements, and simplifies the 

design eliminating the need for a DC voltage delivery. The expected resonance shift in detuned state 

should at least reach a few MHz. 

2.2.2.3. Tx/Rx Switching 

In MRI, Tx/Rx resonators are used when there is need for local resonators to increase Tx efficiency. Active 

detuning cannot be used as the resonator should be resonant both during Tx and Rx. Instead, Tx/Rx 

switches are employed to exchange the electrical path between resonator-RFPA, and the resonator-

preamplifier electronically (Fig. 16). Tx/Rx switches protect the Rx circuitry, as well as isolate the Rx 

resonators from the noise generated by the blanked RFPA during Rx operation. Performance criteria for a 

standard Tx/Rx switch are 

 high power handling capability 

 low insertion loss 

 high isolation 

 high switching speed 

Although, there are various type of Tx/Rx switch designs such as the classical crossed diodes switch [61] 

and transistor based switches [87], PIN diode switches are the most widely used Tx/Rx switches in MRI 

systems. Selection of PIN diode is essential in Tx/Rx switch design. Working frequency range, bandwidth, 

power handling capability, carrier life time, forward series resistance, thermal resistance are the main 

parameters for choosing a suitable PIN diode. Primarily, the switching speed is effected by PIN diode’s 

transition time from forward to reverse bias, TFR: 

 𝑇𝐹𝑅 = 𝜏 ln (1 +
𝐼𝐹

𝐼𝑅
) (2.2.18) 
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where,  is carrier lifetime, IF is forward bias current, IR is initial reverse current.  increases with increasing 

width of the I-layer, W. Forward series resistance, thus power dissipation and insertion loss, also increase 

as W becomes larger.  

Note that in reverse biased state PIN diodes behave like a resistor and a small parallel capacitor (total 

capacitance, CT). In designing with PIN diodes, CT should be taken into account especially if the PIN diode 

is serially connected to a resonant circuit.     

An example circuit for PIN diode based Tx/Rx switch is shown below.  

 

Fig. 16: Basic linear Tx/Rx switch. /4 line is replaced by lumped elements. During Tx mode, PIN diodes are 
forward biased, thus the RF signal from the Tx port is sent to the resonator. In Rx mode, diodes are reverse 
biased blocking the RF path between the Tx and Rx port, thus the received signal from the resonator is sent 
to the Rx port via a preamplifier. 

In Tx mode, PIN diodes are forward biased. The RF path between the Tx port and the resonator is available, 

whereas the Rx path is blocked by combination of the /4 line and the shunt diode. /4 line acts as a high 

impedance against the Tx signal by transforming the low resistance created by the forward biased shunt 

diode to a high impedance. Thus, the RF signal from the Tx port is sent to the resonator. In Rx mode, 

diodes are reverse biased blocking the RF path between the Tx and Rx port. /4 line transforms the high 

impedance created by the reverse biased diode to a low impedance, allowing the RF signal to pass 

through. Thus, the received signal from the resonator is sent to the Rx port via a preamplifier.  

This design can be further improved by additional lines and shunt PIN diodes placed before the 

preamplifier. For the reverse bias voltages to be equal during Rx mode, high value resistors e.g. 20 kare 

connected in parallel to each diode. Cross diodes can still be used at the Rx port to prevent any high 

voltage RF pulse leaking through the preamplifier.  

A useful modification is to replace the series PIN diode at the Tx port with a shunt PIN diode configuration 

as shown in Fig. 17. This would eliminate the high power requirement on the PIN diode considerably and 

allow the designer to choose a diode with shorter carrier life time.      

For quadrature driven resonators, the Tx/Rx switching can be done in two ways: 1-Tx and Rx are both in 

quadrature mode (Fig. 18a), 2-Tx in quadrature, Rx in linear mode by separate receive channels (Fig. 18b). 

In the first configuration, in Tx mode, PIN diodes are forward biased. The RF pulse applied from the Tx 

port is divided to two equal amplitude signals with 90° phase difference. Any reflected power at the other 

port of the hybrid coupler will be dissipated in the dummy 50  load. In Rx mode, PIN diodes are reverse 

biased. The MR signal acquired from both resonators are combined and delivered to the pre-amplifier 
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since the hybrid coupler port connected to the Tx source presents a very high impedance. In the second 

configuration, hybrid coupler separates only in Tx mode. In Rx mode, MR signal is received by separate Rx 

channels via a linear Tx/Rx switch, and the data are combined digitally during image reconstruction. 

 

Fig. 17: Tx/Rx switch with shunt diode at the Tx side. There are three lumped element quarter wave 
transformers. Both PIN diodes are biased from the same source. 

For inhomogeneous resonators in quadrature mode, the second configuration is preferable, since the 

signals acquired from the regions where the B1 fields created by the separate linearly polarized fields have 

substantially different phase value. For example, if the signals acquired from both ports have a phase 

difference of , they will cancel each other if they are combined by analog means without any correction. 

 

Fig. 18: Tx/Rx switch configurations for quadrature driven circularly polarized resonators. In (a), hybrid 
coupler divides and combines the signal both in Tx and Rx mode, whereas in (b) it is used only in Tx mode.  

Dedicated driver circuits apply the required DC voltage bias to the PIN diode as fast as possible. MRI 

systems have their own driver circuits to switch PIN diodes, and generally the DC voltage is supplied 

through the inner conductor of the coaxial cable connected to the resonator.  
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2.3. MRI of Samples with Ultra- short Transverse Relaxation Times 

Conventional clinical MRI is based on acquiring signals from free or loosely bound water components in 

tissue. Additional data could be obtained from more rigid structures which includes bound or tightly 

bound water components. It was estimated that at least 20% to 30% of the hydrogen signal is not detected 

in clinical MRI [88]. 

Short T2 of tissues can be classified into three sub-categories: porous tissue, rigid structures, and collagen 

containing tissue. T2 variations in these tissues are due to molecular and nuclear phenomena, but T2* 

effects include susceptibility effects, which are magnified in case of samples with porous structure. Lungs 

are a good example of such samples. Rigid structures such as cortical bone or dental enamel have also 

extremely short T2, since the already low amount of water in these tissues is tightly bound to the rigid 

molecular structures that results in rapid loss of phase coherence after the RF excitation.  

One third of mammalian protein mass is collagen [89]. Type-1 collagen accounts for 95% of human 

collagen and forms tendons, ligaments, and bones. Linearly aligned collagen tissue causes non-isotropic 

tumbling motion of water which destroys the coherent magnetization due to rapid accumulation of phase 

shifts.  As a result of such rapid dephasing, collagen rich tissues have in general sub-millisecond T2/T2* 

times. A list of short T2 tissues along with relaxation parameters is given in Appendix B. 

Almost all of the tissues have more than one transverse relaxation component due to contributions from 

different water components. Approximate ranges for transverse relaxation components of the bound 

water can be listed as follows: 

 loosely bound water:     T2 ≈ 1 - 10 ms 

 bound water:  T2 ≈ 100 – 400 μs 

 tightly bound water:  T2 < 10 μs 

 

Fig. 19: Recording of the MR signal accumulated from the whole sample using a simple hard pulse 
excitation and immediate acquisition sequence. Signal from the mummified hand (cf. section 2.3.1.) decays 
faster than the 6% Ga-DTPA contrast agent solvent and a rubber sample.  

With acquisition delays of about 1 ms, neither bound water nor tightly bound water is visible in clinical 

MRI. The ultimate purpose of this work is to make it possible to study all sources of the proton signal in 

the tissue using MRI and improve diagnostic capabilities of MRI. In this context, mummified samples are 

very useful to study improvement of MRI techniques as they have very short T2 relaxations times. A 
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preliminary investigation of signals from various materials with short T2 suggest that, mummified samples 

are indeed extreme cases of tissue with short T2 (Fig. 19) 

In addition, MRI of mummies is challenging due to the extremely low water content.  

2.3.1. An Extreme Example: Ancient Mummies and MRI in Paleopathology 
Ancient mummies are unique objects of human history, and therefore non-invasive and non-destructive 

examination technologies are favored for paleopathology studies [90]. X-ray based methods such as x-ray 

radiography and computed tomography (CT) are currently the gold standard to image ancient mummies, 

as imaging devices are widely available, mobile X-ray units can be transported to the excavation sites, and 

they provide a good bone/tissue contrast [91]. Unfortunately, X-ray imaging can hardly differentiate 

between soft tissues. In clinical practice proton (1H) magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is utilized for soft 

tissue differentiation and there have been various studies on the analysis of the water content of in vivo 

hard tissue such as bone, cartilage and tendons [92]–[97]; MRI of mummified tissues, however, is 

challenging as the MRI signal intensity is proportional to the water content which is inherently low in de-

hydrated mummies. In addition, ancient mummified samples have very different physical properties than 

living tissue.  

The MRI properties of mummified tissues are a direct consequence of the mummification process [98]. In 

ancient Egypt, artificial mummification was achieved by Natron, a mixture of sodium carbonate deca-

hydrate (Na2CO3•10H2O), sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO3) and small quantities of sodium chloride (NaCl) 

and sodium sulfate (Na2SO4). Natron causes excessive dehydration and is accumulated in the bone. After 

dehydration, the body was covered with embalming resin that was obtained from various trees and the 

process was completed by wrapping the skin with multiple layers of linen [99]–[103]. Advanced chemical 

analyses of samples of tissues, wrappings and resinous materials revealed the presence of complex 

mixtures of n-alkyl and cyclic biomarker components characteristic of fats, oils, beeswax, sugar gum, 

petroleum bitumen, ans coniferous, Pistacia and possibly cedar resins [104]–[107]. Thus, after exposing 

mummified bone to extreme physical conditions of temperature, pH levels and mineral accumulation over 

long time periods, it mainly consists of hydroxyapatite-based crystals and decreased amounts of proteins 

and lipids, whereas protons are primarily found in the skin and other soft tissues. In mummified samples 

the dominant component of the proton MR signal is formed by semi-crystalline hydroxyapatite (HAP) 

which is the major part of the inorganic content of the bones. Pickling, drying, freezing, and tanning 

prevent bone proteins from degradation but substantial collagen loss is inescapable, yet HAP crystals stay 

in equilibrium as long as the environmental conditions are stable [108]–[111].  

Although mummified tissue has been studied with spectroscopic analysis, MR imaging has not been used 

in mummies since it was considered impossible due to the low water content and the short T2* values. To 

overcome this limitation, in one MRI study the mummified samples were re-hydrated before MR imaging 

[111], [112], but this destructive method is not suitable for the valuable ancient objects. Due to the 

increased sodium content after mummification, 23Na-MRI of an ancient mummified finger was also 

demonstrated, but the low signal-to-noise ratio required very long measurement times [113].  

Only recently, feasibility of 1H-MRI in ancient remains was demonstrated, and compared to CT, where it 

was concluded that even though CT remains the imaging modality of choice for ancient mummy research, 

MRI could provide complementary soft tissue information in some cases [114]–[116]. 1H-MR images of 

ancient mummies in these studies showed a significantly lower quality than CT images of the same 
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anatomical regions. The MR images had a lower SNR, and the tissue contours appeared blurred, both of 

which is a direct consequence of the short T2* of the samples. 

2.3.2. Hardware Considerations 
During MR data acquisition, signal from short-T2* tissues decays more rapidly, and image information 

encoded in the outer regions of k-space is suppressed. The signal decay thus acts as an image filter which 

results in a blurring of edge structures. Together with the low proton density the signal decay also reduces 

the available MR signal resulting in a low SNR. 

To overcome the limitations, many signal averages are required to increase the SNR, and the echo time 

(TE) needs to be minimized. In short-TE pulse sequences TE is typically dominated by a hardware-

dependent dead-time, i.e. the time delay between the end of the RF excitation and the beginning of the 

data acquisition (Fig. 20). The dead-time or the acquisition delay is mainly influenced by the Tx/Rx 

switching, ADC filtering and resonator ring-down times [117]. Here, TE is used in the literature of short TE 

sequences [27], [97], [116]–[121] to describe the time between the center of the RF pulse and the 

beginning of the acquisition (which is the time when k=0 is acquired). Thus, TE is to be interpreted as TE 

= ½ Tpulse + Tdelay.  

 

Fig. 20: Typical signal acquisition and RF pulse timing for FID based sequences. Acquisition delay depends 
on three factors. Design goals for each factor are given except the digital filtering which is not accessible 
for modifications. 

Considering the extremely low amount of the free protons in the mummified samples, the main design 

criteria for the imaging resonators is to have a high sensitivity, thus to provide high image SNR.  To this 

end, Tx/Rx resonators are recommended, so that both the Tx and Rx fields are as close to the sample as 

possible. A volume resonator is preferable to achieve a homogenous excitation field, which is critical in T1 

relaxation time mapping (2.3.4.3). Resonator dimensions should maximize the filling factor for the sample, 

so that it is possible to achieve high flip angles at lower input voltages than with commercially available 

resonators.  

2.3.3. Short-TE Pulse sequences 
Recently, pulse sequences with extremely short excitation and acquisition delays have been developed to 

overcome signal loss due to rapid decay of transverse magnetization of spins in various tissues as, for 

example, in bone, cartilage, lung, or collagen fibers [27], [122]–[125]. To this end, Ultra-short echo time 
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(UTE) pulse sequences are used with non-selective RF pulses shorter than 100 s followed by 3D encoding 

gradients which apply a pure frequency encoding scheme [27]. 2D UTE approaches were also developed 

by using a slice selective excitation [126] and saturation based methods [127]. Alternatively, sequences 

such as BLAST [28], RUFIS [29], and WASPI [128] were developed where the RF pulse is applied when the 

gradients are switched on to further reduce echo time. Pure phase encoding techniques such as SPI [119] 

and SPRITE [129] also offer very short TE, yet total acquisition times are extremely long for clinical practice. 

PETRA combines ZTE with SPI to recover missing k-space data by SPI measurements rather than algebraic 

methods [120], which makes it possible to use the sequence in clinical systems that are not equipped with 

specially designed RF hardware, switches and ADC filters. 

So far, 1H-MRI of ancient remains has been performed with the ultra-short TE (UTE) pulse sequence, which 

samples 3D k-space radially using a conventional frequency encoding readout [27]. In general, short-TE 

image acquisition strategies can be separated in two groups: frequency-encoding techniques and phase-

encoding techniques. UTE is a pure frequency-encoding technique and, there-fore, it is subject to 

frequency domain artifacts. Single Point Imaging (SPI) is a pure phase-encoding technique which is 

especially useful to avoid filtering effects in k-space [119]. However, SPI has very long scan times, and it 

exceeds the limits of clinical gradient hardware for samples with extremely short T2*. Pointwise Encoding 

Time Reduction with Radial Acquisition (PETRA) is a hybrid technique based on radial frequency-encoding 

of k-space with center of k-space acquired using SPI [120]. 

In pure frequency encoding techniques as in UTE, image information encoded in the outer regions of k-

space is suppressed as a result of the rapidly-decaying MR signal. The signal decay thus acts as an image 

filter, which results in a blurring of the edge structures. Single Point Imaging (SPI) is an MRI technique with 

pure phase encoding that avoids the described filtering effect, because each point in k-space is acquired 

at a fixed time during the acquisition. 

2.3.3.1. Ultra-short Echo Time (UTE) 

UTE sequence was first used in lung imaging [27] as a projection reconstruction sequence and the 

intention was to reduce TE by acquiring FID signal right after the excitation. Here, although there is no 

echo signal but FID, TE is defined by convention as the time interval from the center of hard RF pulse to 

the beginning of the acquisition (Fig. 21a). 

k-space is covered in radial fashion and therefore the data is on a non-Cartesian grid: dense in the center, 

sparse at the periphery which necessitates application of re-gridding prior to FFT in reconstruction (cf. 

section 2.1.6). The strategy for signal acquisition is a pure frequency encoding since all the gradients are 

used as frequency encoding gradients navigating throughout the k-space in radial inside/out fashion (Fig. 

21b). Data acquisition starts at the ramp-up of frequency encoding (readout) gradients, which results in 

even more dense sampling at the center. 

In 3D non-selective excitation is achieved since no gradients are present during the RF pulse. 2D UTE is 

implemented in two ways: 

 applying a slice selection gradient during a half sinc pulse [126], [130] 

 creating a saturation band and digitally subtract two non-selective UTE acquisitions with and 

without selective saturation of the slice of interest [127]  
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2D UTE pulse sequences can be used as localizer for samples with extremely short T2 values. 

In UTE sequences blurring is the major problem due to the filtering effect from center to the radius in k-

space due to rapid T2
* decay. This problem is common to all frequency encoding based techniques. 

 

Fig. 21: UTE sequence diagram and radial trajectory. Pulse sequence diagram for UTE sequence with data 
acquisition starting at the ramp-up of gradients (a). The resulting k-space sampling points as radial inside-
out spokes where the last data points of each spoke forms equidistant points distributed on a sphere (b). 

2.3.3.2. Single Point Imaging (SPI) 

In SPI (Fig. 22), only a single k-space data point is acquired per TR, and 3D k-space is sampled directly on 

a Cartesian grid [119]. Therefore, SPI requires rapidly switching gradients in order to encode information 

efficiently in the outer regions of k-space. An alternative approach to the gradient-switching is to employ 

continuously ramped gradients, which is a more common way of implementing SPI [129]. In this case, SPI 

requires long and strong gradients, which results in excessive heating of the gradient coils. Gradient 

heating can affect the gradient fields [131], and detailed heating models have been proposed in literature 

to assess this problem in detail [132], [133]. In addition to the heating, unwanted slice selectivity is 

imposed in the images, because the gradients are active during the RF excitation. Post processing schemes 

have been proposed for eliminating the slice selection artefacts [134]. 
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Fig. 22: SPI pulse sequence. Gradients are active during a very short block RF pulse. Here minimum echo 
time depends on the furthermost k-space point which is limited by the gradient strength.   

2.3.3.3. Pointwise Encoding Time Reduction with Radial Acquisition (PETRA) 

In PETRA, an RF excitation is followed immediately by a radial k-space acquisition, but the encoding 

gradient is already switched on during the RF pulse to minimize the acquisition delay as in Zero Echo Time 

(ZTE) method [135]. However, since there is a time delay between the RF pulse and the start of the 

acquisition, the center of the k-space is not acquired. k-space center is later filled by a single point 

acquisition method (cf. above) as shown in Fig. 23 as a 2D representation. Thus PETRA is a hybrid between 

UTE and SPI.  

 

Fig. 23: PETRA sequence diagram. Gradients are always on during the RF pulse for the radial acquisition of 
outer sections of k-space. The center of k-space is missing because of the acquisition delay between the 
end of RF pulse and the beginning of the acquisition (a). SPI is used to cover the missing data points. PETRA 
k-space locations on a representative 2D grid (b). 

2.3.4. Parametric Mapping and Data Analysis 
Quantitative analysis is done by SNR comparison and relaxation time mapping.  
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2.3.4.1. Signal to Noise Ratio Measurement 

SNR is calculated pixelwise as the ratio of image intensity on a region of interest (ROI) and the standard 

deviation of a background region where no signal present [136]. Pulse sequence parameters have direct 

influence on the image SNR. Therefore, to eliminate these effects, SNR scaling is done by scaling the image 

intensity values for different pulse sequences with respect to the imaging parameters: sampling 

time/bandwidth, total acquisition time, and the repetition time [137], [138].  

 𝑆𝑁𝑅 = 𝜓 ∙ 𝑉 ∙  √𝑇𝑠 ∙  √
𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒

𝑇𝑅
⁄ ∙ sin(∝) ∙ (

1 − 𝑒−𝑇𝑅 𝑇1⁄

1−cos(∝)∙𝑒−𝑇𝑅 𝑇1⁄ ) ∙ 𝑒−𝑇𝐸 𝑇2
∗⁄  (2.3.1) 

Here, ψ is the normalized system SNR, V the voxel volume, Ts the sampling time, Timage the total imaging 

time, TR the repetition time, TE the echo time (i.e. acquisition delay or dead time) and 𝛼 the flip angle..  

2.3.4.2. T2* Relaxation Mapping 

For samples with extremely short T2, UTE sequence can be used for T2* quantification. Keeping all imaging 

parameters constant, TE (or acquisition delay) is changed and images are acquired for a range of TE values.  

For each pixel or group of pixels from a selected RO, the square of the intensity of each data points are 

then fit to  a mono-exponential decay function with a time constant of 2/T2*, plus an arbitrary time 

constant representing the noise. An example of fitted curve for range of TE values from 50 s to 2.3 ms is 

shown in Fig. 24. 

 

Fig. 24: T2* calculation for a strip band using an exponential fit over the data points acquired at different 

TE. Resulting T2* value is 205 s. 

2.3.4.3. Modified FLASH Equation for T1 Relaxation Mapping 

The method for estimation of T1 re-writes Eq. 2.1.25 for a curve fitting for a range of TRs [139]:  

 
𝑀𝛼

sin 𝛼
= 𝑒−𝑇𝑅/𝑇1

𝑀𝛼

tan 𝛼
+ 𝑀0(1 − 𝑒−𝑇𝑅/𝑇1) (2.3.2) 

This equation is a linear plot of 𝑀𝛼/ sin 𝛼against 𝑀𝛼/ tan 𝛼 with a slope of exponential T1 decay. For T1 

estimation, images for a range absolute flip angles are obtained and pixel-wise curve fitting is applied. The 
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sensitivity of this method is sufficient for most of the applications, which can be calculated by 

differentiation of eqn.2.3.2 with respect to 1/T1: 

 
𝜕𝑀𝛼

𝜕(1/𝑇1)
=

𝑀0𝑇𝑅𝑒
−

𝑇𝑅
𝑇1 sin 𝛼(1−cos 𝛼)

(1−cos 𝛼𝑒
−

𝑇𝑅
𝑇1 )

2  (2.3.3) 

 
𝜕

𝜕𝛼
(

𝜕𝑀𝛼

𝜕(1 𝑇1⁄ )
) = 0 (2.3.4) 

 cos 𝛼 =
2𝑒

−
𝑇𝑅
𝑇1 −1

2−𝑒
−

𝑇𝑅
𝑇1

 (2.3.5) 

Eq. 2.3.5 can be interpreted that for the range of  over 30° - 100° in steps of 10°, T1 values between TR-

20TR can be estimated with reasonable accuracy. 

In case of extremely rapid T2 decay, however, the signal loss during RF excitation pulse should be taken 

into account as shown in the modified FLASH equation [140] below: 

 𝑀𝛼 = 𝑀0
(1−𝑒−𝑇𝑅/𝑇1)𝑘1

1−𝑘2𝑒−𝑇𝑅/𝑇1
𝑒

−(
𝑇𝐸

𝑇2
∗ −𝜏)

 (2.3.6) 

for 

𝑘1 = 𝑒−𝜏
𝛼

𝜑
sin 𝜑 ; 𝑘2 = 𝑒−𝜏 (cos 𝜑 +

𝜏

𝜑
sin 𝜑) ;  𝜑 = √𝛼2 − 𝜏2 ;  𝜏 =

𝑇𝑅𝐹

2𝑇2
∗ 

To sum up, for a full relaxation time mapping of samples with extremely short T2, the workflow starts from 

flip angle mapping, then T2
* mapping, and finally T1 mapping is done using the modified FLASH equation. 

2.4. Concurrent Acquisition and Excitation (CEA) 

The main challenge in CEA is the very high amount of isolation required between the Tx and Rx circuits. In 

concurrent operation of Tx and Rx, the MR signal level is typically 100 dB smaller than the RF radiation 

coupled from Tx to Rx. To detect MR signal with a reasonably high SNR, the Tx induced signal in Rx should 

be reduced down the Tx noise floor as demonstrated in Fig. 25 for a typical MR signal size and respective 

Tx RF pulse. In his initial setup, Bloch applied geometric decoupling [4], where, separate Tx and Rx 

resonators were placed orthogonal to each other around the imaging volume. With this orthogonal setup, 

the cross-talk between Tx and Rx resonator is minimized so that the unwanted RF excitation signal is highly 

suppressed during data acquisition. More advanced techniques proposed for isolation of Tx and Rx units 

were described in section 2.1.5.2. In this section, two novel methods, active decoupling and dynamic 

analog cancellation will be introduced.  

2.4.1. Active Decoupling of RF Resonators Using a Parallel Transmit Array System 
Active decoupling method uses multiple Tx elements for cancellation of the Tx-induced RF signal in the Rx 

resonator and demonstrated direct detection of CEA MR signal in a 3 T clinical MRI system [52].  
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Fig. 25: Representative signal and noise level comparison. 

It was recently shown that a parallel transmit array system can be used to cancel RF currents that are 

induced on a bare wire [141]. In this work this concept is adapted to cancel the RF currents that are 

induced on a loop receive resonator. In general, the combined RF field generated by a set of Tx resonators, 

induces a current in a receive resonator, which is observed at the output of the receive resonator as a B1-

induced voltage. Using an additional set of Tx resonators (decoupling resonators), it is possible to cancel 

the B1-induced currents in the Rx resonator by adjusting their RF phases and amplitudes. For a transmit 

array system with N resonators, some of which are used as Tx resonators and some as decoupling 

resonators, the total current I induced in a Rx resonator can be expressed as:  

 
1

0
N

n n

n

I a I


   (2.4.1) 

Here, nI  is the B1-induced current, and na  is an arbitrary complex coupling coefficient for the nth Tx 

resonator, which represents the geometric and electromagnetic factors that affect the amount of coupling 

between the Rx resonator and the nth Tx resonator.  

In its simplest form, the phase and amplitude (PA) decoupling system can be implemented with two Tx 

resonators - one to apply the RF excitation, the other for decoupling. By adjusting the amplitude and phase 

a2 of the decoupling resonator, one can theoretically achieve a cancellation of the total current in the 

receive resonator: 1 1a I  + 2 2a I  = 0. In practice, it is sufficient to measure the voltages that are induced by 

each of the Tx resonators individually, and to solve  

 𝑉1 + 𝑐𝑉2𝑒𝑗𝜃 = 0 (2.4.2) 

for the two parameters c and . 

In CEA, Tx stability during the measurement is crucial, because a residual leakage signal is also acquired 

together with the MR signal due to limited isolation. Other CEA methods (section 2.1.5.2.) used a 

theoretical function for digitally cancelling out the residual Tx leakage signal, which failed in cases of 

motion or changes in resonator loading with the existing decoupling schemes. In [142] and [143], in vivo 

CEA MRI was also demonstrated using pick-up coils (PUCs) to monitor Tx signal during excitation.  
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2.4.2. Automated Dynamic Analog Cancellation using Dynamic Feedback from 

MRI System 
The isolation of Tx and Rx units for simultaneous performance of both is a problem in telecommunication 

electronics to benefit from the full bandwidth in data transfer, and this type of communication is called 

‘Full Duplex’. To comply with MRI, we focus on a specific type of full duplex communication: In band full 

duplex (IBFD), since in MRI the RF excitation and the signal from the spins are within the same frequency 

band. Methods for IBFD can be addressed in three main sections: passive and active suppression, and 

digital cancellation [144]. Passive suppression methods include antenna separation [145], antenna 

decoupling [146], and circulator isolation [147]. Active suppression methods are based on employing 

actively controlled circuits to subtract a copy of the Tx signal from the Tx induced leakage signal in Rx 

resonator. This can be implemented either at RF [148] or in baseband. Recently Bharadia et al. suggested 

a combined active analog and digital cancellation which can operate in real-time [149]. Following a similar 

approach in analog cancellation as in [149], very high amounts of on-resonant decoupling were reported 

in [150] to implement CEA MRI. A similar work which is also based on the work described in [149] 

demonstrates in vivo MRI with CEA [151]. 

2.4.2.1. Analog cancellation circuit elements 

Analog cancellation circuit composes of voltage controlled phase and amplitude regulation elements. 

Working principles of these elements are described below. 

2.4.2.1.1. Hybrid coupler based variable phase shifter 

A phase shifter is a two-port RF network device that changes the phase of an input signal. Phase shifting 

circuits are used in phased antenna arrays, radar arrays and other communications systems. Electrically, 

there are many methods to implement such a shift in phase without modifying other characteristics of 

the input signal. Mechanical switching between various transmission lines, and FET based active phase 

shifters are few of them. Hybrid coupler based phase shifters are also commonly used [152].   

A schematic of a hybrid coupler with arbitrary reflections at two ports is given in Fig .26. A normal function 

of hybrid coupler when all ports are matched to 50  is the following: the incident power at port 1 (input 

port) is divided approximately equally (3 dB division) between ports 2 and 3 (direct and coupled ports, 

respectively), with very little power reaching port 4 (isolated port) [153]. However, the incident and 

reflected voltages for an arbitrary reflection coefficient writes: 

 

Fig. 26: A four port 90° hybrid coupler with arbitrary reflections at ports 2 and 3.  
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A simple algebraic operation leads us to the following relation: 

 𝑉4
− = 𝑗Γ𝑉1

+ ;  Γ = |Γ|𝑒−𝑗𝜙 (2.4.4) 

We can replace the arbitrary impedance ZL with a variable capacitor connected to ground. Relation 

between the reflection coefficient and a capacitor connected to ground can be calculated as follows: 

 𝛤 =
𝑍𝐶−50

𝑍𝐶+50
=

(𝑗𝑤𝐶)−1−50

(𝑗𝑤𝐶)−1+50
= 𝑒𝑗𝜙 (2.4.5) 

 𝜙 = −2 tan−1(50𝐶𝜔) (2.4.6) 

The reflection has unitary amplitude. Additional phase shift tends to 0 or  for zero or infinite capacitance, 

respectively. Therefore using a voltage controlled capacitor i.e. varactor, voltage controlled phase shifter 

can be implemented. The powers reflected from ports 2 and 3 have phase angles governed by the 

capacitance of the varactor diode. Because of the hybrid coupler’s action in reverse, the reflected powers 

reaching port 1 almost cancel each other. The reflected powers reaching port 4 add since they are in 

phase. With a careful selection of the capacitance range of the varactor, the range of phase shift and 

flatness over the frequency range of interest can be optimized.  

2.4.2.1.2. Variable attenuators 

Pin-diode based attenuator 

A resistive -network functions as an attenuator. In Fig. 27, shunt resistors R1 and the series resistor R3 

(Eq. 2.4.7) are set in a -network to achieve an attenuation A = 20 log(K) while simultaneously providing 

an input and output impedance which matches the characteristic impedance of the system: 

 𝑅1 = 𝑍0
𝐾+1

𝐾−1
 ;  𝑅3 = 𝑍0

𝐾2+1

2𝐾
 (2.4.7) 

where, K is a constant to determine the required attenuation, and Z0 is the characteristic impedance of 

the system. 

A PIN diode can be used as a current-controlled variable resistor. Series resistance of a diode is inversely 

proportional to the applied forward current. Three diodes can be used to replace the fixed resistors of the 

π-network to create a voltage controlled variable attenuator. In this configuration, the diodes that replace 

the resistors labelled R1 share a single DC bias network; whereas the diode that replaces R3 is driven by a 

separate DC bias source, which is preferably a variable DC voltage source.  
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Fig. 27: A resistive  network applies controlled attenuation to the input RF signal. 

Hybrid coupler based attenuators 

An alternative design for a variable voltage controlled attenuator is a reflection type design using a hybrid 

coupler as in the phase shifter, but with PIN diodes rather than varactors. For a 50  quadrature Hybrid, 

the attenuation A is a function of the diode resistance, RS. 

 𝐴 =  20 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (1 / (1 +  2𝑅𝑆/𝑍0)) [dB] (2.4.8) 

The quadrature hybrid configuration can control twice the power of the simple series or shunt diode 

attenuators because the incident power is divided into two paths by the hybrid. The maximum power 

dissipated in each diode is only 25% of the total incident power and this occurs at the 6 dB value of 

attenuation. Branch load resistors in parallel to the PIN diodes are used to make the attenuator less 

sensitive to differences between individual diodes and to increase the attenuator power handling by 3 dB. 

The branch load resistors must be able to dissipate 50% of the total incident power at maximum 

attenuation. 

2.4.3. Data Processing in CEA 
As discussed in section 2.1.5, FM pulses are used for CW NMR or rapid-scan correlation experiments. In 

response to such frequency modulated pulse (e.g. chirp pulse with linear frequency modulation), the 

phase of the resultant transverse magnetization, Mxy is a quadratic function of resonance offset. Such 

quadratic phase dependence is not favored in conventional MRI applications, and it can even cause signal 

loss or artifacts in the image as it cannot be refocused with linear gradients when used for slice selection. 

In CEA, the quadratic phases are not a problem as signal is acquired concurrently.  

The rapid passage operating in the linear region creates a highly linear spin response for flip angles up to 

90° [154] and the quadratic phase of the resultant Mxy is removed with a cross-correlation method 

identical to that used to recover phase information in stochastic NMR spectroscopy [155]. Accordingly, 

the spin system response can be treated as a linear system, in which case the response s(t) to an input 

function b(t) is the convolution process given by 

 𝑠(𝑡) = ℎ(𝑡) ⊗ 𝑏(𝑡) (2.4.9) 

where h(t) is the unit impulse response i.e., FID. The Fourier transform of h(t), H(), is the unit response 

function i.e. a projection of the object in frequency domain [41]. According to Fourier theory, the 

convolution in the time domain is a complex multiplication in the frequency co-domain: 

 𝑆(𝜔) = 𝐻(𝜔)𝐵(𝜔) (2.4.10) 
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for 

 𝑏(𝑡) = 𝜔1(𝑡)𝑒−𝑖 ∫ (𝜔𝑅𝐹(𝜏)−𝜔𝑐)𝑑𝜏
𝑡

0  (2.4.11) 

where, c is the center frequency in the sweep range. A projection of the object is obtained by correlation, 

which is a complex conjugate multiplication by the pulse function in the frequency domain [37]: 

 𝐻(𝜔) =
𝑆(𝜔)𝐵∗(𝜔)

|𝐵(𝜔)|2  (2.4.12) 

In a CEA experiment, the acquired MR signal, sRx(t), is written as an additive combination of the 

convolution signal and a frequency-dependent leakage component 𝜗𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘(𝑡), which is the remaining B1-

induced voltage due to imperfect decoupling:  

 𝑠𝑅𝑥(𝑡) = ℎ(𝑡) ⊗ 𝑏(𝑡) + 𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘(𝑡) (2.4.13) 

and we can write the chirp signal as: 

 𝑏(𝑡) = 𝑏0𝑒
−𝑖𝜋

𝑓𝑠
𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑞

𝑡2

= 𝑏0𝑒−𝑖𝜔(𝑡)t (2.4.14) 

The leakage can be determined experimentally by measuring with a coupled pick-up coil or based on 

fitting to the theoretical formula in Eq. 2.4.13. As the frequency is swept linearly through time, 𝜔(𝑡) =

𝜋(𝑓𝑠 𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑞⁄ )t, the leakage response can also be treated in the frequency domain, which is an intrinsic 

property of the chirp signal. The ratio of the frequency sweep range fs and the total RF duration tacq is 

regarded as the frequency sweep rate.  

2.4.4. CEA in Steady State: T1-Modulation Effects of Frequency Sweep 
In MRI with CEA, frequency modulated radiofrequency (RF) excitation pulses are applied. Thus, 

magnetization across the sample is excited sequentially by the combined action of the magnetic field 

gradients and the RF pulse. Gradient directions change during data acquisition which results in TR 

variation across the sample (Fig. 28), leading to changes in transverse magnetization. This signal 

modulation causes a non-ideal point spread function (PSF), and is a potential source of artifacts. 

 

Fig. 28: Demonstration of the frequency sweep during readout gradients resulting in different instants of 
resonance for two different radial spokes for an off-isocenter voxel. The actual TR between two moments 
of excitation is referred to as effective TR, TReff. 
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Investigation of the T1 modulation effects helps to find an optimal approach in designing pulse sequences 

for CEA.  

2.5. Electroglottography (EGG) Measurements during Dynamic Lung MRI 

EGG is an indirect method of determining the relative vocal fold (Fig. 29) contact area during phonation. 

The vocal cords are composed of three layers: the vocal muscle is the main body of the vocal fold, 

superficially lays the ligament as intermediate and deep part of the lamina propria and the Reinke's space 

as superficial layer containing loose fibrous components. The vocal fold is covered with epithelium [156]. 

The muscle tension, the tissue stiffness and fiber components determine the characteristics of the vocal 

fold vibration [157]. EGG is commonly applied in medical studies of the vocal system and for pedagogical 

research on singing [158]–[161]. An EGG device measures the impedance change in the larynx during vocal 

fold activity by applying a weak alternating current through two electrodes on the surface of the neck. 

The electrical impedance varies slightly with the area of contact between the moist vocal folds during 

phonation [162]. Therefore, the shape of the EGG wave form can be used to infer about the vocal fold 

contact patterns [163]. This technology is recommended to be part of the evaluation of patients vocal fold 

vibration in clinical context [164]. The glottis vibrates at acoustic frequencies from tens of Hz to a few kHz 

[165]. To overcome the high impedance of the poorly conductive outer layer of the skin and the myelin 

insulation of muscle fibers between the electrodes and the glottis, EGG devices use high-frequency 

electrical currents of several MHz. After demodulation, typical information extracted from the EGG 

waveforms include the fundamental frequency, the contact quotient (duty cycle), and regularity 

parameters such as jitter and shimmer i.e. temporal change of frequency and amplitude of the vocal fold 

vibration, respectively. 

 

Fig. 29: An image from a video captured with a stroboscope endoscopy of a male patient. Endoscope was 
placed inside the throat. 

Dynamic MRI has recently been shown to be a promising tool in speech and phonation analysis [166]. MRI 

can provide dynamic and static information about the oropharyngeal cavity, hypopharynx and larynx 

during phonation, but it is also able to measure pulmonary and diaphragm movements as well as 

pulmonary volume [167]–[170]. For dynamic imaging of the vocal tract, fast two- and three-dimensional 

MRI techniques are used with a temporal resolution between 33 ms and 125 ms [171]–[179]. The MRI 

measurement of lung volume and diaphragm motion during singing is of particular interest in studies of 
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the breathing apparatus and breathing strategies in both trained and untrained voices. Since the human 

voice production is based on the onset of the subglottic pressure, i.e. the pressure below the vocal folds 

[157], separate evaluation of the expiratory forces produced by the lungs is not meaningful without 

evaluation of the area where the force acts (the vocal folds). Since the latter system is changing in the 

time domain it is of great importance to include measurements of vocal fold oscillations (such as EGG 

signals) during measurements of the breathing apparatus. 
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3. Methods 

The following three chapters describe the different concepts introduced in this work, starting with 

optimization of state-of-the-art MRI pulse sequences with ultra-short TE for imaging of ancient mummies 

[180] in chapter 3.1. In chapter 3.2, two novel methods for implementing CEA in clinical MRI systems are 

described. Feasibilities of active decoupling method [142], which provides isolation over 70 dB between 

Tx and Rx resonators, and then dynamic analog cancellation method, which increases the amount of 

isolation up to 90 dB and provides automated decoupling, were demonstrated in a clinical MRI system. 

Chapter 3.3 introduces simultaneous functional imaging of lungs and electroglottography (EGG) 

measurements. For the first time, EGG was measured during MRI to analyze breathing dynamics and vocal 

fold function concurrently [181].     

3.1. MRI of Samples with Ultra-short Transverse Relaxation Times 

The challenges of MRI of samples with ultra-short T2 were discussed in chapter 2.3. In this chapter, the 

techniques to overcome those challenges and experimental details will be described. These techniques 

and materials are partly explained in [180].   

3.1.1. Ancient Mummified Human Hand from Egypt 
To compare the UTE, SPI, and PETRA pulse sequences, an artificially embalmed ancient Egyptian 

mummified left hand (ca. 1500 – 1100 BC), which is stored at room temperature, was used (Fig. 30). The 

hand is of unknown provenance and it stems from the former collection of Musée d'Orbe, Orbe, 

Switzerland. It was donated to Prof. Dr. Frank Rühli (head of Institute of Evolutionary Medicine, University 

of Zurich). 

 

Fig. 30: A photo of the left hand of the artificially embalmed ancient Egyptian mummy.     

For comparison with the MR techniques described in section 2.3.3, multidetector CT images (Philips 

Brilliance CT 40; Philips Healthcare, Best, the Netherlands) of the sample were obtained at the Balgrist 

University Hospital, Zurich, Switzerland with 0.76 mm section thickness, 512 x 512 matrix, 0.74x0.74 mm 

pixel size by applying 120 kV, 72 mA.  
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3.1.2. Modifications to the Short-TE Pulse Sequences 
The pulse sequences were programmed using IDEA, the sequence development environment of Siemens. 

PETRA sequence was supplied by the manufacturer. Unless specified otherwise, the reconstruction of the 

MR images from the acquired raw data was done in MATLAB 9.0 (The MathWorks®, Inc., Natick, 

Massachusetts, United States) by re-gridding. 

3.1.2.1. Gradient Switching Corrections in UTE Sequence 

3D UTE sequence is composed of a hard RF pulse followed by data acquisition during the ramp up of the 

readout gradients, where a short delay of few tens of microseconds occurs in between due to the system-

specific dead time. Full 3D k-space coverage is achieved by radial spokes starting from the center of k-

space, and the end tip of all the spokes form equidistant points on a sphere. (cf. section 2.1.6).  

In this study, for imaging the mummy hand, a rectangular RF pulse with a duration of 60 s was applied, 

and the radial data acquisition started 40 s after the end of the pulse yielding a TE of 70 s. Other imaging 

parameters were as follows: number of radial spokes = 50000; acquisition bandwidth = 639 Hz/pixel; TR 

= 10 ms;  = 10o; FOV = (206 mm)³; isotropic voxel size = (0.9 mm)3; total scan time = 10 min. Data 

acquisition started during the ramp-up of the radial readout gradient. For image reconstruction, k-space 

data were gridded onto a Cartesian grid followed by a 3D fast Fourier transform using a manufacturer-

provided prototype reconstruction algorithm. 

Although the algorithm provided by the manufacturer performs well with standard routines, it had the 

following disadvantages: it was not applicable to all the MRI systems, the software was specific to a certain 

system version, and it prevented us from implementing new techniques in reconstruction. Therefore, a 

re-gridding reconstruction algorithm was implemented in Matlab for Siemens raw data, independent of 

the MRI system version (Appendix H). Within the reconstruction pipeline, algorithms were implemented 

to correct for gradient waveform based errors. 

A major problem of a radial k-space trajectory is its sensitivity to inaccuracies in gradient timing. Since the 

direction of the radial spokes changes for each repetition, small delays in gradient waveform due to 

system imperfections result in inconsistencies of k-space sample locations and consequently, degradation 

of the image quality.  

For correction of the gradient delay based errors, a method was used which did not necessitate extra scan 

time or pre-emphasis gradients. All the necessary information was extracted from the acquired imaging 

data itself. In the acquired 3D radial k-space data set, radial spokes in +x and –x directions were used to 

calculate the shift in k-space sampling locations due to the delay of the x gradient with a cross-correlation 

analysis [182]. The same calculation was repeated for y and z directions, and the resulting shifts were 

weighted with respect to the radial spoke direction. The cross-correlation function of opposite spokes has 

a peak at the shift distance (Fig. 31a). For a more precise estimation, the shift was estimated from the 

slope of the signal’s phase using a linear curve fit to the signal portion with a reasonable magnitude (Fig. 

31b). In Appendix C, the developed Matlab function script for estimation of gradient delays in radial MRI 

raw data is listed. 
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Fig. 31: Cross-correlation between spokes with opposite directions was used to calculate the displacement 
in k-space due to gradient timing errors. a. Opposite spokes plotted together. b. Steps of gradient delay 
calculation using the slope of the phase of the cross correlation function within a reasonable support. Here 
fcross is the cross correlation function. Amplitude of fcross is used to find the appropriate support region with 
reasonable SNR. fdiff is the derivative of the unwrapped phase of fcross. 

To test the effect of correction for the gradient delays, a custom-built resolution phantom was used. A 

reference GRE image slice is compared to a radial UTE image of the identical slice. Imaging parameters for 

GRE were FOV = 280 mm, TR = 20 ms, TE = 2.04 ms,  = 25°, 395 Hz/Px bandwidth, 0.7 mm resolution and 

2 mm slice thickness. For UTE, the same parameters as in section 3.1.1 were used. 

3.1.2.2. Gradient-friendly Modifications in SPI  

A saddle-like k-space ordering for SPI sequence with continuous gradient-ramp was introduced, which 

avoids keeping the gradients active at high levels for long times. To this end, instead of the conventional 

monotonical sampling orderings in k-space, the direction of the gradient is changed quickly, and the 

gradients are not kept on at a high level for long time. Steep jumps in k-space are also avoided to maintain 

continuous gradient-ramp feature of SPI (or SPRITE). Samples of the k-space were ordered such that the 
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3D k-space was divided into cubic shells and each shell was travelled following contours in a saddle-like 

trajectory (Fig. 32e,f). It was shown that with this k-space ordering, gradient coil heating is reduced [183].  

All measurements were conducted on a 1.5 T clinical MR system (Magnetom Tim Symphony, Siemens AG, 

Erlangen). Three SPI sequences with continuously ramped gradients were designed: standard step-wise 

k-space ordering (Seq. 1), rectangular-spiral k-space ordering (Seq. 2), and saddle-like k-space ordering 

(Seq. 3). In Seq. 2, a rectangular-spiral trajectory was applied for each 2D slice to cover a 3D k-space. In 

Seq. 3, Gz of the saddle-like trajectory (Fig. 32d).   Gradient waveforms that showed significant difference 

are given in Fig. 32a-d. Temperature information was obtained from sensors placed in gradient coil 

connectors. Heating was tested with sequence parameters TR = 6.4 ms; effective TE = 0.3 ms; 64x64x64 

samples; readout FOV = 240 mm.  

 

Fig. 32: A screen shot of gradient waveforms from sequence development software, IDEA (Siemens, 
Erlangen) for Gy of Seq. 1 (a.), Gz of Seq. 1 (b.), Gx of Seq. 2 (c.), Gz of Seq. 3 (d.) Demonstration of saddle-
like ordering starting from concentric cubes (e.) and sampling points from outer most shell to the inner 
shells (f.). 

In addition, to minimize unwanted slice selection in SPI with continuous gradient-ramp, a novel approach 

in sequence design was described, where the gradient level is lowered during RF excitation without 

switching the gradients off (Fig. 33).  

 

Fig. 33: Limitation of gradient level on RF excitation, 𝐺𝐿𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡. 𝐺𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 is the new peak amplitude for the 
modified gradient shape. 

The gradient level amplitude during readout is calculated as follows:  
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 𝐺𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 =
 𝐺𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑.𝑡𝑝 – 𝐺𝐿𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡.𝑡𝑝/2

𝑡𝑝 – 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑝/2
 (3.1.1) 

where 𝐺𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑  is the gradient level before modification, 𝑡𝑝  is acquisition delay after RF excitation, 

𝐺𝐿𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 is the limited gradient level and  𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑝 is the ramp duration. Note that the effective TE increased 

due to the limited slew rate. Bloch equation simulations were performed for slice profile calculation at 

the maximum field strength of the sequence (Fig. 34).  

 

Fig. 34: Excitation profile simulation of sequences with different gradient levels. When the gradient level 
was halved during the RF pulse, a smoother slice was excited. 

To test the effect of the gradient amplitude modulation, imaging experiments were performed with TR = 

2 ms, FOV = 340 mm, 64x64x64 samples, effective TE = 0.3 ms, α = 1° using a Rx-only loop resonator (Ø 

25 cm) and a rubber phantom (T2* = 600 s). SPI images with regular and modulated gradient strength 

were reconstructed for comparison.  

Both methods were demonstrated for SPI with continuous gradient-ramp in a 1.5 T clinical MRI system 

and using a rubber phantom with a short T2* value. Without loss of generality, the gradient modifications 

are applicable to other techniques, for which a pure phase encoding or a continuous gradient-ramp is 

employed.  

In mummy imaging experiments, a rectangular RF pulse is applied, and the k-space encoding is done with 

a gradient with variable amplitude, which is switched on before the RF pulse of 10 s duration to minimize 

the acquisition delay. The rapid gradient switching was avoided by continuous gradient-ramps as in SPRITE 

[129]. At 1.5 T, SPI was performed with a voxel size of 1.7x1.7x3.4 mm3 due to gradient amplitude 

limitations (Gmax = 30 mT/m). Other imaging parameters were as follows: FOV = (212 mm)3,  = 2o, 

acquisition delay (i.e. echo time) = 300 s, and TR = 2 ms. For a 64 x 128 x128 k-space matrix the total 

imaging time amounted to 35 min. At 3T, the voxel size could be reduced to 1.6x1.6x3.2 mm3, and the 

acquisition delay could be shortened to 280 s, because a 40 mT/m gradient strength was available. For 

reconstruction, data were directly copied into a Cartesian grid, and 3D Fourier transformation was 

applied. 
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3.1.2.3. Pointwise Encoding Time Reduction with Radial Acquisition (PETRA) 

The imaging parameters for PETRA were set to the same values as UTE, except that the scan time was 50 

s longer due to the single point data collection at the end, which corresponds to 5000 data points. As with 

UTE, image data were reconstructed by gridding with a subsequent Fast Fourier Transform.  

3.1.3. Hardware Optimization for MRI of Ultra-short T2 Samples 
Ultimate aim of the resonator optimization is to have a high sensitivity antenna with a homogeneous 

magnetic field distribution. Additionally, ring-down time of the resonator and Tx/Rx switching times 

should lie within acceptable range not to increase the acquisition delay. To this end, solenoid, loop-gap, 

and birdcage resonators were built, and their homogeneity and ring-down times were compared. 

3.1.3.1. RF Resonators 

3.1.3.1.1. Solenoid Resonators  

A solenoid resonator design was not only chosen to maximize the filling factor, but also to achieve a high 

B1 homogeneity over the resonator cross-section, which is critical for the T1 relaxation time mapping. 

Solenoid resonators were built for two different clinical MR systems: 1.5 T Magnetom Tim Symphony, and 

3T Magnetom Tim Trio, Siemens, Erlangen. Solenoid resonators were wound on an acrylic glass cylinder 

(inner diameter: 80 mm, wall thickness: 10 mm, length: 180 mm, 7 turns, cf. Fig. 35a) with copper adhesive 

tape (3M 1182, 13 mm width). The resonators were tuned and matched to the resonance frequencies at 

1.5 T and 3 T (i.e., 63.71 MHz and 123.29 MHz) yielding unloaded Q factors of 55 and 158, respectively 

inside the MR scanner (The existing conducting parts inside the magnet bore degraded the Q value). Note 

that, loading the resonators with the dehydrated mummified sample did not change Q. The ring-down 

time was measured using a pick-up coil and an oscilloscope (Tektronix MDO3104, Oregon, USA) as 3.4 s 

/ 3.2 s for 1.5 T / 3 T designs, respectively. Design of the resonators, S11 plots, and the corresponding 

FDTD simulations performed with Sim4Life (Zurich Med Tech, Zurich, Switzerland), where B1 field maps in 

axial plane are shown in Fig. 35a,d,g.  

To quantify the resonator homogeneity, the resonators were loaded with homogenous distilled water 

phantoms, and |B1| was calculated using the double-angle method [76].  

3.1.3.1.2. Loop-gap Resonator 

A loop gap resonator at 3 T resonance frequency was constructed using a copper foil with adhesive tape 

(3M 1182, 160 mm width) wound around a cylindrical acrylic glass of the same physical dimensions as in 

solenoid design (Fig. 35b). Unloaded Q was calculated as 160 from the S11 measurements. The ring-down 

time was measured as 2.6 s. A photo of the resonator, S11 plots, and the corresponding B1 field map 

simulations in axial plane are shown in Fig. 35b,e,h. 

Loop-gap resonator consists of a large area of conductor that makes it susceptible to eddy current 

induction effects due to switching gradient fields. To reduce the effect of eddy currents, the copper foil 

was galvanically separated into 8 smaller parts using DC blocking capacitors with high capacitance (5.6 

nF). 

3.1.3.1.3. Birdcage Resonator 

A low pass quadrature birdcage resonator with 8 rungs was designed for 3T resonance frequency. The 

resonator was constructed on an acrylic cylinder with the same dimensions as the solenoid resonator 
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using adhesive copper tapes (3M 1182, 13 mm width) for the rungs and the end rings. Length of each rung 

was 90 mm. An RF shield of diameter 200 mm was also equipped in design. Unloaded Q was calculated as 

112. The ring-down time was measured as 3.1s, A photo of the resonator, S11 plots, and the 

corresponding B1 field map simulations in axial plane are shown in Fig. 35c,f,i.  

 

Fig. 35: Photos, reflection characteristics, and electromagnetic field simulations for three RF resonators. 
Photos of solenoid (a.), loop-gap (b.), and birdcage resonators (c.); corresponding S11 magnitude plots 
(d.),(e.),(f.); and simulated B1 field maps in axial plane with the line profile overlaid (g.),(h.), and (i.), 
respectively. Note the different axis ranges in d-f. 

During MR imaging, the resonators were placed at the system’s iso-center using a PVC holder to avoid off-

center shifts in the subsequent radial image acquisitions [184]. 

3.1.3.2. RF Circuitry: Tx/Rx Switches 

To connect the resonators to the MR systems, dedicated Tx/Rx switches were constructed (Fig. 36). The 

Tx/Rx switches consisted of two lumped element networks ( configuration), and they were operated 

with PIN diodes (MA4P7446F-1091, M/A-COM Technology Solutions, Inc., Lowell, USA). The Tx/Rx 

switches provided up to 50 dB isolation, which was achieved by placing two PIN diodes in series. The PIN 

diodes were actively switched by the resonator control signals obtained from the MRI system. As all 
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imaging sequences aim at using very short echo times, special care was taken to achieve short switching 

and ring-down times. The PIN diodes were selected to have a sufficiently low carrier life time of 19 s, to 

sustain high power of 25 W, and low resistance of 0.5 . Additional measures to enhance switching 

performance were using cross diodes to increase isolation, and additional lines to decrease switching 

time.   

 

Fig. 36: Tx/Rx switch with high isolation and rapid switching time for linearly polarized single channel 
resonators (a.), and circularly polarized quadrature driven resonators, which uses a hybrid coupler to drive 

two ports of the resonator with /2 phase difference (b.)  

For the details of the circuit schematic, PCB layouts, and test bench measurements for PIN diode Tx/Rx 

switches for linearly polarized single channel resonators and for quadrature resonators, please refer to 

Appendix D. 

3.1.4. Parametric Mapping and Data Analysis 
The mummified hand was imaged using the solenoid resonators with all three sequences at both 1.5 T 

and 3 T with almost identical protocol setups. Sequences were compared in terms of SNR. T1 and T2* 

mappings were generated using UTE sequence. For anatomical reference, all image data were compared 

to a CT image set of the specimen. 
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3.1.4.1. SNR Analysis 

To compare the sequence performance, SNR maps were calculated by dividing the images by the standard 

deviation calculated in a noise-only region of the image. For various anatomical structures, SNR was 

calculated as the average signal in manually-selected regions of interest (ROI) covering typically four pixels 

or more. Differences in the imaging parameters were accounted for in the SNR calculations which describe 

SNR of a single pixel in the image as in Eq.2.3.1.  

Relaxation parameters were also analysed in different anatomical regions using the same regions of 

interest.  

3.1.4.2. T2* Relaxation Time Mapping 

To determine T2
*, a series of 8 3D UTE data sets were acquired with TE ranging from 50 s to 0.9 ms (TR = 

3.8 ms, base resolution = 176, FOV = 176x176 mm2, radial spokes =40000, flip angle = 10o, and acquisition 

bandwidth = 859 Hz/pixel). T2* values were calculated with a Matlab algorithm by fitting the square of the 

signal intensity values to a mono-exponential decay function with a time constant of 2/T2*, plus an 

arbitrary constant representing the noise [185]. 

3.1.4.3. B1 Mapping  

Using the double-angle method described in section 2.2.1.6, flip angle values were calculated using two 

GRE images acquired with 5° and 10° flip angles for each resonator. The resonators were designed for 

unloaded condition considering the highly dehydrated load. Therefore, 3 plastic tubes filled with distilled 

water were used as phantom in B1 measurements to reduce the shift in tuning frequency and matching. 

(Matlab script in Appendix E). The reason for using plastic water tubes instead of a cylindrical phantom 

filling the whole volume is to minimize the conductivity and permittivity effects of the loading on the 

resonator properties, which are tuned and matched for the unloaded condition.  

3.1.4.4. T1 Relaxation Time Mapping 

For T1 measurements, UTE data were acquired with a series of 14 flip angles between 5° and 70°, and T1 

values were calculated using the FLASH angle equation explained in Theory, section 2.3.4.3. In this 

equation, transverse magnetization decay during RF excitation was taken into account. The sequence 

parameters were the same as for the T2* measurements with TE fixed to 70 s. Relaxation maps were 

generated for both magnetic field strengths, and an SNR threshold mask was applied for better 

visualization at SNR > 5. Prior to the relaxation curve fitting, noise correction was applied as described in 

[186]. Another threshold was applied after fitting; all pixels with a root-mean-square error above 10% 

were discarded. 

3.1.4.5. Sharpness Comparison 

To quantify the sharpness (i.e., the capability for accurate edge detection) a rectangular prism-shaped 

rubber phantom with T2* of 600 s was imaged with UTE and SPI using the same imaging parameters as 

in the SNR measurements. Line plots of the sagittal cross-sections were compared with respect to their 

deviation from a 1D rectangular function. 
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3.2. Concurrent Excitation and Acquisition 

3.2.1. Active Decoupling of Transmit and Receive Resonators using a Transmit 

Array System  
In this section, the methods to implement active decoupling will be detailed. This work was partially used 

in a US patent application (US20130271135), and described in [142]. 

3.2.1.1. Decoupling of RF Resonators with Additional Decoupling Resonators 

The resonator setup for the CEA experiments consisted of a primary Tx resonator (Tx coil-1), a decoupling 

Tx resonator (Tx coil-2), and a Rx resonator, which is the most simple implementation of proposed CEA 

concept (Fig. 37).  

 

Fig. 37: Visualization of the decoupling process: Tx coil-1 (Tx resonator) and the Rx resonator are placed 
orthogonally, which reduces the B1-induced current on the Rx coil. Tx coil-1 is driven by a current ITx1, which 
induces IRx1 on the Rx resonator. The amplitude and phase of Tx coil-2 (decoupling resonator) are adjusted 
such that IRx2 cancels IRx1 out, which significantly reduces the total B1-induced voltage. Because ITx1  is 
greater than  ITx2 by the amount of geometrical decoupling, the spins of the sample are excited mostly due 
to the RF magnetic field produced by Tx coil-1. 

All RF resonators were constructed from adhesive copper tape (3M 1182, 8 mm width) on proton-free 

glass plates to eliminate the background signals from polymers with very short T2* values (Fig. 38). The 

octagon-shaped RF resonators have diagonal lengths of 10 cm and 15 cm for the Rx resonator and the Tx 

resonators, respectively.  For 3D MRI experiment, circular RF resonators which have diameters of 5 cm 

and 10 cm for the Rx resonator and the Tx resonators, respectively, were used. All resonators were initially 

tuned to the proton resonance frequency at 3 T of 123.3 MHz.  
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Fig. 38: Schematic of the system setup. The Transmit Array control unit controls the amplitude and phase 
as well as the envelopes of the RF waveforms via a modulator. The output of the one of the modulators is 
amplified by a homemade LNA. An oscilloscope is used to check the voltage levels at the modulator outputs 
and at the Rx coil output in real-time. Once the signal voltage level at the Rx coil output is reduced to the 
dynamic range of the Rx circuitry of the scanner, the Rx coil was connected to the scanner via a homemade 
ultra-low noise preamplifier (ULNA). 

Several measures were taken to maximize decoupling between the Tx resonators, and between Tx coil-1 

and the Rx coil: 

1. The Tx resonators 1 and 2 were decoupled from each other by capacitive decoupling [187]. 

Therefore, the resonators were connected (see connection between Tx coil-1 and 2 in Fig. 38) and 

a capacitance was added so that the coupling parameter S12 was minimized. With a value C = 88 

pF, a decoupling of 15 dB was achieved. 

2. Tx coil-1 and the Rx coil were decoupled geometrically by placing the coil planes orthogonal to 

each other, with the Rx coil at the mid-plane of Tx coil-1 (cf. Fig. 37), which in the ideal case nulls 

the magnetic flux in the Rx coil. In practice, the field polarizations are not ideally linear [72] and 

the fields are distorted by the presence of the imaged object, which limit the achievable amount 

of decoupling. 

3. The remaining B1-induced current of Tx coil-1 in the Rx coil is cancelled by adjusting the phase 

and amplitude of the transmit field from Tx coil-2 (PA decoupling). Note that the geometrical 

decoupling between Tx coil-1 and the Rx coil has already significantly reduced the B1-induced 

transmit signal, and thus Tx coil-2 can be driven at an input power level that is much lower than 

that of Tx coil-1. 

4. In addition, the decoupling resonator Tx coil-2 was slightly detuned (f = 2 MHz, S11(123 MHz) = 

-3.2 dB) to reduce mutual coupling with the Rx coil. If Tx coil-2 and the Rx coil are weakly coupled, 

the sensitivity of the Rx coil is maintained, as no resonance shift does occur.  

Due to the low input power applied to Tx coil-2, the flip angle in the sample is mainly determined by the 

Tx coil-1, and the RF transmit field of Tx coil-1 is nearly unchanged. Thus, the magnetization in the sample 

is still excited by the transmit RF field and an MRI signal can be detected by the Rx coil even during RF 

excitation. In addition, the orthogonal placement not only reduces the RF signal coupling, but also noise 

coupling between the RF transmitter and the Rx coil.  

Because the commercial RFPA of the Tx coil-1 induces high levels of noise up to 400 mVpp, it was replaced 

by a homemade 100 mW low noise amplifier (LNA) with a gain of 15 dB and a noise figure of 3 dB. The 

LNA was designed as a single stage amplifier using a BFG135 bipolar transistor with input and output 
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matching [188]. Please refer to Appendix F for detailed circuit design and test bench measurements for a 

bipolat transistor based LNA. Tx coil-2 required much lower RF power levels, and was thus directly 

connected to the modulator output of the second transmit channel (Fig. 38). 

The following steps were performed to set up and characterize the resonator decoupling: 

 To maximize the geometric decoupling, the total unloaded resonator setup was placed on the 

patient table at the iso-center of the magnet. Then the Tx coil-1 was connected to the RF 

transmitter via the LNA, and the RX coil was connected to a digital oscilloscope (DSO6104A 

Agilent). The Rx coil was then slowly rotated, and the amount of de-coupling was noted as a 

function of the relative angle between the resonators. The rotation was done first in steps of 5°, 

which was then refined to steps of 1° for fine tuning. Then the Rx coil was fixed at the angular 

position, in which the B1-induced voltage was minimal. 

 The phantom (see below) was then placed at the imaging volume of the setup for the subsequent 

PA decoupling calibration to take into account the effect of the conductive sample in the 

decoupling. 

 To adjust the PA decoupling parameters c and  in Eq. 2.4.2, RF power was individually applied to 

Tx coil-1, and to Tx coil-2. Then c was calculated from the ratio of the peak voltages, and the phase 

 was first adjusted experimentally via the user interface of the parallel transmit system until the 

output voltage at the Rx coil was at the noise level of the oscilloscope output (Vpp = 2 mV).  

 To increase the sensitivity, the Rx coil was then connected to the MR receiver via a homemade 

ultra-low noise preamplifier (ULNA, gain: 25 dB, noise figure: 1 dB). The decoupling was further 

improved by fine-adjusting the PA decoupling parameters c (sensitivity: 0.001/3 ± 0.5 dB for 4 V 

peak RF signal voltage) and  (sensitivity: 0.01° / 3 ± 0.5 dB) iteratively at the Tx array console, 

until the received signal was close to the noise level. The degree of decoupling was plotted as a 

function of  using both the oscilloscope data and the ULNA measurements. 

After optimization of the individual decoupling steps, the decoupling schemes were combined to show 

that CEA is possible in clinical MR systems with minimal modifications.  

Flip Angle 

To provide absolute values for the flip angle, Klose’s method was used [189], in which the magnetization 

was prepared with the chirp pulse, and the remaining longitudinal magnetization was read out as an FID 

(S1). The experiment was repeated without preparation (S2), and the effective flip angle was calculated 

from the signal ratio:  = cos-1(S1/S2). 

Transmit Noise 

To characterize the noise from the RF transmitter during CEA, RF noise was measured as the standard 

deviation of the acquired CEA signal from a rectangular RF pulse. Data were acquired for different 

decoupling conditions: PA decoupling with 20 dB, 10 dB and no geometric decoupling. Signal noise was 

measured for an RF pulse with a U = 0 V amplitude and for a resonator setup with the transmit sources 

unplugged. 
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3.2.1.2. Application to MRI with CEA 

All CEA experiments were conducted using a Siemens (Erlangen, Germany) Magnetom 3T clinical MRI 

system with an eight channel parallel transmit array unit. The parallel transmit system was used because 

it allows for an independent control of multiple Tx channels, and in order to facilitate RF supervision of 

multiple Tx channels the system allows for a concurrent signal reception during RF excitation, which is not 

possible with conventional MRI hardware of the same manufacturer. 

The resonator setup was loaded with a cylindrical glass of tap water (glass diameter: 50 mm). After the 

decoupling procedure was carried out as described above, CEA projection data were acquired in the 

presence of a gradient (Fig. 39). Therefore, a chirp RF pulse of Upeak = 1 V was applied with a duration of 

8.2 ms and a 8 kHz sweep range, and the gradient amplitude was set to 10 mT/m. Using the B1 mapping 

data, this pulse provides a flip angle of 12° at the center frequency. The data acquisition was started 100 

s after the beginning of the chirp pulse, and 256 data points were sampled over a total period of 8 ms. 

To be able to subtract remaining background signal from insufficient decoupling, the experiment was 

repeated without the sample to acquire the system response h(t) (cf. section 2.4.3.).  

 

Fig. 39: 2D non-selective pulse sequence diagram for a single TR interval. The gradient strength and the 
sweep rate determine the FOV and resolution. 

During subsequent imaging reconstruction, first, the reference raw data without sample were subtracted 

from the corresponding data taken with the sample. Second, a deconvolution was performed as outlined 

in Eq. 2.4.7 resulting in radial projection raw data, as it would have been acquired with a conventional 2D 

radial MRI sequence. The deconvolved data were then mapped onto a Cartesian grid using re-gridding, 

and an inverse Fourier transformation was applied [190]. Data processing from raw data to the FID and 

the projection data is presented for a water sample. 

In a second experiment the resonator setup was loaded with a thin rubber sample (5x3x0.8 cm³), which 

was chosen because it has a very short T2* of 500 s (measured independently). Several holes (diameters: 

0.1-0.4 cm) were drilled into the sample to provide an inner structure. The acquisition was repeated by 

rotating the gradient direction radially over 768 angular values (2D radial sampling), resulting in a total 

acquisition time of 768x200ms = 2:34 minutes. An image of the rubber phantom was reconstructed from 

the CEA data as described above. 

CEA pulse sequence was modified to employ 3D radial k-space trajectory [56] (cf. section 2.1.6). Ex vivo 

adipose APOE mouse (65 g Body weight) was imaged to demonstrate that the setup can also be used with 

more realistic objects. The setup was improved with HD24388 (gain: 23 dB, noise figure: 0.7 dB) and 
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HD29980 (gain: 36 dB, noise figure: 1.0 dB) amplifiers (HD Communications Corp. Ronkonkoma, NY) at 

both transmit channels. 100000 radial spokes were acquired during chirp RF excitation spanning 40 kHz 

over 4 ms. In time interleaved mode, this pulse produced 9° flip angle at a homogenous phantom. 

Maximum gradient strength was set to 24 mT/m, and 512 points per spoke were acquired. Spoiler 

gradients of 24 mT/m amplitude and 4 ms duration were applied following each acquisition. TR of 20 ms 

resulted in total acquisition time of 33 min. The image is reconstructed onto 512x512x512 Cartesian grid 

using a Gaussian gridding kernel. For anatomical reference a 3D GRE sequence with FOV = 120 mm, TR = 

7 ms, TE = 2.21 ms, flip angle = 30°, 400 Hz/Px bandwidth, 0.4 mm resolution and 0.5 mm slice thickness 

is applied.   

The effect of the transmit system instability on the acquired signal after decoupling is also demonstrated 

by a CEA experiment. The B1-induced leakage signal is acquired at 1 min steps while keeping the entire 

sequence parameters constant using a CEA setup with no sample present. 

3.2.2. Automated Analog Cancellation using Dynamic Feedback from MR 
CEA with active analog cancellation and real-time feedback was implemented in a clinical 3T MRI system 

(Siemens, Erlangen). The setup of the total system is shown in Fig. 40: The transmit (Tx) power is delivered 

to the main Tx resonator via a directional coupler, where a small fraction of Tx signal is fed into a phase 

shifter and amplitude attenuator. This phase-shifted and attenuated copy of the Tx signal is then 

subtracted from the receive signal to cancel the unwanted leakage of Tx signal into the Rx resonator. The 

settings of the phase shifter and the attenuator are continuously updated in a real-time feedback loop.  

 

Fig. 40: System setup for analog cancellation with real-time feedback. An external PC controls the phase 
and attenuation level of a small copy of the Tx signal to minimize the mean of the residual leakage signal. 
This control is based on serial communication via USB connection. Data transfer from MR image 
reconstruction unit (MRIR) to the external PC is realized by TCP/IP protocol. 
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To keep Tx noise low, a custom made LNA with 30 mW output power was used in Tx chain. The Tx loop 

resonator (ø = 15 cm) and the Rx loop resonator (ø = 12 cm) were placed orthogonal to each other for 

geometric decoupling. In addition, a small pick-up loop coil (PUC) was placed in close proximity to the Tx 

resonator to independently measure the Tx waveform. 

3.2.2.1. Analog Cancellation Circuit 

The analog cancellation concept is based on subtracting a small copy of the Tx signal from the measured 

Rx signal at the Rx resonator output after proper phase and amplitude adjustment. A directional coupler 

(ZDC-10-1+ Mini-Circuits, Brooklyn, NY) divides the signal into two parts: the Tx voltage signal, Tx(t), and 

the correction signal, cTx(t) where c = 0.28. During continuous RF excitation, a certain amount of Tx power 

is coupled into the Rx resonator even if geometrical decoupling is used to minimize resonator cross-talk. 

The task of the analog cancellation system is to match the phase cpl and the amplitude Acpl of the Tx-

induced signal at the Rx resonator by searching for the optimal phase shift and the attenuation (Eqn.1). 

Then, the analog signals are subtracted using a power combiner (ADP-2-1+ Mini-Circuits, Brooklyn, NY) 

before they are amplified and digitized in the subsequent Rx chain.   

 𝑠𝑅𝑥(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑐𝑝𝑙𝑢𝑇𝑥𝑒𝑗𝜑𝑐𝑝𝑙 + 𝑠(𝑡) (3.2.1) 

 𝑠𝑅𝑥(𝑡) − 𝐴𝑢𝑇𝑥𝑒𝑗𝜑 = 𝑠(𝑡) + min
𝐴,𝜑

𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘 (3.2.2) 

3.2.2.1.1. Voltage controlled phase shifter 

Analog phase shifting was realized by a reflection type phase shifter [191] where impedances at 2nd and 

3rd ports of a 90° hybrid coupler (HE128MF EMC Technology, Florida, USA) were changed using varactor 

diodes (BB640 Infenion Technologies, Munich, Germany). A digital programmable power supply 

(HMP4040 Rohde&Schwarz, Munich, Germany) was used to control voltage across, and thus the 

capacitance Cvar of, the diodes – according to the manufacturer data and own measurements, up to a 

voltage of 25 V the varactors’ capacitance monotonically increases to 75 pF. A simplified circuit schematic 

and the resulting phase shift are shown in Fig. 41.    

3.2.2.1.2. Voltage Controlled Attenuator 

The variable attenuator was designed based on a -network formed by three PIN diodes (MA4P7446F-

1091, M/A-COM Technology Solutions, Inc., Lowell, USA) which were controlled by a fixed and a variable 

voltage source. PIN diodes behave as voltage controlled resistors. A simplified circuit schematic is shown 

in Fig. 42. As Vatt increases, the resistance in RF path decreases, and so does the attenuation. DC blocking 

capacitors are to prevent DC signal leak towards other parts of the circuit and they have a 2.7 nF 

capacitance. The inductor together with two shunt capacitors are included to prevent signal leakage from 

D1 to D3 that would impair the performance of the circuit.  

The maximum attenuation is achieved when Vatt is at a minimum. At this point, current from the supply 

Vfix turns the diodes D1 and D3 on effectively shorting the signal to ground. D2 is then reverse biased. When 

Vatt is above the turn on voltage plus Vfix, D1 and D3 become reverse biased, and D2 becomes forward 

biased, allowing the signal to pass through the circuit. The fixed voltage was set to Vfix = 4.5 V. At Vatt = 8.0 

V, a minimum value of 1.3 dB attenuation was obtained (cf. Fig. 42). Between Vatt = 2.5 V and 8.0 V the 

attenuation increases nearly linearly at about 3.0 ± 0.3 dB/V. 
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Fig. 41: Voltage controlled phase shifter simplified circuit and voltage vs. phase plot. RB stands for bias 
resistors. Phase shifter enables 280° coverage for 0 V < V1 < 12 V. Nonlinear behavior is taken into account 
by using variable voltage step sizes in automated feedback decoupling. 

 

Fig. 42: Voltage controlled attenuator circuit schematic and voltage vs attenuation in logarithmic scale. 
RB1,2,3 are the bias resistors. Attenuation/Voltage ratio is 3.0 ± 0.3 dB/V for Vatt = 2.5- 8.0 V, where Vfix = 4.5 
V. Bypass capacitors, RF chokes and the impedance matching elements are excluded for simplicity. 
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In Fig. 43, measurements with network analyzer (ZVB4, Rohde&Schwarz, Munich, Germany) show that 

the combination of analog cancellation system and geometrical decoupling yields 60 to 72 dB decoupling 

over 60 kHz band around the center frequency, of which, 48 dB is provided by the analog cancellation 

system alone. Input and output reflection coefficients, |S11| and |S22|, are larger than 12.5 dB over a 

frequency range of 200 kHz, which is larger than the acquisition bandwidth used later for imaging of about 

16 kHz. 

 

Fig. 43: Network analyzer measurement results for manually tuned analog cancellation circuit using the 
experimental resonator setup. 

Please refer to Appendix G for circuit diagram, PCB layout, and simulation results of the analog 

cancellation circuit. 

3.2.2.2. Real-time feedback operation 

An external PC was used to implement real-time feedback control of the phase shifter and attenuator 

units. Raw data was acquired with a special calibration pulse sequence that consists of a constant 

rectangular RF pulse of 4 ms duration, a concurrent data acquisition, and a subsequent spoiler gradient. 

MR raw data from each repetition was sent directly from the MRI receiver system to an external PC using 

real-time data transfer routines [192] within the MR system image calculation environment (ICE). On the 

PC a control program written in MATLAB was then changing the phase and amplitude settings of the 

analog cancellation circuit via a USB interface which provided control voltages for the power supply of the 

analog cancellation circuit. The calibration sequence was repeated until the residual transmit leakage was 

below a user-defined threshold – typically, a threshold value of 80 dB was used.  

During automatic optimization a gradient descent approach was used to change phase and amplitude 

values. Initial voltage levels were determined experimentally to avoid receiver saturation, and then at first 

the phase was changed using a voltage step size about 0.3 V (cf. Fig. 41), and the step size was lowered to 

0.1 V until a minimum was reached. Next, the attenuator was iteratively adjusted using an initial step size 

of 0.05 V (cf. Fig. 42). In subsequent iterations step sizes down to 0.005 V were applied until the acquired 

signal intensity was below the specified threshold. In this preliminary implementation the total time for 

one feedback cycle was 50 ms. 

In the 3T MRI system, dynamic decoupling performance was tested under real-time feedback operation. 

In the experiment with the hand, initial decoupling took 40 iterations or 2 s to converge, and in other 
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experiments at maximum 100 iterations were needed. Subsequently, fewer iterations were required to 

re-adjust the parameters after the position of the hand was changed intentionally (Fig. 44, arrows). The 

performance was not affected when the threshold was lowered from 78 dB to 89 dB on-resonant isolation.  

 

Fig. 44: Voltage level of the residual Tx induced leakage signal during automated feedback cancellation. 
Arrows show the instants when the hand position was changed and re-iteration was triggered. 

To demonstrate the performance of the analog cancellation system, the resonators were loaded with a 

human hand, and the position was changed three times during the calibration procedure and the signal 

intensity levels were recorded.  

To demonstrate the temporal stability of the system during MR imaging, the coupling of the unloaded 

resonator system was first minimized with the calibration sequence, and then a concurrent excitation and 

acquisition sequence with 100 radial spokes was acquired with TR = 6 s using a smooth-chirp excitation 

with 16 kHz sweep range. Measurements were repeated with zero RF voltage to analyze the noise stability 

– therefore, the standard deviation of the acquired signal was calculated for each repetition. As the 

reference receive noise floor, an acquisition was performed when the Tx cables were unplugged. 

An additional performance test was conducted to measure the acoustic noise performance of the CEA 

pulse sequence. A Digital sound level meter (DSL 331, Tecpel Co., Ltd.,Taiwan) was placed at a 2 m distance 

to the magnet, with the calibrated microphone pointing towards the magnet bore. Background sound 

level, CEA sequence with 60,000 spokes, UTE sequence with the same number of spokes for Gmax = 20 

mT/m, and for Gmax = 10 mT/m, and GRE sequence with the reported parameters in in vivo measurement 

(cf. section 3.2.2.4.) were compared in terms of acoustic pressure levels in dBA. 

3.2.2.3. Alternative resonator setup 

In the alternative CEA setup the pin-diode variable attenuator was replaced with a matched hybrid coupler 

attenuator (Fig. 45a), so that the analog cancellation circuit has also a broader bandwidth in terms of 

matching. PIN diodes were connected in parallel to a dummy load, because this configuration already 

provides sufficient attenuation and it is less sensitive to voltage variations within the required attenuation 

range (cf. section 2.4.2.1.2.).  The voltage vs. attenuation plot for fixed phase at Vpha = 3 V are shown in 

Fig. 45b.  
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Phase shifter was also modified to have a more linear and less voltage-sensitive response within the 

required phase range. The bias resistance was increased and the capacitance range was adjusted by 

adding another varactor diode in parallel to the existing ones (cf. Fig. 41). New phase response at fixed 

attenuation is shown in Fig. 45c.  

 

Fig. 45: Hybrid coupler based voltage controlled reflection type attenuator circuit design (a.), and the 
voltage vs. attenuation response for fixed phase shift (b.). Voltage response of the modified phase shifter 
(c.) 

Since the new analog cancellation circuit has two intrinsically matched parts, the reflections are minimized 

at the input and output ports (S11max = -19.5 dB, S22max = -21.7 dB). And due to decreased voltage 

sensitivity of phase and attenuation settings, higher isolation levels can be obtained. Isolation test using 

the new analog cancellation system with the geometrically decoupled resonator pair is shown in Fig. 46. 

The matched analog cancellation setup reduces the number of voltage sources to two, by eliminating the 

fixed voltage source used in the pin-diode based attenuator (section 3.2.2.1.2.).  

 

Fig. 46: Network analyzer measurement results for the analog cancellation circuit with matched 
attenuator using geometrically decoupled resonator setup. Isolation is higher (i.e. |S21| is lower) with the 
new analog cancellation circuit.  
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Circuit diagram and simulation setup of the matched analog cancellation circuit is given in Appendix G. 

3.2.2.4. Application to MRI with CEA 

To test the system, an imaging experiment was performed with a phantom consisting of 8 cylindrical tubes 

filled with a solution of 0.5 g/l NiSO4. Additionally two smaller tubes filled with 1 g/l and 2 g/l CuSO4 

solutions were attached using plasticine based industrial dough. A 3D radial CEA imaging sequence (Fig. 

47) with continuous gradient-ramp [143] was applied with the following parameters: 59999 radial spokes, 

512 data points per spoke, TR = 8.2 ms, acquisition window = 4.1 ms, maximum gradient strength = 4 

mT/m, chirp RF pulse with 16 kHz sweep. The chirp pulse amplitude was smoothed by a sinusoidal function 

at the first and last 10% of the complete pulse duration [46] to avoid distortions in acquired signal due to 

sudden onset of the RF signal. The peak power at the output of the power amplifier was measured as 17.3 

mW.  

 

Fig. 47: Improved 3D radial CEA pulse sequence. Continuous gradient-ramps minimizes the acoustic noise. 
ADC and RF pulse events start after the gradient-ramp: gradient delay based systematic errors and ramp-
up sampling are avoided. 

For each radial spoke, residual leakage was subtracted digitally and deconvolution with the input chirp 

signal was performed to obtain projection data as described in section 2.4.3. A k-space center shift 

correction was applied based on the cross correlation of the opposite radial spokes to account for sub-

pixel shifts in the calculated FID similar to the gradient delay calculation used in conventional radial 

imaging [182]. Finally, 3D non-uniformly sampled FID dataset was mapped on a Cartesian grid using Kaiser-

Bessel interpolation [190] and Fourier transformed to obtain image data. All calculations were 

implemented in MATLAB 9.0 (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, United States). Matlab scripts 

are briefly described in Appendix H. 

3.2.3. T1-Modulation Effects of Frequency Swept MRI with CEA 
CEA sequence with a radial inside-out acquisition scheme was simulated for 3 different k-space ordering 

methods: (i) Equidistant spokes based on the algorithm developed in [56], (ii) segmented equidistant 

trajectory with 16 segments, and (iii) the golden angle trajectory. A point source was defined on a 2D grid, 

and for each radial acquisition, the effective TR, TReff, was calculated as a function of distance from iso-

center, dn and the default TR (here: 4.2 ms), assuming a chirp excitation with a sweep range of f0 - f to f0 

+ f over 2 ms along with a constant gradient. Note that TReff changes from one radial spoke to the next 

for all off-center positions. Transverse magnetization was prepared to reach steady state after 100 dummy 
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scans, then, modulations in transverse magnetization (Mxy) were calculated iteratively as a function of 

TReff, T1 and the flip angle, :  

 M𝑛 = Mn−1cos(𝛼)e−TReff(n−1)/T1 + (1 − e−TReff(n−1)/T1) (3.2.3) 

 𝑀𝑥𝑦,𝑛 = 𝑀𝑛 sin 𝛼 (3.2.4) 

as was shown in [193].  

Using the central slice theorem [194], 2D k-space is formed by weighting each radial spoke signal by the 

modulation in the magnitude of the transverse magnetization as a result of the variation in TR. Image 

reconstruction with zero-order gridding was used to obtain PSF of the point source located at the edge of 

FOV on a 512x512 grid. In extension to 3D calculations, similar steps were followed and PSFs were 

calculated. Segmentation and golden angle ordering was applied only along the azimuthal angle. Resulting 

k-space data was reconstructed using gridding with Kaiser-Bessel interpolation. PSF comparison was 

based on scaling and subtracting the reconstructed data obtained with T1-modulated magnetization 

values and data reconstructed under constant TR assumption. 

3.3. Electroglottography Measurements during Dynamic Lung MRI 

With new clinical applications, new sensor devices for physiologic measurements are introduced into the 

MR environment. Physiological signals such as respiratory and cardiac data have been acquired since 1986 

via pneumatic respiratory bellows and photoplethysmography (pulse oximetry) or electrocardiogram 

(ECG) leads [195]–[197]. Electrophysiological recording units were initially used to monitor the patient 

status, and, later, they were utilized in the imaging sequence for gating purposes [198]–[201]. In 1993, an 

MR-compatible electroencephalography (EEG) unit was marketed to study the electrical brain activity 

[202], [203], and in 1996 electroocullograms (EOG) were recorded during MRI to observe eye movements 

simultaneous with the functional MRI data [204].  

In this work, another electrophysiological measurement device, an electroglottography (EGG) unit, is 

modified for use in the MR environment. 

The purpose of this work is to combine information on the glottal cycle from EGG with anatomical 

information from MRI to study the physiological processes during singing. Therefore, a commercially 

available EGG device was modified to ensure functionality and safety during dynamic lung MRI. The 

performance of the device was evaluated in a phantom and a volunteer experiment, and a possible 

application in a combined lung MRI study with simultaneous EGG measurement is demonstrated. 

3.3.1. EGG Device 
For simultaneous MRI and EGG acquisitions, a commercial EGG device (EGG-D400, Laryngograph Ltd., 

London, UK) was modified to reduce RF interferences and to ensure safe operation during MR imaging. 

The control box of the EGG device was placed outside of the Faraday cage, and the two gold-plated copper 

electrodes consisting of an oval conductor and a circular ground plate (Fig. 48) were connected to the 
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control box via extension cables. In the Faraday cage, the extension cables were modified by surrounding 

them with an additional copper mesh which was electrically connected to a waveguide of the Faraday 

cage. At the electrodes the shield was opened to enable electrical contact between the electrodes and 

the patient’s skin. Through this opening, RF signal from the RF pulses during spin excitation can couple to 

the electrodes and contaminate the EGG signal. The shielding efficiency was tested by acquiring gradient 

echo (GRE) noise images without RF excitation at a high acquisition bandwidth of 130 kHz without the 

electrodes (‘no device’), with the electrodes placed in the MR system but the device switched off  (‘device 

off’), and with an active EGG device (‘device on’).  

To suppress RF-induced voltages in the EGG signal, a passive 4-stage Chebyshev RF filter (cut-off frequency 

= 8 MHz, stop band = 15 MHz with 70 dB suppression) was introduced into the receive path of the EGG 

device at the waveguide feed-through. RF-induced voltages were measured for different orientation of 

electrodes, different flip angles and were compared to the applied RF pulse shape which was monitored 

directly at the modulator output using an oscilloscope (Tektronix MDO3104, Oregon, USA).  Note that the 

RF pulses add to the EGG signal as rectified envelopes (cf. Results). 

To suppress possible shield currents, and, thus, to minimize RF heating of the shield, two floating BALUNs 

were constructed and placed on the shielded EGG cable [205]. Additionally, in order to keep transmit and 

receive channel grounds galvanically separated, 5 capacitors (1 nF) were introduced into the shield near 

the electrode tips. 

 

Fig. 48: The electrodes have 30 mm of total diameter and the optical temperature probes were attached 
to the tip. Electrodes are placed on two sides of the neck so that the electric currents cover the vocal folds. 
In practice the exact positioning is determined by palpation of the thyroid cartilage. 

3.3.2. Signal Processing: Independent Component Analysis 
Remaining RF interferences in the EGG signal were cancelled retrospectively. Therefore, an independent 

component analysis (ICA) [206]–[211] correction algorithm was implemented in Matlab® (2014b, The 

MathWorks, Inc., Natick, USA). At first, a band-pass filter (Low-high cut-off frequency = 20-2000 Hz, 

Bessel’s filter of 9th order) was applied to the EGG signal, which was then separated into smaller time 

segments of 200±20 ms duration.  

In conventional ICA, two statistically independent acquisitions (i.e., receive channels) are needed to 

separate two mixed signals, but in our setup the EGG device provides only single channel data. However, 

the EGG data are acquired under two different conditions: (a) during MR imaging alone, and (b) during 

MR image acquisition and with simultaneous vocal cord activity (singing, cf. below). Thus, the different 
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EGG time segments either contained only the unwanted RF-induced signal artifact, or a combination of 

the EGG signal during singing and the RF artifacts.  

To remove the artifacts from the contaminated EGG signals by ICA, at first 20 time-shifted copies were 

created (up to ±10 time points shift) from the pure artifact data. These copies were required for the ICA 

as the exact position of the artifacts in the EGG data was unknown. Assuming that the EGG signal and the 

RF induced voltage signal and its shifted versions are statistically independent, independent signal 

components were calculated using a fast-ICA algorithm [209]. The algorithm searches for a mixing matrix 

between the artifact signal and the contaminated EGG signal that minimizes the mutual information based 

on hyperbolic tangent (tanh) nonlinearity. ICA calculation was performed over the 20 shifted versions of 

the pure RF artifact signal and the original one along with the contaminated EGG signal, i.e. on a 22x3200 

matrix for each time segment. The output with the lowest mutual information (i.e., the one with the best 

subtraction of the artifact data) was determined. Out of the 22 resultant independent components, the 

EGG signal without RF interference was selected manually. With the maximum number of iterations set 

to 1000, it took 0.12 s to calculate independent components for an input matrix size of 22x3200. 

3.3.3. MR Safety Tests 
To assess the safety of the system, magnetically-induced displacement forces were measured at a 1.5 T 

clinical MRI system (Tim Symphony, Siemens, Erlangen) using established ASTM procedures [212]. The 

electrodes were suspended from a string and the deflection angle was measured in the magnet’s fringe 

field. Magnetically induced torque [213] was assessed by placing the electrodes on rotatable plate on the 

patient table, and measuring the alignment at different table locations and table movements. Image 

artifacts caused by the presence of the electrodes in imaging field of view (FOV) were measured with 2D 

GRE and spin echo (SE) pulse sequences (GRE: TR/TE = 500/15, FOV = 320 mm, FA = 30°, Acquisition matrix 

= 256x256, BW= 130 Hz/px, Slice thickness = 5 mm, In-plane phase encoding direction: anterior - posterior; 

SE: TR/TE = 500/20,  FA = 90°, transverse slices 30° and 45° to the surface of the electrodes are displayed 

as in GRE, – cf. Fig. 49) [214]. During imaging, the electrodes were immersed in a 1 g/L copper sulphate 

solution in nylon net. In the images a pixel was classified as being in the artifact if the signal intensity 

differed by 30% or more compared to a control measurement [214].  

 

Fig. 49: The electrodes were dipped inside the container for artefact measuements. A slice from the SE 
image is shown with the position of the electrodes marked (a). The temperature probes attached to the 
surface of the electrodes and in close proximity (distance larger than 1 cm) of the electrodes (b). 

RF-induced heating on or near the electrodes was tested for variable orientations of the EGG electrodes 

on a gel phantom [215]. Electrodes were supported with a plastic pipe holder and the locations with 

maximal heating were experimentally determined by testing for different alignment of the electrodes and 
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searching with the temperature probes through roughly 5 mm step sizes around the electrodes. The 

electrodes were not completely immersed in the solution in order to create a similar positioning of the 

electrodes to that realized during EGG measurements (i.e., placement at the surface of the neck). Two 

optical temperature probes (Optocone AG) were attached to the electrodes, and another couple of probes 

were placed at variable positions in the vicinity of the electrode surface i.e. within 1 cm distance to the 

electrode surface. A high-SAR trueFISP sequence of 15 min duration and 2.1 W/kg SAR was applied (TR = 

30 ms, FA = 66°, Time averaged RF energy [over 6 min) = 506 J/kg, Whole body averaged power = 17.8 W 

-vendor-reported values as taken from the user interface). Data from four temperature probes were 

recorded with 4.25 sec temporal resolution. The temperature was verified to be at steady state prior to 

the scan. After the RF energy was turned off, the temperature was monitored for at least two additional 

minutes. Room temperature was verified to be constant (20.4°C) during and within 15 min after 

completing the test. 

3.3.4. Volunteer Measurements  
After successful completion of the safety tests, simultaneous 2D trueFISP MRI with 3 frame per second 

(fps) (TR/TE = 3/1.5 ms;  = 6°; BW = 977 Hz/px; Slice thickness = 10 mm; Acquisition matrix = 256; FOV = 

420 mm; SAR = 0.042 W/kg; Total acquisition time = 42 s; Time averaged RF power [6 min] = 2 J/kg; Whole 

body averaged power = 0.2 W) and EGG measurements were performed in a 34y-old female singer during 

different phonatory tasks. As a precaution, the pulse sequence used low flip angles ( = 6°), and optical 

temperature probes were attached to the EGG electrodes. TrueFISP lung images were obtained with a 

combination of a spine matrix coil and a body matrix coil. To evaluate the performance of the EGG system, 

the volunteer was asked to sing different pitches (A3, A4, and A5) for 10 s, during which the first 5 s were 

acquired without a simultaneous MRI image acquisition, and the subsequent 5 s during lung MRI. The 

undistorted EGG signal and post-processed EGG data during MRI were then analyzed using the EGG 

software package SPEAD (Version 4.2.1, Laryngograph Ltd, Walligton, UK). The following standard EGG 

parameters were calculated: fundamental frequency, 50% contact quotient, frequency jitter and 

shimmer. 

In a second phonatory task the volunteer was asked to start singing at high pitch (A5, 880 Hz) followed by 

a rapid double octave jump to A3 (220 Hz). In this task, the fundamental frequency as measured with EGG 

was plotted together with maximal extension of the right lung (i.e. lung diameter) which was manually 

extracted from the coronal trueFISP images as a surrogate measure of lung volume. The rates of 

exhalation during singing of A5 and A3 were calculated for the corresponding portions of the lung 

diameter curve by a linear fit.  

As a reference, an MR compatible calibrated microphone (Prepolarized Freefield 1/2" Microphone Type 

4189, Bruel&Kjær, Nærum, Denmark) was included in the experiment setup. The signal voltage of the 

microphone transducer that is carried along a coaxial cable fed through the Faraday’s cage with a BNC 

connector was then recorded via an oscilloscope outside of the magnet room. The sound data was 

processed with Matlab. 
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4. Results 

4.1. MRI of Samples with Ultra-short Transverse Relaxation Times 

4.1.1. Sequence Comparison and Parametric Imaging Results 
In all MR images tissue differentiation was feasible, and major anatomical structures such as bones, 

tendons and muscles could be clearly identified (Fig. 50). Skin soaked with embalming resin has a very 

high signal intensity in all MR sequences, whereas it appears iso-intense to the neighboring tissues in CT. 

PETRA offers the highest SNR for all tissues followed by UTE, and SPI has the lowest SNR efficiency (Table 

1). Due to longer acquisition delay (i.e. effective TE), SPI has a lower SNR especially for anatomical 

structures with shorter T2
* values. Note, that SPI SNR values were not normalized. For an appropriate 

parameter scaling with respect to the voxel sizes, sequence parameters and the total acquisition times 

SNR values for 1.5T and 3T SPI should be scaled to 0.09 and 0.1, respectively. With the increasing field 

strength from 1.5 T to 3 T, SNR increases by a factor of about 2.  

 

Fig. 50: CT and 1.5T and 3T MR images corresponding to the slice shown with the yellow line. Significant 
anatomical structures are labeled on the CT image. See Table 1 for descriptions and local SNR calculations, 
along with the relaxation time values. 

It is observed that the tissue with longer T2
* have higher SNR as expected. SPI has lower SNR per unit time 

while UTE and PETRA has comparable SNR per unit time, which could be seen at the sequence parameter 

scaling. The lower SNR of SPI is also due to the longer acquisition delay which is enforced by the limitations 

of the gradient systems in use. 

In Table 1, the relaxation values of the corresponding anatomical regions are given. T1 and T2
* maps for 

both magnetic fields are shown in Fig. 51. T2
* varies between 90 - 600 s and T1 varies between 60 - 300 

ms. Metacarpal spongy bone has very low SNR, and here relaxation values could not be calculated. T2* of 
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skin soaked with embalming resin is significantly higher than that of other tissues, whereas metacarpal 

spongy bone has the lowest T2*. For tendons T2* decreases with increasing field strength; however, T2* 

of skin soaked with embalming resin and the metacarpal bones does not change with the field strength.  

T1 values do not differ significantly among the tissues - only skin soaked with embalming resin has higher 

T1 in 1.5 T measurements. T1 values decrease by a factor of two with increasing field strength.  

In the 

images (Fig. 50) small anatomical structures are not clearly visualized in the PETRA data due to image 

blurring, whereas in UTE edges appear sharper (for example, at the index finger). The source of blurring 

for UTE and PETRA is the fast decay of the transverse magnetization. For SPI, blurring is observed 

especially at 3T field strength; because the point spread function is disturbed due to the RF pulse being 

applied while the gradients are switched on.  

In Fig. 52, UTE and SPI images of a rubber with rectangular cross-section are shown. It is observed from 

the line profiles that SPI preserves the sharp edge information better than UTE. The blurring effect 

becomes more evident with decreasing T2*. 

  SNR Relaxation Times 

 Anatomical structure UTE PETRA SPI T1 (ms) T2
* (s) 

  1.5T 3T 1.5T 1.5T 3T 1.5T 3T 1.5T 3T 

2 Flexor pollicus longus tendons 16 32 21 7 18 182±38 78±11 214±29 158±31 

3 
Flexor digitorum profundi 

tendons 
14 44 24 6 37 206±42 75±12 321±36 182±32 

4 Dorsal interossei muscles 15 22 21 6 17 193±43 81±14 315±44 248±33 

5a 
Dorsal skin with embalm. 

resin 
27 51 43 19 47 268±43 88±17 458±76 435±56 

5b 
Palmar skin with embalm. 

resin 
51 83 61 40 81 266±41 89±16 417±34 544±70 

5c Ulnar skin with embalm. resin 68 127 72 71 76 263±53 74±12 526±88 565±79 

Ia Metacarpal I      (spongy bone) 4 8 8 1 6 NA 85±17 NA 143±17 

IIa Metacarpal II    (spongy bone) 8 19 17 2 10 NA 105±16 NA 152±23 

IIIa Metacarpal III   (spongy bone) 5 20 17 3 15 NA 93±18 NA 138±16 

IVa Metacarpal IV   (spongy bone) 6 16 16 2 16 162±45 97±13 119±20 131±20 

Va Metacarpal V    (spongy bone) 6 18 17 2 14 188±30 94±15 115±14 147±28 

Ib Metacarpal  I    (cortical bone) 12 26 21 9 32 216±53 73±17 191±18 212±35 

IIb Metacarpal  II   (cortical bone) 12 29 26 10 34 212±49 72±18 209±19 215±31 

IIIb Metacarpal  III  (cortical bone) 19 36 31 12 35 235±38 80±15 168±22 173±18 

IVb Metacarpal  IV  (cortical bone) 13 30 26 10 32 233±44 77±17 227±26 207±21 

Vb 
Metacarpal V     (cortical 

bone) 
11 30 30 11 27 211±43 75±19 178±19 228±34 

Tabel 1: Image SNR and relaxation values of the labeled anatomical regions for 1.5 T and 3 T. 
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Fig. 51: T2* relaxation map in ms for 1.5T (upper left) and for 3T (upper right). T1 relaxation map in ms for 
1.5T (bottom left) and for 3T (bottom right). 

 

Fig. 52: Line profile comparison for UTE and SPI on a rubber phantom with rectangular cross-section. 

4.1.2. Modifications to the Short-TE Pulse Sequences 

4.1.2.1. Gradient Switching Corrections in UTE Sequence 

In Fig. 53, 2D UTE images of the resolution phantom are shown when reconstructed with and without 

gradient delay correction. Estimated gradient delays were 1.3 s, 2.2 s in x and y directions, respectively. 

Gradient delay correction using opposite spoke cross-correlation helped reducing the blurring and signal 

shift artifacts. Image distortions at the edges were significantly corrected. 
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Fig. 53: A structural image of the resolution phantom using a standard GRE sequence (left). UTE images of 
the resolution phantom reconstructed without (middle) and with (right) gradient delay correction.  

4.1.2.2. Gradient friendly modifications in SPI  

The temperature measurements during sequence execution shows that with standard step-wise k-space 

ordering (Seq. 1), higher temperatures are measured than with the reordered sequences 2 and 3 (Fig. 54). 

While sequences 1 and 2 could not be executed by the MR system due to a cooling system warning, Seq. 

3 could finish data acquisition without interruption. Gradient waveforms for three directions in Seq. 3 are 

similar as well as the measured increase in temperature. Therefore, the modified sequence can be 

performed with more extreme parameters compared to standard version. Results also show that gradient 

coil heating not only depends on the instant current levels but also on k-space ordering since the cooling 

system has a non-negligible time constant.  

 

Fig. 54: Temperature measurements for four different gradient waveforms described in Methods, Fig.32. 
Measured temperature increase for the modified saddle-like k-space trajectory is substantially lower at 
the end of the measurement, and unlike the other gradient waveforms, it does not increase monotonically 
after 15 min. 

Bloch simulations show that the slice profile improves with the limited gradient amplitude, and even at 

the edges of the FOV an excitation of 80% is achieved. In Fig. 55 one can see that the limited gradient 

amplitudes provide a smoother signal distribution over FOV. The additional effect of the gradient 

limitation on gradient heating was minor for TR = 6.4 ms. 
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Fig. 55: Comparison of sequences with regular gradient level (middle) and gradient level halved on RF (left) 
using a large loop resonator. Slice profile is smoother when the gradient level is halved during excitation, 
thus the edges are not suppressed (right). 

4.1.3. Hardware Optimization for MRI of Ultra-short T2 Samples 

4.1.3.1. RF Resonators 

Fig. 56 shows the homogeneity comparison of three resonators of similar dimensions. Fig. 56a,b,c shows 

the B1 maps generated with an SNR mask and scaled to between 30 T and 35 T. Along the radius  

 

Fig. 56: B1 field maps when loaded with distilled water tubes described in section 3.1.3. for loo-gap (a.), 
solenoid (b.), and birdcage (c.) resonators. UTE images of the mummy hand acquired with each resonator 
(d.), (e.), (f.), and corresponding SNR histograms (g.), (h.), and (i.), respectively. 
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|B1| varied by 3.2%/ 2.8% (1.5 T / 3 T) for the solenoid resonator. And 1.6% and 3.9% for the loop-gap and 

birdcage resonators, respectively. Fig. 56d,e,f shows SNR maps for the structural UTE images of the 

mummified hand at 3T acquired with each of the resonators for the same flip angle. In Fig. 56g,h,i, SNR 

histograms are plotted. Loop-gap resonators had a higher homogeneity, and more pixels with a SNR of 

greater than 100. Homogeneities of birdcage and solenoid resonators were comparable, yet solenoid 

outperformed the birdcage in terms of SNR.  

4.1.3.2. RF Circuitry: Tx/Rx Switches 

The linear Tx/Rx switches provide up to 50 dB isolation. Switching times of 2.4 s / 3.6 s were measured 

for 1.5 T / 3 T linear Tx/Rx switches. Isolation and switching times for the quadrature Tx/Rx switch were 

42 dB and 2.1 s, respectively.  

4.2. Concurrent Excitation and Acquisition 

4.2.1. Active Decoupling of RF Resonators using a Transmit Array System  

4.2.1.1. Decoupling of RF Resonators with Additional Decoupling Resonators 

Geometric decoupling reduced the induced voltages in the Rx resonator from 80 ± 5 mVpp to 8 ± 1 mVpp, 

and PA decoupling further decreased the voltage to less than 10 Vpp. Thus, with the geometric decoupling 

alone, an isolation of 18±3 dB was achieved, and PA decoupling additionally yielded an isolation of 52±5 

dB. In total, a decoupling of 70±8 dB was possible with the proposed setup. For chirp pulses PA decoupling 

deviated 10 dB over 30 kHz band. The resulting plot of the geometric decoupling is shown in Fig. 57 and 

for the PA decoupling using the multichannel transmission system in Fig. 58. Voltage levels and decoupling 

values are given as an average over 60 repeated measurements.  

 

Fig. 57: Measured B1-induced voltage for a rotation of the Rx resonator with respect to one of the Tx 
resonators. An ideal linearly polarized field is also calculated, and both fields are scaled around 0°. 
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Fig. 58: Decoupling vs. phase of an RF generator unit. Phase and amplitude (PA) decoupling is represented 
by changing the phase of one Tx channel step by step over one cycle. The data are scaled around 0°. 

From the B1 mapping experiment, the B1 magnitude of the rectangular RF pulse in the CEA experiment 

was calculated to 0.1 T for rectangular RF pulse of 8 ms duration and Upeak = 1 Vpp. Note that B1 was 

calculated only for the Tx coil-1. 

4.2.1.2. Transmit Noise 

Without geometric decoupling the standard deviation of the acquired CEA signal was 14 V; with 10 dB 

and 20 dB geometric decoupling, the standard deviation was 11 V and 3 V, respectively. The acquired 

signal voltage levels were the same when the transmit system was driven with an RF pulse with zero 

amplitude, and when the transmit system was turned off and unplugged. Therefore, it was concluded that 

the transmit noise-induced voltage does not exceed the receive noise floor which is measured as 5 Vpp. 

4.2.1.3. Application to MRI with CEA 

Fig. 59 shows the acquired raw data processed through leakage subtraction, a smoothing filter, and 

deconvolution. Contamination from B1-induced leakage signal can be observed as a frequency dependent 

DC offset in the raw data with the sample (Fig. 59a). B1-induced leakage 𝜗𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘 is measured by repeating 

the same acquisition after the sample is removed (Fig. 59b). Subtraction of the waveforms results in the 

signal waveform without contamination as is shown in Fig. 59c. The remaining DC offset in the data was 

also subtracted before the next step. Deconvolution was then performed in the Fourier domain using the 

analytical expression for the chirp pulse B1(t) from Eq. 2.4.14 as the deconvolution kernel yielding a radial 

projection of the data (Fig. 59d). For gridding reconstruction, an inverse Fourier transform was performed 

to obtain the frequency-encoded FID signal (Methods, Fig. 59e). 

The reconstructed CEA image after re-gridding is shown in Fig. 60. The rubber phantom with all its inner 

structures is clearly visible, and some blurring is observed at the edges of the phantom. 
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Fig. 59: (a) Raw data acquired from a water sample in the presence of a 10 mT/m gradient field along the 
x direction: 𝑠𝑅𝑥(𝑡) = ℎ(𝑡) ⊗ 𝑏(𝑡) + 𝜗𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘(𝑡). (b) Measured input B1 waveform as a chirp function 

representing a leakage signal that is convolved by the system's response function: 𝜗𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘 = 𝐴𝑐𝑝𝑙𝜗𝑇𝑥𝑒𝑗𝜑𝑐𝑝𝑙. 

(c) Acquired signal after the leakage subtraction: 𝑠(𝑡) = ℎ(𝑡) ⊗ 𝑏(𝑡). (d) Fourier transform of the 
estimated FID signal after deconvolution: 𝐻(𝜔) = 𝑆(𝜔)𝐵∗(𝜔) |𝐵(𝜔)|2⁄ . (e) Single-sided FID signal, which 

is an approximation of the actual FID: ℎ̃(𝑡) =  ℱ(𝐻(𝜔)). 
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Fig. 60: (a) Rubber phantom with a T2* value of 500 s with holes, (b) CEA image with a base resolution of 
256 and 768 radial spokes; TR= 200 ms. There is blurring at the edges, but the holes of various dimensions 
(0.1-0.4 mm) drilled on the rubber are clearly visible. 

 

Fig. 61: Sagittal, coronal, and transverse slices from 3D MRI of ex vivo APOE mouse with CEA and GRE 
(FLASH). GRE image shows all the anatomical details with 0.4 mm in-plane resolution. Major structures 
are visible in CEA image such as the left kidney. 

Center slices of 3D GRE (FLASH) and CEA data are shown for three orthogonal planes in Fig. 61. The 

anatomical details are available in GRE images. The artifacts and the blurring together results in loss of 

significant anatomical details, yet the major structures are visible in the first proof-of-principle 3D CEA 
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image slice. The left kidney of the mouse is pointed and visible in both images. The contrast properties of 

the CEA image is needed to be further analyzed. 

An instability of the RF transmit system is observed even with the achieved decoupling during RF 

excitation in Fig. 62. In acquisition of each spoke, small deviations in the B1-induced leakage signal are 

present. 

 

Fig. 62: Variation of B1-induced leakage signal over subsequent measurements after decoupling. Due to 
the deviations in the leakage signal, the resulting images are prone to artifacts since the leakage signal is 
assumed to be constant during the acquisition of the entire k-space. 

4.2.2. Automated Analog Cancellation using Dynamic Feedback from MRI System 

4.2.2.1. Analog Cancellation Performance tests 

The stability and noise performance of the analog cancellation system are shown in Fig. 63. The temporal 

signal variation in the unloaded resonator amounted to 0.2% of the mean of the signal. In the noise 

measurement the receive noise increased by up to 9.7% from the noise floor when the Tx resonator was 

operated with 0 V input.   

In Fig. 64 comparison of acoustic pressure measurements are shown. Background sound level (i.e. the 

default function of the Helium-pump) was measured as 49.4 ± 0.1 dBA. CEA sequence with 60000 spokes 

performed at 54.8 ± 0.3 dBA for the available maximum gradient amplitude range. UTE sequence with the 

same number of spokes performed at 78.6 ± 2.0 dBA for maximum gradient strengths Gmax = 20 mT/m, 

and at 74.1 ± 1.8 dBA for Gmax = 10 mT/m. The GRE sequence with the reported parameters (cf. section 

3.2.2.4.) performed at 81.8 ± 0.4 dBA. Volunteer measurement also confirmed the low noise behavior of 

the pulse sequence, and the volunteer didn’t need to wear any ear protection during the measurement. 

During the CEA sequence, a low-volume whistling sound was present. 
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Fig. 63: Stability and noise checks of the analog cancellation system during MRI. Upper part shows the 
difference between the residual leakage of two spokes and the mean of all the spokes for maximum and 
minimum cases. Maximum of 0.2% magnitude deviation from the mean was observed. At the middle of 
the sweep, MR signal dependent modulations starts to be seen. Bottom part shows the noise standard 
deviations for each spoke compared to the mean of all spokes and the receive noise floor. Maximum of 
9.7% increase from the receive noise floor was observed. 

 

Fig. 64: Acoustic noise performance results. Continuous gradient-ramps in CEA reduced the acoustic noise 
significantly, close to the system’s background noise. 

4.2.2.2. Application to MRI with CEA 

In Fig. 65 a comparison is shown of a coronal slice of the phantom acquired with CEA and GRE. The 

phantom tubes are clearly visible in both acquisitions (bottom), but the surrounding rubber (top) has 3.5 

fold higher signal-to-noise ratio with CEA than with GRE. In CEA image, artifacts due to radial sampling are 

present due to system imperfections such as time-dependent leakage signal. Another source of the 
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artifacts is the non-Cartesian reconstruction, which is sensitive to the small deviations in the sampling 

space.     

 

Fig. 65: Coronal slice from the 3D CEA MR image of the tube and rubber phantoms (left) and GRE image 
as the structural reference. 

Fig. 66 shows a coronal slice of the 3D data of the human wrist acquired with CEA and GRE. Slices are not 

identical since the experiments are conducted at different times. The wrist bones are seen with a higher 

intensity in CEA image, and extensor finger tendons, which are not represented in the GRE image, provide 

higher signal intensity in CEA than in GRE. Carpal bones also have a higher signal in CEA image even in 

trabecular bone. Overall contrast to noise is higher in GRE due to intrinsic T2* weighting. 

 

Fig. 66: Coronal slice from the 3D CEA MR image of the healthy volunteer wrist (left) and GRE image as the 
anatomical reference. 
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4.2.2.3. T1 Modulation Effects in Frequency Swept MRI with CEA 

In Fig. 67, TReff for the three different trajectories and the resulting modulations in Mxy are shown using a 

2D sequence with  = 10° for a point source with T1 = 100 ms placed at (x,y) = (150,150) on a 512x512 

grid. In Table 2, resulting amount of change in TReff, Mxy, and the PSF for appoint source at the edge of the 

field of view (FOV) are summarized for all 2D and 3D trajectories for T1 values of 10 and 100 ms and  

values of 10° and 30°. 

 

Fig. 67: Effective TR, TReff with respect to the radial spoke angle for three different 2D k-space trajectories 
for a sample located in (x,y) = (150,150) on a 512x512 grid (a). Modulation in transverse magnetization 
with respect to the radial spoke number (b). The most extreme modulations are observed with golden 
angle ordering. 

T1 modulation effects for sequential ordering of equidistant points were below 0.2% for all conditions. 

However, with segmented ordering, changes up to 1.8% are calculated in PSF. Golden angle trajectory 

resulted in the most extreme modulations in effective TR, transverse magnetization and PSF for majority 

of the simulated conditions. The maximum change in PSF of 5.2% was observed for 2D golden angle 

trajectory (Fig. 68). 

As a result of sequentially satisfying the resonance conditions in frequency-swept pulses, the k-space 

representation of the signal is also affected. Although in most of the cases the PSF-related signal change 

is less than 5%, modulations can cause blurring artifacts under extreme conditions (radial segmentation 

schemes with lines far apart, short T1, and/or high ). To avoid PSF artifacts, readout gradients should 

preferably be adjusted to follow sequential ordering of equidistant points in k-space, and low flip angles 

are more preferable. 
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Tabel 2: Simulation results for comparison of three k-space ordering strategies in 2D and 3D. The further 
the consecutive spokes are apart from each other, the higher the %change in TReff, Mxy, and PSF. 

 

Fig. 68: Comparison of PSFs for T1-modulated and constant TR reconstruction for a point source at the edge 
of the FOV (x,y) = (200,200) on 512x512 grid. Here the case with maximum of 5.2% difference in PSF is 
shown, which was calculated for golden angle ordering. 
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4.3. EGG Measurements during Dynamic Lung MRI 

4.3.1. EGG Device 
RF shielding efficiency tests resulted in noise standard deviation values of 3.35, 3.41, and 3.46 

corresponding to the ‘no device’, ‘device off’ and ‘device running’ cases. No RF spikes were visible in the 

noise images. The shielding effectively prevented any RF interference from being carried inside the 

magnet room. 

4.3.2. Signal Processing 
Fig. 69 shows the measured EGG signals during constant singing of the note A5 (EGGideal), during trueFISP 

imaging and singing (EGGmeas), and the RF induced voltage signal during trueFISP imaging alone (RFcoupled). 

For comparison, the RF pulse measured with a small B1 probe is shown (RFin) together with the corrected 

EGG signal after retrospective processing by ICA (EGGcorr). Note, the EGGideal signal was measured to be 

identical inside the magnet bore and outside the magnet room, no obvious distortion due to the magnet 

field was observed. As can be seen in the EGGmeas signal, flip angle values were set low enough to prevent 

the receive circuitry of the EGG device from being saturated. The applied RF pulse for trueFISP sequence 

has a sinc shape and the amplitude modulation of the original RF pulse was mainly preserved after being 

coupled into the electrodes of the EGG device. RF-induced voltages occurred exactly at each TR as 

expected. In the corrected EGG signals some remaining contamination from the RF pulse is visible. 

 

Fig. 69: Comparison of EGG signals for constant singing of A5: the ideal EGG signal with no RF pulse is 
applied (EGGideal), EGG signal during 2D TrueFISP pulse sequence (EGGmeas), RF induced voltage signal no 
singing (RFcoupled), the applied RF pulse measured by oscilloscope (RFin) and the EGG signal after 
retrospective processing (EGGcorr).  
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Table 3 shows the calculated EGG signal parameters during singing of the notes A5, A4, and A3. 

Comparison of the EGG parameters between EGGideal and EGGcorr (Table 3) shows that the remaining signal 

distortion after ICA correction only minimally changes the values of fundamental frequency (by 1%), 50% 

contact quotient (by 4%), jitter (2%), positive (3%) and negative shimmer (4%). 

Pitch A5 A4 A3 

 without RF with RF without RF with RF without RF with RF 

Fundamental  
frequency (Hz) 

857 851 440 436 222 224 

Contact quotient 47% 46% 41% 45% 44% 44% 

Jitter factor 3% 4% 2% 3% 1% 2% 

Shimmer+ 1% 0% 2% 0% 3% 0% 

Shimmer- -2% 0% -2% 0% -4% 0% 

Tabel 3: Comparison of vocal fold characteristics for singing A5, A4 and A3 pitches without MRI sequence 
running and during trueFISP sequence (cf. section 3.3.4.). 

4.3.3. MR Safety Tests 
In the safety tests, no displacement or rotation was observed in the electrodes due to the static magnetic 

field. In the SE and GRE images the typical image artifacts were observed in the vicinity of the electrodes. 

Artifact widths measured from the center of the electrodes as shown in the transversal slices orthogonal 

to the electrodes were maximum 43 mm and 45 mm for SE and GRE images, respectively (Fig. 70a). The  

 

Fig. 70: (a) SE and GRE sequences were used for artifact width measurements. The edge of the container 
was used as reference for calculating the exact position of the electrodes. (b)  Temperature measurement 
results over 15 min of RF transmission with TR = 30 ms. The temperature probes attached to the surface 
of the electrodes display higher temperature rises. Proximal probes was placed in close proximity (distance 
larger than 1 cm) of the electrodes. 

electrodes produced artifact within a distance of 51 mm from their edges. Since imaging FOV is far away 

from the position of the electrodes, no image artifacts was present (Fig. 71) due to electrodes or cables. 
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Fig. 71: (a) Exemplary coronal slices (FOV 420 mm) at (from left to right) full inspiration, immediately 
before and after octave jump from A5 to A3, and at the end of the first singing period. (b) Lung diameter 
and fundamental singing frequency as function of time during three consecutive singing periods with 
octave jumps. Lung diameter was manually obtained from the 2D trueFISP images as the distance between 
diaphragm and top of the right lung. Fundamental frequency was calculated from simultaneously acquired 
EGG data. 

With the high-SAR protocol a temperature increase of T < 1.2°C was measured in the phantom (Fig. 70b). 

Temperature measurements over 15 min show that the highest temperature increase is found at probes 

1 and 2 at the electrode surface, whereas the temperature probes placed at distances larger than 1 cm 

measured 0.6°C increase or less. A reference probe at a distance larger than 15 cm displayed no 

temperature elevation over the experiment. From the temperature increase a maximum local SAR value 
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of 5.53 W/kg was calculated.  This results indicate that EGG device can be safely used in pulmonary MRI 

measurements at 1.5 T field strength, under maximum slew rate of 142 mT/m/s or less, and maximum 

MR system reported whole body averaged SAR of 2.1 W/kg for 15 min of scanning. 

4.3.4. Volunteer Measurements 
During the volunteer measurements the optical temperature probes at the electrodes displayed a T = 

0.4°C increase at the end of the total experiment duration. Changes of lung volume during singing could 

be observed simultaneously with the EGG recording, and subjects did not report any sensations caused 

by the presence of the EGG electrodes and the cables. As a surrogate marker for the lung volume, right 

lung diameter during singing is plotted in Fig. 71b together with the fundamental singing frequency 

measured with the EGG. After deep inhalation, the subject started singing at a high pitch (A5). With a 

glissando (without any breaks or breathing in) a two-octaves jump to a lower pitch (A3) is performed. The 

whole procedure was repeated three times during the total dynamic image acquisition time of 42 sec at 

approximately 3 fps. Slopes of the linear fits for lung diameter curve portions during singing of A5 and A3 

are -7.9 and -3.6, respectively for the first performance; -9.7 and -4.6 for the second, and -16.3 and -4.4 

for the last repetition. Prior to the two-octaves jump, the lung diameter is increased by 3.4 mm, 5.5 mm, 

and 8.3 mm for the first (Fig. 71a), second and the third repetition of the same task. 
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5. Discussion and Outlook 

5.1. MRI of Samples with Ultra-short Transverse Relaxation Times 

5.1.1. Sequence Comparison in MRI of Ancient Remains 
In this work a comparison between three ultra-short TE imaging techniques was presented for MR imaging 

of ancient mummified remains in clinical MRI systems. The imaging pulse sequences use different k-space 

acquisition modules, which either scan k-space radially, individually from point to point, or through a 

combination of both. 

The SNR analysis of the sequences shows that SPI has the lowest SNR followed by UTE and PETRA, whereas 

SPI gives the sharpest images followed by PETRA and UTE. Thus, PETRA is the preferable imaging sequence 

in situations where image sharpness is less important than signal intensity or signal contrast, as e.g. in 

objects with a low proton spin density such as bone. SPI, on the other hand, is the best imaging technique 

if spatial resolution is of importance, as e.g. in the visualization of small subcutaneous layers. Finally, UTE 

can be used when T2* is on the order of or longer than the readout time. In this case, UTE allows acquiring 

data sets more efficiently than SPI, but it suffers from blurring caused by the signal decay during data 

acquisition. Considering the diversity of ancient mummified samples, the results of this study cover only 

a certain domain of dehydrated mummies of Ancient Egypt, and more ancient mummified samples need 

to be studied to define standard protocols for MRI in this field. 

With the solenoid resonator, in majority (97% at 1.5T; 100% at 3T) of all anatomical regions T1 and T2* 

values could be measured. T1 values of the mummified hand are only slightly smaller than typical T1 values 

found in in vivo studies at the same field strength. T2* values, however, are more than one order of 

magnitude smaller than in humans. Due to the applied threshold masks, the T2* relaxation maps do not 

indicate all anatomical structures. Especially for metacarpal spongy bone, the SNR was too low to calculate 

reasonable relaxation time values due to low spin density. Here, lower acquisition delays (i.e., shorter TEs) 

and more sensitive resonator designs would be beneficial to achieve a higher SNR.  

The ultra-short TE sequences require a high fidelity of the imaging hardware and the use of Tx/Rx 

resonators. In particular, the dead times between the end of RF excitation and the beginning of data 

acquisition must be minimized. Local Tx/Rx resonators perform better in terms of SNR, acquisition delay, 

and power efficiency than the standard clinical setup using a large Tx body resonator combined with 

additional Rx only resonators.  

At higher field strength most of the tissues had shorter T2* values, which is in line with the simple model 

of an apparent transverse relaxation rate 1/T2* that is inversely proportional to the field inhomogeneities 

B caused by susceptibility changes : 

 
1

T2
∗ ≈

1

T2
+ 𝛾 · 𝛥𝐵 =

1

T2
+ 𝛾 · 𝛥𝜒 · 𝐵 (5.1) 

It should be noted that Eq. 5.1 assumes a model for the distribution of field offsets. In this sample the 

increase in field strength from 1.5 T to 3 T shortens the T2*, but even at 3 T the T2* values are longer than 

TE. Thus, the T2* signal decay is still overcompensated by the SNR increase due to the higher field strength. 
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For quantitative analysis, a high SNR is required for MRI of samples with short T2*. Solenoid resonators 

used in this study are advantageous due to their high filling factor and sensitivity. However, very short T2* 

values lower than 100 s demand more advanced hardware modifications to further reduce acquisition 

delays. The relaxation maps indicate that for the ancient mummified sample used in this study, T2* yields 

the differentiating information between different tissues rather than T1.  

The term T2* is used to describe the combination of T2 decay and line broadening by field inhomogeneities 

and susceptibility as shown in Eq. 5.1. Considering the typical field susceptibility differences, the dominant 

factor of the signal decay can be attributed to short T2 rather than susceptibility and field inhomogeneity 

effects. Therefore, the mummified sample used in this study can be classified as a short T2 sample instead 

of a short T2*; however, no direct measure of T2 was conducted since the acquired signals were FIDs rather 

than spin echoes.  

UTE and PETRA images show that MRI of ancient mummified remains is feasible in clinical MR systems 

with a good tissue contrast. Clinical MRI systems are widely available and can be utilized, especially for 

mummy imaging, for overnight scans as mummies do not require special care during the scan. 

Nevertheless, acquisition times should be kept at a minimum to avoid systematic effects by B0 field drift 

and field instabilities caused by slow gradient heating. Furthermore, some ancient samples should not be 

exposed to an excessive amount of humidity or UV light for prolonged periods of time, and therefore time-

optimized protocols should be designed. In addition to MR applications for basic research on ancient 

mummies, its potential use would be for post mortem diagnostic imaging of modern, naturally dry 

mummified corpses which are described with an increasing frequency in the forensic literature [216]–

[219]. 

Solenoid resonator designs are especially suitable for extremity imaging due to their high homogeneity 

and high filling factor. For whole body mummified specimen, however, solenoid resonators may not be 

optimal since they have to be oriented perpendicular to Bo. In that case, birdcage resonator designs would 

be more useful. To image smaller sub-regions, surface resonators could be used. In some image data weak 

signals from the resonator housings are detected even though they did not interfere with the analysis of 

the data. Proton-free resonator designs are needed to further reduce signals from the resonator housing. 

Recently developed pulse sequences such as ZTE [220] and SWIFT [51] would also be of interest for MRI 

of mummified samples. These sequences can be implemented on pre-clinical hardware which provides 

short RF pulses, strong gradient amplitudes and very low dead-times on the order of a microsecond. 

Unfortunately, larger mummified samples cannot be imaged at preclinical MRI units. Clinical MRI systems, 

however, have dead-times of several tens of microseconds (here: 40 s) which sets a lower limit to the 

switching between RF transmission and signal reception. Thus, the use of ZTE and SWIFT is currently 

impracticable at clinical MRI systems. 

Gradient fidelities and limitations are critical for all short-TE sequences, in particular for SPI. In SPI, the 

minimum echo time is dependent on the gradient amplitude and the outermost point in k-space that is 

measured. With standard clinical hardware, this point is reached in 300 s for the spatial resolution used 

in this study; novel gradient systems with Gmax of 80 - 300 mT/m, however, might be able to reduce these 

encoding times significantly, and thus leading to reduced losses from T2* decay [221]. Another limiting 

factor for both SPI and PETRA are potential distortions due to the amplitude modulation of the very short 

RF pulses (here: 10 s): short pulses are difficult to realize with clinical MR hardware, and Tx resonator 
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ring-down may additionally distort the rectangular pulse profile leading to longer pulses. Longer RF pulses 

are more susceptible to the presence of the encoding gradients, which means that the excitation becomes 

increasingly spatially selective. This may cause blurring of the MR signal which increases with distance 

from the magnet isocenter. 

The sensitivity penalty of pure phase encode SPI and SPRITE measurements can be reduced with detection 

of multiple FID points per acquisition. Averaging of multiple points would give a factor of square root of 

number of averaged points increase in SNR in exchange for a decrease in resolution. However, in this 

study, the single point approach is applied to highlight the difference between the pure phase and 

frequency encoding strategies. 

The clinical utility of these sequences for example for bone imaging in combined PET/MR systems still 

needs to be evaluated. Radial sequences are prone to blurring artifacts due to signal decay during the 

image acquisition. SPI shows no blurring but due to its long scan durations it is not suitable for most clinical 

exams. UTE and PETRA have similar scan times, which are in the clinically acceptable range of less than 10 

min as long as TR is kept short and low flip angles are used. Spatial localization in 3D is best performed 

with UTE, which is perfectly non-slice-selective, whereas PETRA and gradient-ramped SPI introduce some 

spatial selectivity due to the presence of a slice selection gradient during RF excitation. Although 

unwanted slice selection can be corrected to some extent by signal post-processing, a non-selective 

excitation profile in 3D sequences is preferable. Another aspect is that PETRA and SPI are very silent due 

to the use of continuous gradient-ramps, and they are thus preferred in situations where patient comfort 

is important. 

5.1.2. Gradient Friendly Modifications in SPI 
The proposed k-space ordering is more gradient-friendly in a way that strong discontinuities in the k-space 

are avoided leading to a reduction of gradient-induced eddy currents. Furthermore, the gradient coils 

carry less energy per unit time. Although temperature measurements do not represent actual gradient 

coil temperatures and many interfering parameters are ignored, the results clearly show that an optimal 

ordering of k-space can reduce gradient heating.  

Lowering the gradient level during RF excitation improves the excitation profile while maintaining the low 

acoustic noise levels of the continuous gradient sequences since gradients are not completely switched 

off. Limiting gradient amplitudes can also be applied to projection reconstruction sequences such as ZTE 

or similarly PETRA. Here, low gradient amplitudes might result in lower number of missing center data 

points. Gradient friendly modifications in SPI sequence with gradient shape modification can also be 

applied to PETRA and ZTE sequences in general to reduce the slice selectivity.

5.2. Concurrent Excitation and Acquisition 

5.2.1. Active Decoupling 
Previously, hybrid coupler decoupling has been proposed by Idiyatullin and coworkers to reduce B1-

induced signal leakage in CEA MRI [53]. In their work they achieved a decoupling of 30 - 40 dB, which 

necessitated the use of additional subtraction techniques to be able to reconstruct meaningful MR 

images. In this work, higher decoupling was achieved; however, a subtraction was still needed to remove 

the remaining B1-induced leakage signals. Nevertheless, the increased decoupling in this work provides a 

better use of the dynamic range of the receiver, which translates directly into an increased image dynamic 
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range. Note that the dynamic range can be traded off against sweep rate in chirped acquisitions, and thus 

the dynamic range per unit time could be used as a figure of merit for CEA acquisitions. 

In this work two subsequent data sets are acquired: One with the regular experimental setup and the 

other with the sample removed. Measuring the signal with an unloaded resonator is a commonly applied 

technique [10], although the leakage signal has also been described analytically in classical CW-NMR 

experiments [222]. This analytical approach would be advantageous for clinical applications since the 

additional measurements without resonator loading can be avoided.  

Minimization of the transmission noise is an important factor during CEA experiments. To minimize RF 

transmit noise, the conventional RF power amplifiers with 400 mVpp noise voltage were replaced with an 

LNA. The noise voltage of this LNA was less than 2 Vpp; thus, for these experiments transmit noise was 

not the dominant factor in the acquired CEA signal. In general, a CEA system should always use very low-

noise transmit systems, which might require replacing some components in the transmit chain of clinical 

MRI systems. The ultimate aim of providing transmit-receive isolation over 100 dB requires demanding 

hardware modifications as well.  This includes employing amplifiers with flat gain over the excitation 

bandwidth, providing constant noise figures of less than 0.5 dB; additionally, the PLL clock multiplier phase 

noise of the D/A converter modules, phase noise and jitter of the reference oscillators of the synthesizers 

should be minimized [223]–[225] using high performance products of RF communication electronics such 

as the yttrium-iron-garnet oscillators [226] and the high electron mobility transistors [227]. In addition, 

advanced spurious signal control is required so that the overall noise floor of the signal generator unit is 

kept as low as possible. For imaging large bodies, higher transmit powers are required, which would lead 

to an increase in the noise floor, if these experiment would simply be up-scaled. However, using multiple 

small transmit resonators with LNAs, as done in this experiment, might yield sufficiently low noise floors 

– this will be investigated in future experiments.   

In PA decoupling different RF transmit systems are used. These RF sources have uncorrelated noise 

characteristics, and it is therefore not possible to decouple them with PA decoupling alone. In this work 

an orthogonal resonator placement was used as an additional decoupling mechanism. Another concept 

would be to reintroduce noise correlation by using a single RF source and later split the RF power to both 

transmit resonators Tx coil-1 and 2. This would require a very stable RF amplifier, and additional phase 

and amplitude control units, but it would offer the opportunity to use the PA concept on every 

conventional MRI system without parallel RF transmitters. 

To use the PA decoupling in clinical applications the PA decoupling must be stable over the total 

acquisition of the images. Decoupling instabilities could originate, for example, from transmit voltage 

fluctuations, frequency drifts in the modulators, phase noises based on oscillator infidelities, and time-

varying cable interferences. These system instabilities can lead to time-varying leakage signals so that a 

reacquisition of the subtraction signal A(t) might be required. This could be difficult to achieve in a clinical 

application, and thus it needs to be investigated in the future whether the original time course A(t) can 

be adapted numerically (e.g., by scaling) to small changes in the decoupling. In these pilot experiments 

the acquisition time for a CEA data set was more than 2 min due to the relatively long repetition time of 

200 ms, which was chosen to maximize the MR signal. In clinical routine much shorter TRs are used so 

that CEA MRI measurements will become less susceptible to long term fluctuations of the decoupling 

which are demonstrated in Fig. 62. If the B1-induced leakage deviates at each acquired spoke, the resulting 

k-space would be contaminated by undefined frequency modulations which might results in artifacts 
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effecting low or high frequency information content. Therefore, a more comprehensive treatment of B1-

induced leakage subtraction is necessary in advance to further applications of the method. For large-

bandwidth applications (i.e., in vivo) it is important that the decoupling over the excitation bandwidth is 

sufficiently high to keep the signal within the dynamic range of the receiver. 

During patient motion PA decoupling may be variable, as was reported for the change of resonator S-

parameters and impedance due to breathing motion [228]–[230]. These motion-induced load changes 

were on the order of a few percent, which would not exceed the dynamic range of the receiver in our 

experiment. The difference in isolation between two extreme cases of a fully loaded resonator and an 

unloaded resonator was less than 20 dB, and the leakage signal was still within the receiver dynamic range. 

Nevertheless, a real-time monitoring of the loading (as was discussed in [231]) along with a feedback 

system would definitely increase the robustness of the active decoupling system against motion. 

In this work custom-designed RF amplifiers were used. Even though care was taken to operate them in 

their linear regime, non-linearities cannot be fully excluded. In commercial MR systems RF non-linearities 

are compensated by calibration measurements and pre-emphasis, which is also possible with this 

implementation. Note, however, that small RF transmit non-linearities do not affect the deconvolution 

(and, thus, the image quality) as they are intrinsically accounted for by the measurement of B1. For the 

PA decoupling, transmit nonlinearities might lead to a less optimal isolation in particular for RF pulses with 

a large dynamic range. In this case, decoupling would be dependent on the current RF pulse amplitude 

and phase, which varies over pulse. 

In the reconstructed images blurring of the edges can be observed. Radial sampling and T2* decay limits 

the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) resolution [232]. For the rubber sample with a very short T2* of 

0.5 ms, a T2* decay-dependent blurring of 8 pixels was expected. Additional blurring would be introduced 

due to the large effective slice thickness caused by 2D acquisition without slice selection, B0 at the edges, 

and the angle between the holes axes and the imaging plane. If we assume a short T2* of 10 ms (which is 

already shorter than typical T2*s in tissue at 3T), the T2* decay during data acquisition would lead to a 

widening of the point spread function FWHM by a factor of 0.2 – thus, the T2* decay and 3D sampling 

cannot account for the observed blurring of more than 2 voxels. The blurring could be caused by small 

errors in the gradient trajectories which lead to misalignments of the k-space data. Another possible 

source of blurring could be a filtering effect in k-space: depending of the location in the imaged object, 

the actual time of the excitation within the sweep pulse varies, which leads to a spatially varying repetition 

time. This effect is small from one radial projection to the next, but it can introduce variable T1 relaxation, 

and, thus, amplitude modulation. To improve image quality, gradient trajectories need to be mapped, and 

the k-space filtering effect could be removed by advanced pulse sequence strategies. Increased 

bandwidth is a direct way to decrease off-resonance blurring in radial imaging of fast relaxing spins, where, 

the trend of increasing the maximum gradient strength will help to improve CEA MRI. 

In this work the position dependence of B1 was not included in the analysis described by Equation 3. As 

the rubber sample was smaller than the Tx resonator, this B1 inhomogeneity is not expected to influence 

the quality of the result significantly. Note further, that in the CEA experiment a frequency-swept RF pulse 

was used, which is similar to an adiabatic pulse for spin excitation [44]. Adiabatic pulses provide nearly 

homogeneous RF excitation even in the presence of inhomogeneous B1, and thus the CEA experiment can 

be further improved by a careful selection of an adiabatic excitation pulse. With adiabatic pulses the small 
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tip angle approximation is violated, but a reconstruction should still be possible, as the response of the 

spin system to the excitation pulse can be computed numerically. 

The PA concept can be further expanded by the use of more than two Tx resonators that would potentially 

reduce the remaining B1-induced voltage after PA decoupling. Unfortunately, these additional resonators 

can couple to the other Tx resonators which might reduce the decoupling efficiency. Numerical 

simulations or approximate analytical solutions are required to analyze this decoupling problem, which is 

beyond the scope of the present study. Nevertheless, the decoupling with two Tx coils is already good 

enough to provide CEA MR images with minimal B1 leakage. Another alternative might be a direct 

Cartesian feedback of the Tx signal as proposed by Hoult et al. [233]. More advanced techniques including 

dynamic analog cancellation are also implemented throughout the thesis. PA decoupling can potentially 

be combined with other methods decoupling to achieve extra isolation. 

At higher field strengths, PA decoupling can be implemented theoretically using the same approach 

presented here. However, at higher field strengths resonator and sample dimensions are closer to the RF 

wavelength, the coupling between Tx and Rx resonators may vary more strongly at small displacements 

of the sample (e.g., during breathing). Nevertheless, the decoupling is still a scalar, and the problem is 

conceptionally similar to B1 inhomogeneity correction with parallel transmit systems. Here, the B1 map of 

each Tx resonator is measured and the optimum phase/amplitude modulation parameters are calculated 

to minimize the induced voltage in the Rx resonator, whereas in B1 inhomogeneity correction the B1 field 

in the target area is made homogeneous. Thus, all existing technologies for B1 homogenization can be 

adapted ranging from simple B1 shimming to the individual modulation of the RF pulse shapes for each 

transmit channel to achieve maximum transmit-receive isolation.  

As a further improvement it is possible to use an optimized RF pulse at Tx coil-2 so that the decoupling is 

maximized. Such a pulse could take into account additional effects such as system non-linearities, and it 

would bring more degrees of freedom to the setup. 

The same setup and system can also be used for conventional pulsed MR sequences such as UTE. The 

concept of reducing the B1-induced currents in UTE sequences was first presented as a potential solution 

to the acquisition delay problem in UTE sequences due to resonator ring-down time [234]. The acquisition 

delay after RF excitation is caused by T/R switching, ADC filtering, and the resonator ring-down time. Using 

the active decoupling method presented in this work, T/R switches can be eliminated from the setup 

because the method provides an isolation of 70 dB between Tx and Rx resonators with the initial setup of 

two Tx and one Rx resonators. In addition, this isolation decouples the Tx and Rx resonators during the 

excitation, resulting in a reduction in the energy that is deposited in the Rx resonator during excitation 

and a decrease in resonator ring-down time. Therefore, this decoupling method is a potential solution for 

the acquisition delay problem in UTE sequences.  

Extension of the presented decoupling scheme to planar surface array instead of a single Rx loop resonator 

is challenging to implement. Initially one can start with a planar surface array and treat signal from each 

resonator element separately. Afterwards signal from all receive elements could be combined. Geometric 

decoupling is possible for all the resonator elements and a certain amount of decoupling could be 

achieved for each element although not optimal. It could also be the case that the system requires an at 

least equal number of transmitters and would still leave the question open, if the field produced by the 

transmitter array, while fully and actively decoupling it from the receiver, would still be efficient for spin 
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excitation. The extension to receive arrays is yet a problematic at this point of the research. Experimental 

validation is required to take a further step towards CEA MRI with receive arrays. 

State-of-the-art gradients of clinical MRI systems offer high maximum gradient strengths (up to 80 mT/m) 

and high slew rates (typically up to 200 T/m/s). Combined with fast Tx/Rx switching circuits designed 

specifically to reduce acquisition delays [51], [220], high performance gradients can already achieve very 

broad bandwidths that cover extremely short T2* components in vivo. However, rapid gradient switching 

is limited by physiology due to peripheral nerve stimulation [235], and increasing gradient strengths are 

more demanding in terms of system engineering. CEA, on the other hand, approaches the problem from 

a different perspective and reduces a few hardware demands such as the need for very fast switching 

circuits. In addition, CEA can evolve in line with parallel transmit array systems. Further studies are 

necessary to investigate the benefits of CEA in vivo and provide a sound comparison between state-of-

the-art techniques for imaging of tissue with ultra-short T2. 

5.2.2. Automated Analog Cancellation using Dynamic Feedback from MRI System 

5.2.2.1. Automated Feedback Decoupling System 

The analog cancellation system proposed in this work provides a suppression of the leakage signal of 

about 62 dB, which is consistent with cancellation values found in full-duplex radio communication [148]. 

The combination of geometric decoupling [4] and the analog cancellation system always achieved a sup-

pression of 89±2 dB, which was also used as a stopping criterion for the automatic feedback system. In 

clinical MRI systems this suppression is not sufficient, and thus additional digital subtraction during post-

processing was necessary to achieve the required total isolation of 100 dB [142]. 

Both the analog cancellation circuit as well as the geometrically decoupled RF resonators show a 

frequency-dependent response. Therefore, the amount of decoupling is dependent on the frequency 

offset. To minimize this, the analog cancellation system can be modified to have a flatter frequency 

response; however, the frequency-dependence is mainly caused by the resonance behavior of the RF 

resonators, i.e. resonator tuning. For the resonators the frequency dependence of the isolation could be 

decreased using multistage broadband matching circuits [236]. 

Chirp RF pulses with sinusoidal modulated edges were used in our experiments. Due to the frequency 

dependent response of the decoupling system, the pulse amplitude was modeled in post processing to 

remove the residual transmit leakage from the acquired signal. When more complicated frequency 

modulations are applied e.g. Hyperbolic-Secant pulses, modeling of residual leakage would also be 

complicated. As long as the computational cost is affordable, an iterative regularization based approach 

to calculate the residual leakage by taking the frequency dependent modulations into account might be 

needed.  

5.2.2.2. Transmit Noise 

In CEA MRI, Tx noise is one of the most important factors as it is directly related to SNR. Maximum 

deviation of less than 10% from the receive noise floor was measured. Although this measurement 

suggests that analog cancellation circuit does not contribute to the system noise significantly, it requires 

further analysis to relate the system noise to the SNR. A first proof-of-principle circuit was designed 

without optimizing the components such as varactors and PIN diodes by choosing extremely low noise 

characteristics. The noise behavior of the system can be further improved.  
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Automated feedback was used with 8% duty cycle, which can be increased to achieve more iterations or 

perform faster. Since the analog cancellation system was well behaving, the number of iterations in 

gradient descent optimization was less than 100 for all the trial experiments. This is probably due to the 

fact that optimal starting points were assigned. This approach is simple and does not require a long look-

up table that stores many possible phase and attenuation pairs as in [149]. The current system lacks 

feedback to the MR system i.e. there is no control over the sequence running environment. When the 

automated decoupling is triggered, the iterations are done within the running sequence, which may result 

in some of the spokes during decoupling iterations to be useless and extracted out of the reconstruction 

data space. Next step for a more practical implementation is to control the pulse sequence environment 

for acquisition of the missing spokes during decoupling iterations. 

Another point that has never been addressed in CEA literature, to our knowledge, is cable-cable couplings. 

Especially in existence of unbalanced shield currents, cable couplings result in significant reduction in 

decoupling performance. When more than one Rx channels are used e.g. PUCs or Rx arrays, the receive 

circuitry and cables should be well separated both electrically and physically. In our setup for the PUC, a 

separate receiver plug was used. 

5.2.2.3. Contrast Mechanisms 

The phantom and wrist images suggest that there is a dominant proton density weighting along with a T1 

relaxation based contrast which can be deducted from the small CuSO4 tube phantoms with different 

concentrations. The images compared to a high resolution GRE sequence. Even the proof-of-principle CEA 

image is promising for representing tendons with high signal intensity compared to GRE image where the 

tendons have signal void.  

5.2.2.4. Receiver System 

With increasing decoupling, the possibility of quantization errors in the received signal is decreased. 

Therefore, the task of the decoupling is not only to reduce the residual leakage down the Rx dynamic 

range, but also to make an efficient use of ADC dynamic range. Considering the frequency dependent 

nature of the residual leakage, ADC bits that define the ‘clean’ signal are always limited, thus the SNR. In 

order to overcome this problem, use of lock-in amplifiers is possible that involves phase sensitive 

detection. Lock-in amplifiers can be set to detect the convolved FID response alone, when an FM RF pulse 

is introduced as the reference signal. This way, it is possible to benefit from full ADC dynamic range for 

more efficient encoding of the MR signal.  

In general, it is possible to use this system in combination with receive arrays. For receive array 

configuration, one possible setting is to use a separate analog cancellation circuit for each channel. 

However, in this configuration, couplings among the resonators and the cables will complicate the 

solution, and assigning a single phase and amplitude scale for each channel will not be as simple as the 

single resonator case. A more likely solution is designing an advanced version of the current automated 

feedback decoupling that is extended to the number of Rx elements. An intelligent algorithm can search 

for the optimal values for attenuation and phase.  

5.2.2.5. Data Processing 

Regularization based deconvolution performs better than simple Fourier transform methods in terms of 

noise and FID distortion in the examples shown in this study. However, the quality of the result strictly 
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depends on the choice of the regularization function. A more comprehensive investigation is required to 

find the ideal reconstruction parameters. Moreover, instead of a projection based approach, image based 

iterative regularized reconstruction methods are more useful, as the ultimate aim is to obtain a high image 

quality. It is beyond scope of this thesis but as a future work, algebraic reconstruction techniques with 

iterative regularization methods needs to be implemented for automated reconstruction of the images. 

This will also enable examination of the experiment results right after the measurement. 

5.2.2.6. Clinical Applications 

CEA MRI with dynamic analog cancellation is an initial step to bring this method into clinical practice. First, 

it is time efficient due to the automated feedback decoupling operation; second, reduction in decoupling 

due to motion or changes in loading can be compensated in short time. Considering the advantages of 

100% acquisition efficiency and extremely low peak RF powers, CEA MRI is a strong candidate to be a 

promising tool in various clinical applications including musculoskeletal imaging, connective tissue, and 

myelinated neurons. 

In interleaved sequences, signals decaying more rapidly than the system dead times cannot be detected, 

whereas CEA continuously monitors the MR signal even during RF excitation. Thus, tightly bounded water 

in bone, for example, is not visible with interleaved NMR approaches [48], [51], [125], [135], [232]; yet 

new contrast mechanisms and novel sequences may be developed with further research on CEA. 

5.3. EGG Measurements during Dynamic Lung MRI 

The presented preliminary results suggest that EGG recording is possible during lung MRI, so that glottal 

activities can be correlated with EGG measurements. To assess the safety of the EGG device, four safety 

tests were performed. According to these currently established safety standards [237]–[241] the modified 

EGG could be classified as “MR Conditional”, i.e. it poses no known hazards in a specified MR environment 

with specified conditions of use (cf. Methods, Volunteer Measurements). It should be noted that the 

safety standards are currently revised, and so this assessment will have to be repeated once new 

specifications are available. 

In Fig. 70b, there is a more than linear temperature increase at later times over 15 min. Nevertheless, the 

temperature increase is 1.2 °C, which is considered acceptable. In the experiments with singers, duration 

of individual singing trial should not exceed 5 min, and under these conditions the temperature increase 

would be even less. One problem of the RF heating test is that the electrodes were immersed in a gel, 

whereas in a realistic scenario they are attached to the skin with one half of the electrodes being in contact 

with air. Unfortunately, a standard test method dedicated to the surface-skin contact electrodes in MRI is 

not available, and thus the applied test methods were adapted from those for medical implants. Local SAR 

distribution might differ for a more realistic scenario of surface-skin contact. However, real-time 

monitoring of temperature at the surface-skin contact showed no hazardous RF-induced heating (T < 

0.4° C), if the RF power was kept low (P < 0.2 W). This setting corresponded to a reduction in the SAR limit 

by a factor of 50, which can be challenging in some imaging situations. However, in our experiments this 

corresponded to a reduction of the trueFISP flip angle from 70° to 10°, which still provides MR images 

with very good contrast in the lung. In the future, results from RF simulations and new RF test methods 

might enable increasing this very conservative SAR limit. 
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With the repetition times used in dynamic MR imaging, the frequency of the RF-induced signal and the 

fundamental frequency of human voice are close to one another. Therefore it is not possible to use 

frequency filters to extract the undistorted EGG signal. For correction, in this proof-of-concept study ICA 

signal processing was used. ICA was feasible for a small amount of data but it required manual 

interpretation of the results; in the future, ICA post-processing needs to be automated so that it can 

handle all EGG data without for the requirement of a manual segmentation and subjective interpretation. 

ICA was found to be a robust way to separate the two statistically independent data, the RF induced signal 

and the EGG signal. Using a dual-channel EGG device this method could be applied more effectively, where 

two electrode pairs acquire the EGG signal and the RF induced signal envelope as different superpositions. 

One can even leave the second electrode pair floating in order to acquire only the RF induced envelope. 

ICA could be directly applied on the acquired 2 channel data to extract the corrected EGG signal 

automatically.   

The subject started singing at a high pitch where more subglottic pressure was needed [165], then a two-

octaves jump necessitated reduction of subglottic pressure for singing a lower pitch which resulted in 

constriction of the diaphragm. It could be speculated, that the diaphragm was used to suddenly reduce 

the subglottic pressure. Additionally, as expected, singing a high pitch causes more rapid lung volume 

reduction than low pitch. This data suggest that MRI in combination with EGG is a useful tool in the 

evaluation of breathing strategies in singers. Combination of EGG information and dynamic behavior of 

lungs and diaphragm is expected to help researchers to have a better understanding of singing physiology. 
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A. Appendix 

A.1. Construction of BALUNs 

In this section, construction of three different sorts of BALUNs will be explained. 

Solenoid BALUN 

An inductor of few windings using a coaxial cable is formed as in Fig. A1. A semi-rigid coaxial can be used, 

or alternatively, the coaxial cable connected to the resonator itself can be wound to form an inductance. 

In parallel to the formed inductance, a capacitor is soldered on the shield or on a PCB as in Fig. A1. After 

tuning the resonant circuit at the required frequency e.g. Larmor frequency, the whole structure is 

covered using a conducting cage.  

 

Fig. A 1: Solenoid BALUN part of an active detuning circuit. A resonant LC circuit is formed on the ground 
line to suppress unbalanced shield currents. 

A practical method of tuning the BALUN is to combine the grounds at the open ends of two coaxial cables, 

leaving the inner conductors opened and separate as shown in Fig. A2. The cables are connected to two 

ports of the network analyzer, and the device is set for S21 measurement. The tips of the inner conductors 

are touched on two poles of the tuning capacitor, and minimum S21 at the required frequency is searched 

(Fig. A2). 

 

Fig. A 2: Measurement of a BALUN using an S21 common-ground probe (left) touched to the capacitor 
poles, and an exemplary S21 data acquired using a network analyser (right). 
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Bazooka BALUN 

A convenient way to implement this BALUN is using tri-axial cable. However, due to its size and cost tri-

axial cable is not always used in RF resonators. Alternatively a short cylindrical mechanical former can be 

constructed to simulate the tri-axial line. The blocking impedance is almost proportional to the length of 

the former and log(R/r), where R and r are the radii of the former and the cable, respectively. Outermost 

conductor of the tri-axial cable or BALUN former is connected to the outer conductor of the cable. At 

distance of quarter wavelength another connection is made, or alternatively, a capacitor is connected 

between two conductors at a shorter distance than quarter wavelength. Tuning is done in the same way 

as the solenoid BALUN. The disadvantage of this BALUN is its low blocking impedance. A sample bazooka 

BALUN formed on a tri-axial cable and corresponding S21 plot is shown in Fig. A3. 

 

Fig. A 3: Bazooka BALUN was formed using a tri-axial cable (top), and corresponding S21 plot (bottom). 

Floating BALUN 

One major advantage of the floating BALUN is that it can be added to the existing resonator setups without 

soldering. A cylindrical plastic pipe is divided into two pieces along the longitudinal axis. Each piece is 

covered by a copper tape (Fig. A4). In [205], floating BALUNs were described in detail. 

 

Fig. A 4: Floating BALUN placed on a shielded cable. 

To determine the best position of the floating BALUN, two pick-up loops are placed or put through the 

coaxial cable at different positions and the floating BALUN is placed between two measuring points. S21 

measurement using pick-up loops is minimized by adjusting the position on the cable and the screws of 

the BALUN.  
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B. Appendix 

B.1. List of Tissues with Short T2 

This list is prepared using the data compiled from the references [97], [117], [125], [242].  

Tissue  T2 (s) 

Ligaments 4000–10000 

Achilles tendon 4000–7000 

Knee menisci 5000–8000 

Periosteum 5000–11000 

Cortical bone 400–500 

Dentine 150 

Dental enamel 70 

Protons in water tightly bound to proteins 10 

Protons in proteins 10 

Protons in solids e.g. calcium hydroxyapatite ≤ 1 

Tabel A 1: T2 values. The sources are adult clinical results and tissue sample results estimated for 1.5 T. 
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C. Appendix 

C.1. Gradient Delay Calculation Script 

This Matlab function calculates the gradient delay in s given two spokes s1, s2, which correspond to two 

opposite radial spoke acquisition in k-space. First, Fourier transforms are calculated. Then, cross-

correlation function is calculated using conjugate multiplication. Derivative of the phase of the cross-

correlation function is used to estimate the corresponding shift between two spokes. 

function shift=grad_shift_calc(s1,s2) 

 

    s1m=abs(s1);s2flipm=abs(fliplr(s2)); 

    S1=fftshift(fft(fftshift(s1m))); 

    S2=fftshift(fft(fftshift(s2flipm))); 

    gsp12=S1.*conj(S2); 

    gsp12_ph=angle(gsp12); 

    k=diff(unwrap(gsp12_ph)); 

    figure;plot(abs(gsp12));hold on;plot(unwrap(gsp12_ph));plot(k);hold off; 

    title('Gradient-delay correction'); legend('|g|','g-ph','k'); 

    xlabel('Data samples');ylabel('Amplitude (a.u.)'); 

    Support=abs(gsp12); 

    idx = Support>0.2*max(Support); 

    ind_fit=find(idx); 

    ph_lin=gsp12_ph(ind_fit); 

    [ph_fit]=polyfit(ind_fit,ph_lin,1); 

    ph_slope=ph_fit(1); 

    shift=-1*ph_slope*size(s1,2)/(4*pi); 

end 
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D. Appendix 

D.1. Quadrature Tx/Rx Switch 

Advanced Design Systems (2015.01, Keysight Technologies, Santa Rosa, CA) circuit design tool was used 

to estimate lumped element components of the hybrid coupler (Fig. A5). 

 

Fig. A 5: Hybrid coupler unit of the quadrature Tx/Rx switch. Capacitance of 25.9 pF and inductance of 65 
nH were estimated for optimal performance at 12 MHz. 

S-parameter simulations are shown Fig. A6.  
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Fig. A 6: S parameter simulations for the hybrid coupler. Input power is equally divided between the ports 
2 and 3, however with a 90° phase difference. Reflection coefficients and return losses are low enough to 
avoid unwanted signal leaks between transmit and receive ports.  

Circuit schematic and S parameter simulations for the whole circuit is shown in Fig. A7 and Fig. A8. 

 

Fig. A 7: Quadrature Tx/Rx circuit diagram. 
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Fig. A 8: Quadrature Tx/Rx switch S-parameter simulation results. Isolation between Tx and Rx ports is 34.4 
dB in Rx mode at 123.3 MHz (i.e. PIN diodes are in OFF state). 

PCB layout for the whole circuit, as well as the photo of the prototype is shown in Fig. A9. 

 

Fig. A 9: PCB Layout of 50x112 mm2 (left), and photo of the prototype circuit for the quadrature Tx/Rx 
switch. Numbers 1-4 shows the hybrid coupler ports.  

Test bench measurements using network analyzer verified the Tx/Rx switch function both in Tx and Rx 

mode (Fig. A10). 
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Fig. A 10: S parameter measurements between port 2 and Tx port (top), and port 3 and port 2 (bottom) of 
the quadrature Tx/Rx switch. S42 measurements verify that half of the power is transferred to the second 
port. S32 plots suggest that an isolation of more than 25 dB is secured between two ports connected to 
the resonator. Phase difference between S42 and S43 measurements is calculated as 87.7° at 123 MHz. 
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D.2. Linear Tx/Rx Switch 

PCB layout and photo of the prototype of the linear Tx/Rx switch are given in Fig. A11. 

 

Fig. A 11: PCB layout of 70x90 mm2 (left) and photo of the prototype of the linear Tx/Rx switch (right).  
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E. Appendix 

E.1. Double-Angle Method Matlab Script 

This script uses dicom image data as input. First, a corner region where no MR signal is present is selected. 

Then, standard deviation of the pixels in this ‘noise’ region is calculated. The pixel SNR is equal to the pixel 

signal intensity divided by the standard deviation of the noise region. A manually selected threshold nulls 

the pixels with lower SNR. The masked image data are used to calculate the flip angle, then finally, B1 is 

estimated using the RF pulse shape parameters.   

% masking: 

noiSEct=I1((length(I1)-round(length(I1)/5)):end,1:round(length(I1)/5)); 

[a, b]=size(noiSEct); 

nstd=std(double(reshape(noiSEct,a*b,1))); 

Isnr=(I1/nstd); 

I1(Isnr<max(max(Isnr))/15)=0; 

I2(Isnr<max(max(Isnr))/15)=0; 

% slice=11; 

% I=squeeze(I1(slice,:,:)); 

I=I1; 

% Is2=squeeze(I2(slice,:,:)); 

Is2=I2; 

% noiSEct=I((length(I)-round(length(I)/10)):end,1:round(length(I)/10)); 

%   [a, b]=size(noiSEct); 

%   nstd=std(double(reshape(noiSEct,a*b,1))); 

%   maskSNR=(double(I/nstd)>15); 

% %   figure(62);imagesc(maskSNR); 

 

%Form the data sets 

r=double(I)./double(Is2); 

IB1=(1/(42.756e6*1000e-6))*acos(1./(2*r)).*maskSNR; 

IFA=acos(0.5./r).*maskSNR; 

% IB1(Isnr<max(max(Isnr))/15)=0; 

figure(61);imagesc(abs(IFA));title('Flip Angle map for the CEA resonator 3 

T');colormap(hot(256));axis image;colorbar; 

 

%  figure;imagesc(abs(squeeze(1e3*IB1(48,:,:))));title('B1 map for new solenoid 

resonator');colormap(hot(256));axis image;colorbar; 

% figure;imagesc(1e3*abs(IB1));title('B1 map for new solenoid 

resonator');colormap(hot(256));axis image;colorbar; 
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F. Appendix 

F.1. LNA Design 

Circuit diagram for a single stage LNA design using a BFG541 bipolar transistor is shown in Fig. A12. 

Corresponding simulation results are shown in Fig. A13.  

 

Fig. A 12: Circuit diagram of the LNA. Emitter inductor is used to stabilize the LNA. Bias resistors determine 
the gain. For input and output matching, LC tanks of three components are used.  

Noise figure measurements are done using Agilent EXA N9010A Signal Analyzer (Agilent Technologies, 

Inc., USA). When supplied with 4 V and 8 V DC voltages, 1.6 dB and 1.8 dB NF were measured, respectively. 

Output linearity is maintained up to input voltage level of -8.93 dBm at 8V DC supply. 
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Fig. A 13: LNA simulation results. S parameter magnitude plots (left) shows a gain of 24.46 dB. Input and 
output matching conditions are shown in smith chart plot (middle). Stability factor and noise figure plots 
shows that the LNA is unconditionally stable and the noise figure is less than 1.02 dB between 120 MHz 
and 132 MHz. 

PCB layout and photo of the prototype of the LNA circuit is shown in Fig. A14. 

 

Fig. A 14: PCB Layout of 44x30 mm2 (left), and the photo of the prototype LNA circuit (right). 

Network analyzer measurements are shown in Fig. A15. 

 

Fig. A 15: 17.4 dB gain at 123 MHz with 0.47 dB gain flatness within 10 MHz band is measured.   
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G. Appendix 

G.1. Analog Cancellation Circuit Design 

Circuit diagrams for the two different types of analog cancellation circuits are shown in Fig. A16. 

 

Fig. A 16: Analog cancellation circuit diagrams with a PIN diode based attenuator (top), and hybrid coupler 
based self-matched (bottom) designs. 

PCB layouts and photos of the prototype circuits are shown in Fig. A17 for the self-matched design. 
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Fig. A 17: PCB layout of 118x60 mm2 (left) and the photo (right) of the analog cancellation circuit with PIN-
diode based attenuator.  
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H. Appendix 

H.1. Reconstruction Scripts for UTE and CEA Data 

Reconstruction of UTE and CEA data are performed in a similar way, once the CEA data is pre-processed 

and projection data is obtained. Therefore, reconstruction of both is merged in a single main script where 

UTE or CEA option is selected in advance. After pre-processing, the remaining operation is re-gridding of 

the radial data on to a 3D Cartesian space. Here, one difference between UTE and CEA is the ramp-up 

sampling, which is performed during UTE acquisition, whereas in CEA, data acquisition starts during flat 

gradient strength. This is however handled automatically when CEA option is selected. Detailed 

explanation is given inside the scripts and functions which are available in 

https://github.com/alibaz/ConExAc.   

  

https://github.com/alibaz/ConExAc
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